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Sammanfattning 
Ericsson är ett världsledande telekommunikationsföretag som förhandlar två gånger per år med 

logistik tjänsteleverantörer, om priser och transportsträckor som är anslutna till logistisk 

nätverket. Förhandlingar resulterar i avtal och nya priser för den kommande perioden. Tidigare 

interna undersökningar visar att Ericsson har fakturerats högre, i jämförelse med de 

överenskomna priserna. Sammanlagt uppgår det till 7 - 8 siffrigt värde årligen. De tidigare 

interna undersökningarna identifierar överbetalningar, upptäckta med hänsyn till de uppsatta 

villkoren för accepterad överbetalningsmarginal i systemet. Inom denna studie skall fokus läggas 

på kostnader under de uppsatta kostnadsvillkoren i systemet. Genom detta redovisa kostnader 

som inte tas upp av den integrerade filtret i systemet. 
 

Uppdraget är att identifiera avvikelser kopplade till fakturaprocessen. Genom att identifiera 

uppkomna avvikelser, är målet att hitta främsta orsak för respektive avvikelse. Syftet är att finna 

en lämplig process för att förebygga framtida avvikelser. För att genomföra studien inom den 

uppsatta tidsramen, har avgränsning bestämts till att undersöka och analysera två stora 

logistikföretag. Dessa har anknytning till de tre länder som bidrog till flest överbetalningar under 

2012. Teorier inom lean utveckling, processutveckling, supply chain management och EDI 

gentemot manuellt fakturaflöde, har studerats djupgående. Genom att kombinera en kvalitativ 

och kvantitativ studie, har det empiriska resultatet lett till identifiering av de mest frekventa 

avvikelser, kopplade till fakturaprocessen. 
 

Resultat från den genomförda studien har legat till grund, för att föreslå konkreta förbättringar, 

kopplade till fakturaprocessen. En uppsättning av sju genomförbara och kostnadseffektiva 

förbättringar inom informationsflödet, arbetsmetodik samt processflödet presenteras. 
 

1. Produktifiering av logistiktjänster  

2. Integration av prislistor in till SAP One 

3. Plattform för kommunikation  

4. Tydliggör aktörers ansvarsområde  

 

5. Andon lösning för kvalitetssäkring inom 

fakturaprocessen  

6. LSP tilldelas Ericssons 

fraktkalkylator  

7. Informationsutökning till Prime log från 

LSP 

Samlingen består av kortsiktiga förslag som kan implementeras omgående, samt långsiktiga 

förslag i förebyggande syfte. Presenterade förbättringar är anpassade till respektive angelägen 

aktör. Rekommendation är att implementera föreslagna förbättringar, för att minska/eliminera de 

redovisade avvikelserna. 
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Abstract 
A world leading telecommunication company, Ericsson negotiates twice a year with the logistics 

service providers, regarding prices and lanes connected to the logistics network. The negotiations 

results in agreements and new prices for the upcoming period. Previous internal studies reveal 

that Ericsson is being invoiced higher, compared to the agreed prices. The study reveals an 

overpayment value of 7 - 8 digits annually. Hence, revealing the overpayments detected by the 

set cost condition in the system. The conducted study will focus on the overpayments that are 

under the set cost condition in the system. By that, identifying the costs that are not been taken in 

consideration currently. 
 

The mission is to identify upcoming discrepancies, connected to the invoice process. By 

identifying upcoming discrepancies, the goal is to find the main reason for each detected 

discrepancy. By that, propose suitable processes for preventing future discrepancies. 

In order to investigate and conduct the required study, delimitation was made to analyse two 

major logistics providers. The study includes three targeted countries, which contributed to most 

discrepancies during 2012. Theories in lean development, process development, supply chain 

management and EDI vs. manual invoice flow have been studied in detail. By combining a 

qualitative and quantitative scientific approach, the empirical results have revealed the most 

upcoming discrepancies, connected to the invoice process. 
 

The result from the conducted study has been the main foundation, in order to suggest tangible 

improvements, connected to the invoice process. A set of seven tangible and cost efficient 

improvements, within the information flow, work methodology and process flow are presented. 
 

1. Productify Logistics Services  

2. Integration of Pricelists into SAP One  

3. Platform for Communication  

4. Stakeholder Clarification  

 

5. Andon Solution for Invoice Quality 

Assurance  

6. Provide LSP with Ericsson Freight 

Calculator  

7. Extended Information into Prime log 

from LSP 

The collection consists of short term proposals that can be implemented immediately and long 

term proposals for preventive purposes. The proposed improvements are adapted to each 

involved stakeholder. Recommendation is to implement the proposed improvements, in order to 

reduce/eliminate the detected discrepancies.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

In this chapter, description regarding terminology to key words used during the project is 

presented. 

 

Abbreviations  

 

LSP   Logistic Service Provider 

EAB   Ericsson AB 

EDL   Ericsson Distribution and Logistics 

TPS   Toyota Production System 

JIT   Just in Time 

VSM   Value Stream Mapping 

TQM   Total Quality Management 

SCM   Supply Chain Management 

R&D   Research and Development 

ERP   Enterprise Resource Planning 

IT   Information Technology 

EDI   Electronic Data Interchange 

LIV   Logistic Invoice Verification 

SAP   System and Application Product in Data Processing 

TP   Transport Planner 

CEM   Contract Distribution Manager 

AP   Account Payable 

RDM   Region Distribution Manager 

KAM   Key Account Manager 

POD   Proof of Delivery 

FCA   Free Carrier 

DDU   Delivery Duty Unpaid 

FTL   Full Truck Load 

SHP   Shipment 

SG   Suggestions for Improvements 

PO   Purchase Order 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the background of the project will be described, along with the aim of the project 

and delimitation. Methods used during the project will be presented.  

 

1.1 Background  
Ericsson is a wold leading telecommunication company, performs negotiations with logistics 

service providers (LSP) twice per year, in the request for quotation (RFQ) process. An input to 

these negotiations is a massive amount of data, which gives information on transport lanes 

intended to use the coming 12 to 24 months. The data includes volumes to be transported, 

average shipment size, frequency etc. All this data should be inserted into Ericsson’s SAP-

system, to be used for invoice control. Within LSP processes, Ericsson has identified 

discrepancies, connected to pricelists for their suppliers. The internal study has revealed a 7 - 8 

digits value overpayment annually. 

 

1.2 Mission 
Mission is to investigate the discrepancies in the current LSP invoice control process. Also, 

analyse why these discrepancies occurs. The investigation will be used to create a process model, 

which prevents the upcoming discrepancies. 

 

1.3 Aim 
The aim is to understand and reveal how much Ericsson actually overpays, compared to set 

pricelists and agreements with the LSP´s. Key factors to reveal is why the overpayments occurs. 

Also, how Ericsson could prevent upcoming overpayments, connected to logistics service 

providers (LSP). This will be the base of this study, by answering the following research 

questions: 

 

Research Question 1  

Why does overpayment occur between Ericsson and their logistics service providers? 

 

Research Question 2 

How can Ericsson prevent and avoid overpayments, made to their logistics service providers? 

 

1.4 Goal  
To show in monetary values how much Ericsson overpays. By that, create a model that identifies 

the discrepancies in an early stage. Enabling Ericsson to only pay what is agreed on with the 

LSP. 

 

1.5 Delimitation 
The study is limited to Ericsson distribution and logistics division in Kista, Stockholm. In order 

to investigate and conduct the required study, delimitation was made to analyse two major 

logistics providers (LSP). Three targeted countries, which contributed to most discrepancies 

during 2012, have been included in the study. Ericsson delivers goods to over 180 countries 

around the world. In order to have a complete analysis, regarding the total costs for all 

discrepancies, a further study is needed to be conducted. Hence, include all the countries in the 

supply chain portfolio. The conducted study will reveal the upcoming discrepancies. Also, 

possible improvement suggestions will be presented, that prevent upcoming discrepancies. 
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1.6 Methodology 
In order to identify suitable scientific approach to the conducted project, clarification regarding 

what need to be investigated is essential. Also, how the study should be preceded is a main 

factor. The conducted pre phase research reveals which scientific approach is needed for the 

study. Thesis work at master level requires a qualitative or a quantitative method approach, to 

use for the empirical study, combined with a theoretical study. 

 

Due to the extensive project scope, a need for both a qualitative and quantitative study 

methodology approach, combined with a theoretical study is essential. In order to achieve 

validate and reliable results. By combining several scientific methodologies, the presented results 

and conclusions will consist with solid empirical data to rely on. Theoretical study with the 

qualitative and quantitative methodology approach is presented below. 

 

 

1.6.1  Theoretical Study 
An investigation regarding suitable theories to the conduced project was made, in the pre phase 

research stage. Additional theories have been added during the project, in order to manage 

upcoming challenges. Due to the extensive amount of challenges in the project, the need for an 

extensive amount of theories and development tool were essential. This has been the foundation 

to the study, in order to solve and present required results.  

 

Theories in lean development, process development, and supply chain management have been 

studied in detail, and a key outline in the conducted project. Additional theories connected to the 

manual invoice flow and EDI invoice flow has been studied, in order to emphasize the final 

conclusions. The authors have studied an extensive amount of scientific articles in the mentioned 

topics, in combination with relevant books that are suitable for the study. For detail overview, 

the authors refer to the reference list in chapter 8.The theories and tools for development have 

contributed to finding key discrepancies, connected to the conducted analysis. 

 

 

1.6.2  Interviews and Observation Study 
The qualitative methodology used in the project, are the conducted interviews, with all 

stakeholders and conducted observation study. In order to analyze each stakeholder’s 

perspective, customize questions suitable to each stakeholder were created. The authors refer to 

Appendix A, where the conducted interview connected to each stakeholder is presented. 

Followed by, the question setup for each stakeholder. Additional interviews and correspondence 

were conducted with each stakeholder, in order to answer follow-up questions.  

 

Observation study connected to LSP 1 was not obtained, due to confidentiality rules from LSP 1. 

An extensive observation study was conducted on LSP 2. During the observation study, LSP 2 

was transparent with all possible operations, connected to the project scope. This was essential to 

the projects outcome. By receiving detail information, possible improvements could be 

proposed. The observation study reveals key elements to upcoming discrepancies. Interviews and 

observation study will be correlated and presented in chapter 5. The authors refer to chapter 4 

and 5 for detail information regarding the interview process and the observation study, connected 

to the results. 
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1.6.3  Quantitative Data Analysis 
The quantitative methodology used in the project is based on the received amount of data from 

the previous year (2012), obtained from Ericsson. This was combined with the data from the 

created analysis model, engineered by the authors. By using a previous internal study, 

identification of three countries, which contributed with most discrepancies during 2012, was 

obtained.  

 

A total of 4486 shipments, containing 70 different parameters for each shipment were analyzed, 

in the created data analysis model. The created data analysis model provides key data, 

identifying the most upcoming discrepancies, connected with reasons for the discrepancies. 

Previous internal study reveals the amount of credits, captured by the set (filter) cost condition in 

the system. The authors will analyze costs that are below the set cost condition, in order to 

identify the amount that was not captured by the set filter in the system. The approach will reveal 

currently unidentified costs in the system. The authors refer to chapter 4 and 5 for detail 

information. 
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

In this chapter, literature in the project are presented, which consist of previous research and 

theories on Lean Development, Process Development and Supply Chain Management. These 

theories will be essential and a fundamental part of the project.  

 

 

2.1 Lean Development  
The concept of “lean” or “lean thinking” is a philosophy that has revolutionized, not only for 

companies but governance as well, all over the world (Liker and Morgan, 2006). The 

fundamental of lean is not about doing things fast or faster than others. It is about doing things 

right in a right pace, based on customers demand (Stone, 2012). This will then results into 

reducing lead-time and unnecessary costs (Liker, 2004). The idea is to create value flows, 

including improvement of processes and eliminate waste within all organization activities (ibid). 

Stone (2012, pp.114) refer to Womack and Jones (1996) who define “waste” as, “any human 

activity, which absorbs resources but creates no value”. While Gibbons, et al. (2012, pp.316) 

argue that, “waste elimination is a key objective of the Lean production concept”. Shamah (2013, 

pp.18) has taking it one step further and argue that,” removing the waste in current systems, 

concentrating on adding value that customers pay for and improving product flow in order to 

increase productivity and reduce lead times”.  

 

This indicates that creating value is essential, which pointed out by Stone (2012, pp.114) refer to 

Womack and Jones (1996) who define “value” as, “capability provided to a customer at the right 

time at an appropriate price, as defined in each case by the customer”. On the other hand, 

Shamah (2013, pp.206) defend “value” as an, “organized method designed to provide necessary 

functions at the lowest possible cost, and is an organized way of identifying and eliminating 

unnecessary costs”. Furthermore, ibid (2013, pp.207) refer to a numerous of researcher argue 

that,” value is the end result of value creating activities”. The core of lean is value, contributing 

and generating profits to company’s or/and governance (Singh, et al., 2010). Therefore, the goal 

of this philosophy is to create value and reduce waste in all parts within organization so that only 

added value activities will be included throughout the process chain (ibid).  

 

The philosophy has been developed by Toyota and adopted by companies all over the world, as 

it calls Toyota Production System (TPS) (Liker, 2004). TPS consists with well-structured models 

and methods, which will eliminate waste (ibid). Shamah (2013, pp.207) agree with this statement 

and stress that, “lean involves implementing a set of shop floor tools and techniques aimed at 

reducing waste”. This is also emphasis by Liker and Morgan (2006, pp.6) who indicates that, 

“Toyota Production System (TPS) is the best-known for lean processes in action”. Consequently, 

lean tools (Al-Aomar, 2012) and techniques (Shamah, 2013), developing company’s strategies 

for further competitiveness in their branch (Liker, 2004). 

 

In order to understand how important lean is for companies, Liker and Morgan (2006) stated 

that, “It is almost a given that a manufacturing companies needs some sort of “lean” program to 

be competitive”. Gibbons, et al. (2012, pp.316) refer to Womack and Jones (1994) stated that, 

“Lean framework provide a useful approach for realising competitive advantage”. The core is to 

strive for efficiency and quality improvement regularly and to engage all employees to work 

with improvements (Liker, 2004) while management team provides with all needed sources to 

conduct improvement work (Stone, 2012). 
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One of lean methods is quality circles were all stakeholders gathered for sharing thoughts and 

knowledge on how to improve their work task, as an example (Bergman and Klefsjö, 2007). 

Also, creating a “One-piece flow” processes is another lean method, which gives the workflow 

more flexibility and efficiency throughout the chain (Liker, 2004). It creates a work environment 

were all employees’ feels that they are a part of the work team instead of working alone (ibid).  

 

The system creates higher quality accuracy, because of quality assurance steps and minimizes 

stock (Liker, 2004). These methodologies cannot be implemented without people and this is also 

pointed out by Like and Morgan (2006) explain that, “Driving the lean process and rigorous 

standardization are people who work hard as a team to achieve common objectives”. The main 

base is to train people to think “lean” and to implement continues improvement tasks as a daily 

activity, in order to achieve efficiency throughout all activities within organizations (Liker, 

2004). 

 

2.1.1  Kaizen  
Lean can’t be mentioned without mentioning kaizen. It has its origin from Japan by Masaaki 

Imai, one of pioneers in quality management. Dividing the word kaizen into two words where: 

kai means “do” and zen means “better”, in other words “do better” (Liker, 2004). This 

expression has its true meaning when it comes to strive for continuous improvements in all 

activities within organization (ibid). The vision of kaizen is to eliminate all waste. In other 

words, reduce unnecessary process steps or activities with no added value to the final product or 

service (Bergman and Klefsjö, 2007). This will then result to reduced lead-time, reduced 

production costs or general costs and increase quality (ibid).  

 

The idea is to solve small issues all the time that improve processes, which results into reducing 

waste. Gittenberg (1994, pp.12) stated that, “kaizen means small improvements made as a result 

of continuing effort”. This allows employee to express their thoughts and knowledge on how to 

improve processes and not by management. Webb and Bryant (1993, pp.12) claims that,” the 

kaizen approach asserts that those closest to the work have a great deal of skill, energy, and 

knowledge that must be tapped. Furthermore, “kaizen technology does not assume that workers 

and management spend equal time on quality improvement activities”. Therefore, management 

should encourage and support their employees to improve processes (Gittenberg, 1994). 

 

Processes have to be standardized in order to implement improvements. This statement is 

brought up by Liker and Morgan (2006, pp.16) determine that, “A well-known principle of 

kaizen is that you cannot have continuous improvement without standardization”. While 

Gittenberg (1994, pp.12) claims that,” Standardization is an essential feature of kaizen”. 

Magnier-Watanabe (2011, pp.430) also point this out and argues that,” any improvement must 

subsequently be standardized to reach the next level of improvement”. The main point is to 

develop standard processes, maintain these processes and then, improve these processes 

(Gittenberg, 1994). It begins with well-defined standardize procedures, directives or activities, 

allows employees to perform work tasks in a successful way (ibid). If employee notice or find 

“new ways” of performing standard, management should provide support and encouragement 

aligned with kaizen (ibid).  

 

According to Gittenberg (1994, pp.12), “The more senior the manager, the more he is concerned 

with improvement”. To elaborate this statement, it is expected for a new or junior employee to 

work with existing standard (ibid). Within time, the employee can find “new ways” that could be 

implemented as new standard. In order for this to happen, sharing the “new way” with 

management and other employees, contributing to improvements is the main ingredients of 

kaizen (ibid).  
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Magnier-Watanabe (2011, pp.430) found out that, “balance between routinized continuous 

improvements and suggestions for future improvements on a daily basis is at the heart of the 

kaizen approach”. This approach is essential in kaizen, in order to seek for improvements in a 

daily basis (ibid). 

 

 

The improvement suggestions are founded and presented by employees and Gittenberg (1994, 

pp.13) claims that, “Putting quality into people means helping them to become kaizen- 

conscious”. While Webb and Bryant (1993) argue that, “kaizen technology assumes that all 

employees can contribute to the improvement of the production processes both in terms of 

quality and productivity”.  

 

 

Magnier-Watanabe (2011, pp.430) concludes that, “employees are at the centre of a successful 

kaizen initiative”. Thus, it has to be collaboration between employees to seek for improvement in 

a collective manner. Webb and Bryant (1993, pp.12-15) point this out and elaborate that, “the 

kaizen approach is based on group efforts, with the major emphasis on the improvement of 

processes and systems”. Furthermore, “kaizen technology, calls for people working together”. 

This is also confirmed by Magnier-Watanabe (2011, pp.429) and argues that, “kaizen is a set of 

on-going improvements involving everyone, including both managers and workers”. By letting 

employees acquire knowledge on the philosophy with encouragement and commitment by 

management, contributing for organizations development into enhancing improvement for 

quality and efficiency throughout all organization activities (Magnier-Watanabe, 2011). 

 

 

2.1.2  Andon System 
A well functional and rational lean tool from the Toyota Production System is the andon system 

(Liker, 2004), which is the base of Jidoka (Pegels, 2007). Jidoka is according to Everett and 

Sohal (1991, pp.24) means, “The ability and responsibility of a person or process to stop 

producing when a defect or other anomalous situation occurs”. It all began in Japan were 

manufacturing companies implemented this system and a translation of andon means “traditional 

rice paper lantern” in Japanese (Everett and Sohal, 1991). 

 

The system contribute “zero errors” of output, clarifying, when issues occurs within processes or 

in production line, allowing operators to stop producing at once and inform management about 

the situation (ibid). For doing this, there are several ways that can be achieved. In general, 

operators “push a button” or “pull a cord” that sends a siren signal for alerting managers and 

other employees that the production line is stopped and that something is inaccurate (ibid). 

Managers will then help the operator with solving the issue and restart the production line (ibid).  

 

This technique brings issues up to surface, which is essential for manufacturing companies, 

especially for western world (ibid). According to Everett and Sohal (1991) describes 

management in the western world can accept defects in the production line. However, this will 

be as they mentioned “rework aside” the production line and “it is business as usual”. 

Management has been taught to work with no stop appearances and according to ibid (1991, 

pp.25), "keep running at all costs — quantity not quality" mentality”. It has been difficult to 

switch from this kind of mentality to a more “stop and fix the problem immediately” mentality 

(ibid).  
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The question is why is this important? Manufacturing companies spend much money on quality 

costs. In fact, it does not “add any value” and could correspond about 30 % of the total cost for 

the final product or service (Kane, 1986). Therefore, it is appealing for manufacturing companies 

to be more aware of improvement work within production lines or processes to increase their 

profitability (Everett and Sohal, 1991). 

 

Everett and Sohal (1991) describes an example on quality issue were an operator within a 

production line has notice that two parts are assembled incorrect because of a nut is “off-centre”. 

So the question is, should managers accept for stopping the entire production line because of the 

nut and “fix the issue” or should it continue working as it supposed to do and “fix the issue” 

beside the production line so that delays of quantity wouldn’t occurs?  

 

 

This dilemma is depending on management directions However, in order to raise quality and be 

more aware of improvement work within production or processes, the attitude for “stop 

immediately and fix” must be compulsory (ibid). This has been changed dramatically for western 

companies in the last decades (Liker, 2004) were according to Everett and Sohal (1991, pp.25-

26) that sooner or later, “management will need to adopt”. Furthermore, “implement the andon 

system if they wish to maintain the impetus of the quality improvement programme and produce 

zero-defect components and products “. The main core in andon is involvement of employees 

and according to ibid (1991, pp.25-33) emphasis that, “without whom there would be no andon 

system”. Furthermore, “Its greatest champions will be the people who operate it at the shop floor 

level”. 

 

 

However, the starting points for implementing andon is by change management approach with 

employees were significant interests must be settled on improvement motivation (Everett and 

Sohal, 1991). Thereby, not only motivate, also giving directions on quality assurance. This is 

also emphases by ibid (1991, pp.26-27) defend that, “management can provide the necessary 

stimulus to produce a higher level of motivated behaviour towards work activities”. 

Consequently, “Within certain guidelines the delegation of local control over production, via the 

andon system, will encourage the operators”. Meaning that, attitude will change and a team spirit 

will rise, working towards for better quality management and as ibid (1991, pp.27) point out 

“through the andon system brings out a high degree of motivated behaviour in operators, 

especially when they are involved in the problem-solving aspects associated with the stoppage 

they have effected”. 

 

On the contrary, the system may create issues such as over-utilization or under-utilization 

(Everett and Sohal, 1991). Over-utilization means the process or production line is been stopped 

more than it´s supposed to do, in unnecessary matters. These issues occur at the beginning when 

new processes are implemented or when new employee is under training (ibid). This phase is 

natural and according to ibid (1991, pp.27) argue that, “The supervisor consequently encourages 

the use of the system and as the operative's confidence, ability, and competence grow, the 

problem of over-utilization may well appear”.  

 

While under-utilization is the opposite behaviour, where operators (often, well experienced) does 

not really care about the system (Everett and Sohal, 1991). This will lead to finding issues 

further on within the production line or processes were it could be difficult or more complex to 

solve it (ibid). It requires careful cautions with the operator, otherwise as ibid (1991, pp.28) 

mentioned that, “overreaction to the situation by either party will quickly develop”. The common 

case is the lack of management follow up, were management does not give feedback to 

employees on quality manner (ibid).  
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There are many reasons for “pushing the stop button” such as lack of material or complex issue 

related to design, which could be very difficult to manage in the middle of a process or 

production line (Everett and Sohal, 1991). Thus, issues could be solved immediately or take 

longer time or even not feasible to solve them at all. Those problems that cannot be solved, are 

often related to commercial decisions were top management has to be involved (ibid). This 

shows how andon could affect not only production lines or processes, also the entire organization 

as well (ibid). 

 

 

The main point of implementing andon is for quality and efficiency improvement and Everett 

and Sohal, (1991, pp.33) argue that,” The result of the response, improved quality and efficiency, 

tends to be achieved as a consequence of less rework in the system”. Also, changing behaviour is 

the core of improvement (Liker, 2004); this is crucial for development work (ibid). 

Consequently, for operating excellence, this issue has to be taken in consideration before any 

drastic actions. The ground rules is that by changing behaviour into andon system thinking, will 

provide high quality and prevent poor quality for reaching its customer (ibid). 
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2.1.3  Visualization of Challenges- Poka Yoke 
The concept of poka yoke (Liker, 2004) is “zero-defect” output (Fisher, 1999) were a Japanese 

engineer at Toyota named Shigeo Shingo is the founder (ibid). Poka yoke means, “mistake 

proofing” in Japanese. This method provides to detect and remove waste in all matters, were 

inspection is made to quality assures that every component passes have no defects. The meaning 

of this is to have a “visual inspection” were actions could immediately be executed (ibid).  

 

Fisher, (1999) refer to Shigeo Shingo when he explained the differences between a mistake and 

defect. According to ibid (1999, pp.264), “people are human and cannot be expected to 

concentrate all the time, or always to understand completely the instruction they are given”. This 

means that mistakes are always expected, due to the human factor, even though the goal is to 

strive for perfectionism. Furthermore, ibid (1999, pp.264) elaborate what defect is, by explain 

that, “Defects result from allowing a mistake to reach the customer, and defects are entirely 

avoidable”. This means that, in order to avoid mistakes, is by preventing defects to reach the 

customer. Shingo presented simply methods and techniques, which indicates when a part is 

assembled incorrect or signals when there is missing parts to the assembled product. This 

resulted according to ibid (1999, pp.264) “reducing defects to zero”, which is remarkable output. 

 

An example how poka yoke is effective is when Shingo helped an electrical company with their 

quality issues (Fisher, 1999). The main issue was that the assembly personnel forgot to attach 

two springs into one of their products. This issue wouldn’t sometimes be detected before 

reaching the customer, and then an engineer has to go to customer location, disassemble the 

product, attach the springs and assembled once again. This was not only time consuming and 

cost money, also embarrassing for the company, because given promises on quality regarding 

their products (ibid).  

 

Even though, management was putting pressure on workers to deal with this issue, it still didn’t 

improve the quality (Fisher, 1999). So what did Shingo do in order to solve this issue? What 

Shingo presented, it would be the first method of poka yoke. Instead of like the “old method” 

were assembly personnel would take out two springs from a large box and then assemble, they 

will have a small dish in front of them, taking two springs and place it on the dish. After 

assembly of the product is finished, the assembly personnel have to see on the dish if there are 

any springs left. If there are springs left, then they know that it is missing springs in the product. 

The outcome of this method reduced entirely the defects that has happening before and the 

problem of missing springs was eliminated (ibid). 

 

The force of poka woke is to empower inspections to a whole new level (Fisher, 1999). Shingo 

specified three elements of inspections: judgement inspection; informative inspection; and 

source inspection. Judgment inspection means, traditional “check” the product before sending it 

to the customer. Informative inspection means, data analysis were detecting defects “check” in 

all operations. Source inspection means “controlling and check” before an operation is 

determined, so that all components and tools are in place. These actions cannot be implemented 

if there is no commitment by management and employees. It has to be a part of work activities 

were these inspections are compulsory, in order to avoid defects and discrepancies (ibid).  

 

Let’s not forget that these actions and methods are not complex to implement, also effectively in 

a remarkable way (Fisher, 1999). Finally, Shingo emphasises that “good engineering and process 

investigation” is the core of quality improvement and commitment is the soul of quality 

management (ibid). 
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2.1.4  Value Stream Mapping 
One of TPS techniques that have been implemented or notified by companies all over the world 

is the VSM or Value stream mapping method (Vinodh, et al., 2010). VSM is a visualized process 

map (Singh and Sharma, 2009), clarifying the entire information and material flow (Womack 

and Jones, 1996; Liker, 2004; Emiliani and Stec, 2004), from order requirements of a product to 

end customer delivering (Hines and Rich, 1997). This method was established by Toyota 

(Womack and Jones, 1996; Liker, 2004; Emiliani and Stec, 2004), uses for enhance productivity 

(Hines & Rich, 1997) and process implementation of improvements. The method is used by 

manufacturing companies, and it can also be applied within service companies (Emiliani and 

Stec, 2004). 

 

The main function of VSM provides an understanding (Singh, et al., 2010) on each process or 

organization, integrated and correlate with each other (Emiliani and Stec, 2004). Also, to show 

an over view picture on how each process interact with each other, so that improvements could 

be made (Emiliani and Stec, 2004; Singh, et al., 2010). In fact, most commonly usage of this 

method is to bring waste up to surface (Vinodh, et al., 2010). More clearly, researchers and 

practitioners within manufacturing companies had pointed out that this method has advantages to 

find and detect waste within process flows (Hines and Rich, 1997). Although, it is not easy to 

detect activities or processes that does not add any value to the final product (ibid).  

 

Hines and Rich (1997) refer to Monden (1993) where he explains three types of operation 

activities that need to be considered, such as value adding, necessary yet non-value adding and 

non-value adding activities. Those activities that does not add any values to the final product or 

service, should be eliminate immediately such as waiting time or overdue the work. Also, rework 

of a process should be considered as waste. Those activities that are not adding any value, yet 

necessary, should also be eliminated. Such activities could be unpacked deliveries or long 

distance to reach for parts. This requires a major improvement work within plant layouts or 

effective process flow that ensures solving these issues. Those activities that add value to the 

final product should set an example for the rest of process flow. Although, a value added activity 

could also be improved. By mapping out the entire process flow, improvements could be 

founded within all activities (Hines and Rich, 1997). 

 

Within TPS, Toyota promotes seven plus one different type of waste that need to be eliminated 

from all business activities, as stated by Womack and Jones (1996) and Hines and Rich (1997). 

According to ibid (1997), the seven waste are: overproduction, waiting, transport, inappropriate 

processing, unnecessary inventory, unnecessary motion, defects and additional to these seven 

waste are under utilization of people. These wastes could be detected by mapping out all 

activities with correlations, determine which part or parts are inefficient. This will then lead to a 

numerous of reasons why there are “inefficient processes or process”, declaring these issues up 

to surface (ibid).  

 

Processes that are not work efficiently are considered as waste. This concluded by Singh, et al. 

(2010, pp.158), refer to Nicholas (1998) stated that “waste takes many forms and can be found at 

any time and in any place”. Therefore, it is essential to eliminate waste in all stages and by using 

VSM, “hidden agendas” could be generated up to surface. More clearly, VSM addresses waste 

within processes or activities that occur throughout the supply chain (Womack and Jones, 1996; 

Hines and Rich, 1997). 
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There are two types of VSM maps; the first map is for the current state description of the process 

and the second map is for the future description of the process (Emiliani and Stec, 2004). Both 

need to be determined, in order to seek for improvements (ibid). The current state, describes how 

the process work currently “as it is for now”. This will then be the base of improvement work for 

management, because of unawareness of the waste that exists within operations.  

Typically, senior personnel or manager emphasis on high labor costs which brings lack of 

competitiveness. By using the current state VSM map, it can show management that this is often 

not the case. This depends on the seven plus on waste that occurs within the process flow and not 

because of the labor costs (Emiliani and Stec, 2004; Liker, 2004). Also, with a structured well 

defined map, all waste could be identified and actions could then be settled. This will then lead 

to determination of the future process flow (ibid).  

 

By working close with stakeholders, having continuous interviews and meetings about 

improvement work within their tasks, could solve some or entirely waste throughout the process 

flow (Emiliani and Stec, 2004). Those who work with their daily tasks, knows what can be 

improved. Therefore, it is important to take their opinions in consideration. This will then 

determine how improvements can be carried out in process flow. By drawing the future state 

VSM map, it will show how effectively and efficiently the process flow will be after 

implementation of improvements. Consequently, management will be able to review and follow 

up on the implemented improvements (ibid). 

 

As mentioned, the method has many advantages and according to Emiliani and Stec (2004, 

pp.622) who refer to Ohno (1988) that, “Value-stream maps help people see waste that exists in 

business processes, where waste is defined as an activity”. This means that waste is rational. 

Even though it may be embedded in complex systems, it could be detect and eliminate from the 

system. Furthermore, ibid (2004, pp.622) pointed out that, “waste adds costs but does not add 

value”. Moreover, Vinodh, et al. (2010, pp.897) defend that, “VSM helps the managers to 

visualize the wastes occurring in the organization and the future possibility of 

reducing/eliminating them”. 

 

Additionally, VSM could show financial advantages, which could be made by eliminating waste. 

From an economical perspective, analyzing the waste costs and calculating these costs to 

determine savings, could motivate management to implement improvements. Thus, 

improvements that can be implemented immediately, should be done right away, so that both 

employees and management could notify the improvement directly. In addition, motivation for 

further improvements will enhance, due to improvement results (Liker, 2004). 

 

Vinodh, et al. (2010) presented an empirical analysis, made in an Indian camshaft 

manufacturing, using VSM map to visualize in micro level, entire material and information flow 

throughout the production lines. The study reveals the effect of VSM map, improved the entire 

production lines by reducing the lead time radically, and contributed to an efficient process flow 

(Vinodh, et al., 2010). Also, Singh and Sharma (2009) discussed the importance of using VSM 

map in manufacturing environment. In fact, the method has great influence on were to improve 

in the process and ibid (2009, pp.65) emphasis that, “It links people, tools, processes and even 

reporting requirements to achieve lean goals”.  

 

Furthermore, Singh and Sharma (2009, pp.59) also argue that, “VSM is about eliminating waste 

wherever it is”. This means not only within production or logistics processes could be founded 

improvements, also the entire cooperation at itself could be examined (Liker, 2004). Finally, 

Singh, et al. (2010, pp.164) refers to Rother and Shook (1999) concluded that, “whenever there 

is a product for a customer, there is a value stream”. This indicates the signification of VSM and 

how companies see this as an important tool for their strategies (ibid).  
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2.2 Process Development 
There are many theories on how to develop a process or process design. For understanding what 

this really means, a definition of process must be established. So, what is a process? There are 

many definitions on this subject. Amaratunga, et al. (2002) describe a process as a set of 

activities; consist with output, value and customers. These attributes are the fundamental of a 

process.  

 

Consequently, there are pioneers that have further developed the definition. Amaratunga, et al. 

(2002, pp.319-320) refer to Paul (1987) who highlighted the process as a “logical organization of 

people, materials, energy, equipment, and procedures into work activities designed to produce 

specified results”. While Johansson, et al. (1993) has taking it one step further and points out that 

“a process is a set of linked activities that takes an input and transforms it to create an output, 

and it should add value to the input and create an output that is more useful and effective to the 

recipient”. While time is precious and production lines or services need to be more efficient, 

Davenport (1993) has taking that into consideration, stated that, “a process as a specific ordering 

of work activities across time and place and which has a beginning and end, and clearly 

identified inputs and outputs”. 

 

When it comes to technology business area, Prasad (1996, pp.178) describes, “a process as a set 

of 7Ts (talents, tasks, teams, techniques, technology, time, tools) arranged in a particular manner, 

to transform a set of inputs into a specified set of outputs (goods or services).  

The main base is that the system begins with an input; perform clarified and structured set of 

activities which will result to produce a well-defined output (Amaratunga, et al., 2002) 

 

Many corporations establish processes in their business activities so the work would have a 

generic structured methodology.  A commonly act by the management is to ask the employees to 

work harder or automate manual work tasks, in order to increase productivity or efficiency 

(Amaratunga, et al., 2002). It may speed up the work activities, however not surely doing “things 

right” (Prasad, 1996). Companies may able to focus on doing things in a fast pace, yet not so 

sure to do things correctly, because it may repeat mistakes in an automatic way instead of 

focusing on doing things in a correct manner (Amaratunga, et al., 2002). It all begins with good 

communication, infrastructure work activities, teamwork, encouragement from management 

team, vision and purpose, to be able to create an efficient process (Deming, 1993). 

 

According to Chrissis (2011, pp.5), which highlighted that, “a process helps an organizations 

workforce to meet business objective by helping them work smarter, not harder, and with 

improved consistency”. To do so, organizations are constantly reviewing their business activities 

to determine if there is something to improve (Prasad, 1999). Therefore, it is important that every 

employee within the organization not only knows what they are performing or engaged in, also 

knows how the rest of the organization operates. Hence, have clearness regarding the entire 

supply chain process. Also, suppliers have to be aware what they contribute through the entire 

chain, so improvements could be made (Liker, et al., 1995). Now days, it is more important for 

corporations to deliver products or services better, faster and cheaper, and at the same time with 

more complexity and high technology features (Chrissis, et al., 2011).  

 

Hayes and Helms (1999, pp.297-310) stated that, “If you cannot provide the service or product 

when the customer wants it, then there is a competitor who can”. Furthermore, the new era has 

brought companies to compete much further than ever before, and it is no longer acceptable to 

just have “a good product or service”. It requires more than that. Not only meeting customer 

expectations, also exceeding customer’s expectations to receive customer commitment (Hayes 

and Helms, 1999). 
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In order to develop a high complex product or service, all stakeholders such as employees, 

consultants and suppliers must be involved through the entire process chain. This statement is 

emphasizes also by Chrissis, et al. (2011, pp.3), which claims that “it is unusual today for a 

single organization to develop all the components that compose a complex product or service”. 

Hence, it is commonly to build several components in-house and others have to be acquired. 

Subsequently, all the components will be integrated to a final product or service. This requires 

managing all stakeholders’ processes, in order to develop an efficient process flow throughout 

the supply chain. Also, encourage stakeholders to improve the “way of work” by changing 

current processes into transparent and efficient process flow (Chrissis, et al., 2011).  

 

 

 

2.2.1  The Way of Changing Processes 
It is a challenge for management teams to change the way for employees to work in a short 

amount of time. According to Wysocki (2004), there are three major obstacles that have to be 

emphasized before changing the way of work:  

 

 Cultural paradigm within organization barriers to change. 

 

 Changing habits from current project management processes. 

 

 Pessimistic attitude from technical professionals (Wysocki, 2004). 

 

It is obvious that these challenges could not be changed immediately or not even in a short time. 

However, it is important to clarify that organizations need to have a continuous improvement 

attitude in order to survive in their businesses (Chrissis, et al., 2011). In the words of Wysocki 

(2004, pp.2), “Project teams are supposed to use the new methodology, but they are not”. 

Furthermore, he explains that, “Project managers would prefer to use the tried and true rather 

than expose the project to added risk through the use of unfamiliar processes”. In order to change 

this kind of mentality, is by changing the attitude and sees “the new way of working” as an 

investment for the future (Wysocki, 2004).  

 

Management teams think that training staff to work with improvement tools and techniques is 

enough. The result is to have an overview picture on improvement work, and could start 

immediately to work with this manner. The case is that, this is not enough (Lu and Betts, 2010). 

An important aspect is to give feedback to all stakeholders, involving all to participate, working 

to improve processes (Prasad, 1999). An empirical study was made on why process 

improvements training fails and the conclusion was, companies that give feedback to their 

employees performed better than companies who didn’t give feedback to their employees (Lu 

and Betts, 2010). This aspect is crucial, encouraging employees to improve their daily tasks or 

entire chain. By follow up, reviewing and giving feedback, results into management support and 

encouragement.  

 

It is important to know which aspects are mandatory to include when working with process 

improvements. In order to determine the starting point of improvement work, there are areas that 

need to be settled and answered (see Figure 1). Figure 1, presented by Prasad (1999) shows a 

hexagonal illustration with areas (outer of the hexagon) that need to be determined and questions 

(central of the hexagon) that need to be investigated and answered. There are six areas with 

specific question for initiation of process improvement work (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Questions to Initiate Operational Improvements (Prasad, 1999) 

 

Specific Questions to Initiate Operational Improvements 

1. What to change? (inputs, outputs, and process steps (tasks) including measures and decision 

points). 

 

2. How to change? (techniques, tools, process boundaries and process flow). 

 

3. Whom to change? (talents, teamwork, customers and supply chain). 

 

4. Why to change? (techniques, process, purpose, function, and rationale for decision making). 

 

5. When to change? (time, process order and structure). 

 

6. Where to change? (technology gaps, process relationship and its context to the whole) 

(Prasad, 1999). 
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There are areas that are prioritized more than others, such as the ”what” and the ”how” parts 

brings issues up to surface and identifies bottlenecks in the current process flow (Prasad, 1999). 

Still, all areas must be initiated and further examine before any conclusions are settled (ibid). For 

instance, the “who” part determine the communication links between stakeholders for answering, 

“who need this information”. The “why” part clarifies the value of information to a stakeholder 

for answering, “why is this information needed”. The “when” part determines the right time to 

make changes for answering, “when is the optimum time to do this task”. Depending on what 

type of business, this part is crucial for technology driven companies were changes has to be 

made constantly while other branch takes longer time. Last yet not least, the “where” part 

addresses the information’s consign for answering, “where this information will be used”. These 

parts will set the direction to initiate a process improvements work (ibid). 
 

When new processes are established, there is still room for improvements to be made. More 

likely, when new technology reaches the market, new ways of working has to be established or 

otherwise could lead to downfall for the organization (Wysocki, 2004). On the contrary, it is 

challenging task for any project manager or management team to continue improve a well 

functional processes. This is also emphasis by Hayes and Helms (1999, pp.310) stated that, “It is 

important to realize how difficult it is to improve existing processes, whether in a competitive 

company that is trying to beat the existing competition or a company just facing competition”. 

Furthermore, in order to improve processes, it is important to have management team´s support, 

so that improvements could be implemented. Also, using measurement tools could motivate 

teams and management to work further on with improvements (ibid).  
 

Finally, improvements could be implemented if stakeholders are working towards common 

goals. This is also highlighted by Amaratunga, et al. (2002, pp.321) stated that, “the processes 

involved in a business can help to align the behaviour and activities of the participating teams 

towards a common goal”. Additionally, “It makes the various teams' behaviour more consistent 

and uniform, which in turn should improve capability and lead to better results and improvement 

in supply chain relationships”.  

 

Moreover, by facilitate and involve all stakeholders to a common goal and create team spirit with 

encouragement, contributes to better improvement work (Amaratunga, et al., 2002). In order to 

reach for effectiveness, the organizations cannot stand still and rely on project management 

continuing to do what it always has, without any improvements. Therefore, it has to continuously 

improve processes in order to reach the organizations challenges and demand for today and 

tomorrow (Wysocki, 2004). This requires that organizations work with structured methodology, 

tools and techniques for process improvements. 

 

 

2.2.2  Tools for Developing Processes 
By analyzing company’s current process activities, provides a better picture on how the 

organization works currently. This means an investigation has to be established with problem-

solving models that will bring issues up to surface (Wong and Li, 1998). This is also highlighted 

by Wysocki (2004), which claims that, “Problem solving is fundamental to any serious 

investigation of improvement opportunities”. This could be initiated, by implementing Total 

Quality Management (TQM) tools for further investigation on improvement work (Kruger, 

2001). TQM is a business strategy for developing entire organizations efficiency level, not only 

quality, also for processes as well (ibid).  
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One of the ideas of TQM is to involve all employees within the company. Contributing with their 

ideas and thoughts on how it could be better or doing things differently, is a key factor in TQM 

(Kruger, 2001). This could be done, by using quality circles, where employees could share their 

thoughts within and between departments in the organization. Currently, this aspect has become 

a part of daily activities within organization in all departments (ibid). 

 

The pioneers of TQM are Deming, Juran, Feigenbaum, Crosby and Ishikawa, working with 

quality manners in manufacturing from 1930 and later on (Kruger, 2001). These gurus have 

established methodologies for improvements, used by companies all over the globe (ibid). A few 

mentioned tools are the Ishikawa diagram (known also as fishbone diagram), bringing issues up 

to surface with all specific reasons. Other tools are the process charts, showing how all activities 

operate and integrates with each other. Another useful tool is the Pareto diagram, indicates in 

numerical order on which issue to handle first. Detail descriptions on these models are 

introduced below. 

 

2.2.3  Ishikawa Diagram 
Further developing the work of Juran and Deming, Ishikawa brought more understanding for 

quality management and influence Japanese manufacturing companies, as well as inspiring 

manufacturing companies around the world (Kruger, 2001). It was a new way of approaching 

quality. By involving everyone in the company to promote and participate in quality control and 

focus on customer’s satisfaction (Ishikawa, 1985). This requires to continuously educating 

employees to work with this manner. According to Ishikawa (1989, pp.68) which stated that, 

“TQM begins with education and ends with education”. One of Ishikawa´s contribution is the 

Ishikawa diagram or some calls it the fishbone diagram. 

 

The Ishikawa diagram is a tool that identifies actual root cause of a specific issue. It is often used 

to illustrate the relationship between actual cause(s) with specific issues and bringing them up to 

surface (Wysocki, 2004). The tool is easy to use and give an immediate visual representation of 

the cause(s) on the specific issue, so that action can be made. It also identifies new fields, where 

data should be collected for further studies. On the contrary, it gives an “overview picture of a 

problem”. If the cause and effect is described in detail level, complexity increases radically 

(ibid). The illustration below shows an Ishikawa diagram (Figure 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Ishikawa Diagram (Wysocki, 2004) 
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2.2.4  Pareto Diagram 
An Italian economist and sociologist, named Vilfredo Pareto showed that 80 % of the national 

wealth was owned by 20 % of the richest population (Craft and Leake, 2002). On the contrary, 

80 % of the poorest population owned 20 % of the national wealth (ibid). This was the beginning 

of what today is called the Pareto diagram. This phenomenon according to Juran called, “vital 

few and trivial many” (ibid) at the beginning and later on, change the name to the Principle of 

Pareto. The principle indicates that “vital few” must be identified in order to clarify improvement 

activities (ibid). 

 

 

This has become a standard tool for all companies, working with improvements in all aspects 

(ibid). Pareto diagram is a well-known and intuitive process improvement tool. The model is 

used for categorization, identification and prioritization regarding the causes that have the 

greatest impact. The fundamental of Pareto diagram is the 80/20 rules, which indicates that 20 % 

of the source cause 80 % of the problem. The diagram is based on ranked bar chart and shows 

which problem(s) has the most impact in proportion to the total amount of detected problems 

(Wysocki, 2004). The illustration below shows a Pareto diagram (Figure 3). 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Pareto Diagram (Wysocki, 2004) 
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2.2.5  Swim lane Process Chart 
A typically method to get an overview picture on how work activities are connected, project 

managers usually use process charts. A process chart is an illustration of a well-structured; “step-

by step” flow, indicating decision points, data collection points, approval and activity points 

(Wysocki, 2004). The chart shows all stakeholders participation and activities, so that everyone 

knows “who is doing what” (ibid). Each step has a specific symbol, which indicates if there is a 

decision that has to be made, or to perform a specific activity (ibid). The most common process 

chart is the Swim lane.  

 

 

Metaphorically, a swimming pool with all stakeholders has its own lane, integrated and aligned 

with their activities, connected with other stakeholder’s activities. It is an intuitive process chart, 

easy to understand, and to explain how organization activities proceed (ibid). The illustration 

below shows a Swim lane chart (Figure 4). 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Swim lane Process Chart (Wysocki, 2004) 
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2.3 Supply Chain Management  
In times were shorter time-to-market is a fact, quality awareness and abundance of variety has 

made companies even more competitive than before, in most industries (Sari, 2008). In fact, 

companies in the western world have similar approach in businesses than before (Quayle, 2006). 

The impact of globalization has made companies to further develop their business strategies into 

new ways of leading markets (ibid). To clarify what this means, companies are willing to further 

develop their processes to work effectively; from material system management, further to 

distribution system management for end users (Sari, 2008).  

 

This has made supply chain management area, as key activity of companies businesses, to 

enforce managing improvements throughout the entire organization (New, 1997; Cox, 1999; 

Quayle, 2006; Sari, 2008; Monczka, et al., 2009; Scott, et al., 2011). Supply chain management 

is an area, where researcher and practitioners has defined as a concept (Halley & Beaulieu, 

2009), philosophy (Monczka, et al., 2009) or/and theories (Quayle, 2006) indicating 

management strategies. The definition of supply chain management has many interpretations. It 

can be described as coordination of the entire process flow, from raw material to end user 

(Monczka, et al., 2009). It could also be described as a material management system, with a set 

of activities both upstream and downstream, providing the end user with final products or 

services (Quayle, 2006). 

 

Other researchers prefer it as a strategy, where operational activities are linked with all areas 

within company. Therefore, it should be managed with process-driven strategies (Cox, 1999; 

Monczka, et al., 2009; Scott et al., 2011). The terminology consists with areas such as material, 

purchasing, production, distribution, R&D, logistics through management systems, integrated 

with each other, for delivering to final customer (Monczka, et al., 2009; Scott, et al., 2011). 

There are researchers that defend product disposals of waste, should also be considered within 

supply chain management (Quayle, 2006). 

 

Scott, et al. (2011) explains the concept consists with two attributes; product supply (upstream) 

and customer demand (downstream). Depending on industries and commodity, these attributes 

could be chosen as the starting point for the supply chain. If choosing food products, the starting 

point would be at product supply, where the products are in stores before customers purchase. 

On the contrary, for a custom made suit, the starting point of the supply chain is at customer 

demand for the product. Either by product supply or customer demand, there are negative and 

positive sides for both of these attributes.  

 

For product supply, the positive side is that products are at site and can be purchased after 

demand. The negative side is that shelves at grocery store or supermarket are full of products, 

equivalent to capital binding. For customer demand, the positive side is that products are made 

align with the demand, also little or no capital binding at all. The negative side is that the output 

takes longer time than product supply (Scott, et al., 2011). 

 

The base of supply chain management is to notify it, as an input and output flow. Quayle (2006) 

describes it as inbound flow, where raw material, components or finished goods incoming into 

the organization. The core business is to assemble, manufacture or distribute the products 

further. The outbound flow will then send products to final customer or other partners/suppliers. 

In simplest matter, the supply chain could consist with three stakeholders; the supplier, the 

company and the customer (See Figure 5) (Scott, et al., 2011).  
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As an example, the company sells chocolate bars and has a supplier that could provide the 

company with chocolate bars and a customer that demands for chocolate bars. In this case, the 

supply chain are describes in an overview level (A), as it shows in Figure 5. If explaining the 

supply chain in extended level (B), there will be three more levels to point at. The supplier´s 

supplier (upstream) could be the cacao farmer, providing raw material to a chocolate company 

which will processes the raw material into chocolate bars. The suppliers will then package it and 

send it to the company that sells the chocolate bars, which could be a distributor.  

The distributor will then sell it to supermarkets, which will stock their shelves with chocolate 

bars and the end user is grocery shoppers (downstream) (Scott et al., 2011).  
 

 

Figure 5. General Supply Chain Map (Scott et al., 2011) 
 

Between interfaces or organizations, there are service providers that contribute with 

transportation, information technology, warehousing, finance and market research. These service 

providers are niched in their own specialty services and could provide efficient services (Scott, et 

al., 2011). This is just an overview description of a supply chain. In depth description, the map 

will be further extended and issues will arise up to surface for improving inefficient supply chain 

management (ibid). 
 

With poor internal processes and unplanned demand, it could resolve to a so called “Bullwhip 

effect”. It is a result of purchased more raw material than needed, unprepared or reschedule 

production. This could lead to high inventory costs, overtime costs or even poor quality. Also, 

another problem is bottlenecks, which could appear if a department of an organization 

accomplished more activities than other departments. Such as, production department produce 

more products than the sales department has sold (Quayle, 2006; Scott, et al., 2011).  

 

Regardless of these issues, the goal of supply chain management is to develop an efficient, 

competitive advantage process flow, increasing productivity and eliminating bottlenecks 

throughout the entire chain (Halley and Beaulieu, 2009). There are strategies and solutions 

within supply chain that could further be investigated and developed. These strategies could be 

adapted for any organization, seeking for eliminating waste (see figure 6) (Quayle, 2006). 
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Figure 6. Supply Chain Strategy Approach (Scott et al., 2011) 

 

 

Depending on strategies, supply chain could improve performance for companies (Quayle, 

2006). Researchers show clear results, by improving supply chain management, the performance 

of companies will increase dramatically (Halley and Beaulieu, 2009). Thus, depending on how 

well the relationship is with the stakeholder, in the entire chain (Quayle, 2006; Scott, et al., 

2011). The integrity of all stakeholders could be vital for the entire chain to succeed or fail. It 

may occur uncertainties, depending on political decisions, quality or logistic difficulties that will 

affect the output (ibid). 

 

The core of efficiency is to implement well-structured supply chain integration throughout the 

entire process (Newman and Samuels, 1996; Power, 2005, Quayle, 2006). This has been 

emphasized both by researchers and practitioners, that external resources are well important as 

for internal resources and operations (Newman and Samuels, 1996; Quayle, 2006). More clearly, 

the integration could be done, both for upstream and downstream flow. The vision of maximized 

efficiency is to integrate both directions. This requires many challenges and policies with all 

stakeholders (Quayle, 2006), including suppliers (Benton and McHenry, 2010). Halley and 

Beaulieu (2009) refer to a study that shows synergies and value added activities could be made, 

if the supply chain is well integrated among all stakeholders. Also, better control for the entire 

process will be achieved, resulting into a sustainable supply chain (ibid).  

 

In order for integration, information sharing with all stakeholders is prioritized (Power, 2005). 

Sari (2008) points out that researchers emphasize that business information should be shared 

along with partners, in order to achieve an ideal supply chain. Halley and Beaulieu (2009, pp. 

50) defend that, “sharing of more strategic information, thus contributing to improved 

performance of the supply chain (collaboration)”.  
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The information could be used for improvement activities among stakeholders, providing key 

information for further developing their processes (Quayle, 2006). It is an obvious approach to 

have collaborative practices among all stakeholders, so that synergies and value added activities 

arises (Sari, 2008). This could not happen in extended matter, if few stakeholders participate in 

the integration. For extended efficient flow, it requires all stakeholder´s participation and 

commitment (Quayle, 2006). 

 

By showing the importance of integration, not only by competiveness, also financial benefits, 

management could be convinced to commitment (Halley and Beaulieu, 2009). Cox (1999, 

pp.168) elaborate that, “it will no longer be company competing with company, but supply chain 

competing against supply chain”. Meaning, improvement work has to be implemented 

throughout the entire chain for all stakeholders. Japanese companies such as Toyota have made 

this happen and western companies are following the same path (ibid). 

  

With changes occur rapidly within information systems and inventory management in all sectors, 

the supply chain management has to continuously adjust, in order to be competitive (Quayle, 

2006). The development within information management has enhanced the level for “Just-in-

time” to be more accurate than ever before. This has led to minimize inventory levels and gain 

awareness of flexibility. Also, a proactive approach than a reactive, is obviously the path for any 

company that wants to build or further develop a world class supply chain (ibid).  

 

However, the ability for this kind of changes relies on management. There are the ones who 

make decisions and could either choose a path, where they do nothing about it or do something 

about it (Quayle, 2006). The idea of supply chain management is depending on the strategy. Ibid 

(2006, pp.119) pointed out that, “There must be a value chain strategy and it must be an 

integrated strategy”. This consists with all stakeholders’ approval and commitment to grow as a 

unit, and not everybody for themselves. Consequently, training is needed and development work 

is mandatory in all areas within supply chain (ibid). 

 

Because of emerging markets, companies are growing rapidly. This gives new challenges for the 

supply chain to work even effectively, in order to meet customers demand. In recession times, 

the supply chain needs to be reset, in order to meet challenges that appear in difficult times. 

These challenges are addressees by management in companies, for increasing competitiveness, 

regarding their services or products (Quayle, 2006). 
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2.4 Manual flow vs. EDI flow 
The final step in the supply chain is the invoice process. For international companies, the 

outcome of the invoice is commonly standard (Ward, 1968) so that management control could be 

implemented (Otely, 1994). By managing and controlling the invoice process, complex attributes 

or complication can occur within the organization (Lo, et al., n.d). In fact, companies that have 

outsourced parts that contribute to the final product are aware of the complexity within 

information management in invoice processes, throughout the supply chain (Lauer, 2000). 

Therefore, it is essential to have an efficient integrated information management system, which 

provides all stakeholders with “correct data” (Lee, et al., 2007).  

 

 

Manual processes contribute with uncertainty of accuracy outputs. Manual handling of data in 

large extend contribute to higher uncertainties, compared to automated data handling (Krause, et 

al., 2013). It is also time consuming and the method contributes to unnecessary resource costs 

(ibid). Furthermore, the preparation part within manual processes take a significant amount of 

energy, indicating stress if many invoices has to be done in a short amount of time. In fact, 

entering the manual invoices into the organization system by scanning, is an additional process 

that needs to be done. Monitoring and controlling is another aspect that needs to be implemented 

with manual processes (Ratnasingham and Swatman, 1997). Taking this in consideration, many 

companies and institutions are seeking solutions that would solve these issues (Allinson, 2004).  

 

 

Therefore, advantages could be done by using Electronic Data Interchange flow or EDI 

(Whiteley, 1996). EDI is an automated information management system, integrating all the 

involved stakeholders information trading network (ibid). By providing an automated solution to 

the invoice process, it contributes to increase productivity and efficiency, where unnecessary 

tasks could be eliminated (Walker, 1998). In order to achieve high level of efficiency regarding 

the EDI flow, a key factor is that all stakeholders use similar IT systems (Singh, 1996).  

 

 

In fact, disadvantages may occur, if stakeholders do not have the similar IT systems. By that, 

contributing to lack of information, or/and synchronization of other attributes, which force to 

manual handling (ibid). Also, when processes consist with different IT systems, complexity with 

information will occur (Backlund, 2002). More clearly, if systems need to be processed, add or 

change information, the output might differ from the original information (ibid) 

 

 

At glance, EDI systems have significant improvement rate, where companies immediately notify 

well-developed information flow (Whiteley, 1996). This indicates that management should 

promote the usage of EDI flow, by sending and receiving invoices from the suppliers (Walker, 

1998).  A study was made by Ghobadian, et al. (1994) shows how three supermarkets has 

increased their market share by implementing EDI flow.  
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Similar results was also introduced by McLaughlin, et al. (1998) shows that cooperation’s, that 

use EDI flow has a tremendous advantage and benefits in the supply chain. This flow is not only 

for companies, but governance as well. Allison (2004) has made an empirical study on the 

transaction for a police department in Australia, went from manual process to EDI. The result of 

study contributed to remarkable improvements, reducing time spend on manual handling and 

increased cost savings. 

 

 

On the contrary, there are pitfalls within EDI flow according to Lauer (2000). The researcher has 

done an empirical study on three major automotive companies in the U.S, where they attempt to 

implement EDI flow throughout the entire supply chain. The study included also their supplier. 

Results from the study show that, if a supplier has not the capability or resources to implement 

EDI flow, must reorganize their information management system. This will cost enormous 

amount of money, causing negative impact on the entire supply chain.  

 

 

Therefore a key factor is to overview the organizations ability for changes, and long term 

commitment to develop further. Hence, seeking new ways for improvements, that further 

strengthens its market position (Walker, 1998). With new tools, techniques and information 

management systems, a step closer to a more efficient organization could be achieved (ibid).  
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3 CURRENT DESCRIPTION 

In this chapter, the current operations and involved stakeholders will be presented. The functions 

for each stakeholder will be described, in order to give a clear view regarding the projects focus 

area. This will provide an overview description regarding the involved stakeholders. 

 

 

3.1 Introduction- Ericsson Distribution and Logistics 
The starting point was to introduce Ericsson´s internal processes and operations, in order to give 

an overview picture for the entire company, as well as the internal organization structure. 

Meetings with relevant personnel to the projects were conducted. This includes the department 

of invoice control within Ericsson distribution and logistics. The department monitors and 

quality assures all invoices for Ericsson AB. Hence, a detailed presentation regarding the invoice 

control group´s daily operations were held. Understanding the invoice control group´s processes 

is crucial to the projects outcome. More clearly, it is the last step within the supply chain and for 

its function, working as a “filter” for all invoices connected to Ericsson AB. Earlier projects, 

focusing on invoice handling were conducted during the previous year (2012). Also, major 

findings were presented from the responsible project managers, due to its relevance for the 

current project.  
 

Findings from the invoice handling projects will be analyzed later in the current project. The 

invoice system is divided in two flows; the EDI flow (electronic invoices) and manual flow (PDF 

send invoices). Meetings were conducted with the EDI flow personnel and manual flow 

personnel, in order to clarify both areas. The EDI flow supervisors presented the EDI flow 

functions in the SAP One system. Also, the supervisors had several power point presentations, 

where they described the EDI flow in different process maps, in overview and detail level 

descriptions. Continuing, meetings with the manual flow supervisors showed that the process for 

the manual flow is completely different from the EDI process flow. With these facts, it gave a 

clear picture regarding which area is more relevant to target.  

 

The sourcing department is one of the key stakeholders in the current project. Consequently, the 

first initial meetings were conducted; to present the current functions and operations that 

sourcing is responsible for. The meetings contribute on how sourcing operates and the role that 

sourcing plays within the entire supply chain. Regular communication will be held with sourcing 

during the entire project, in order to clarify upcoming question marks connected to the sourcing 

process.  

 

The manager for operation efficiency presented a brief introduction regarding the Ericsson 

distribution and logistics organization. Description on how the department is linked with the 

other departments and company functions was presented. During the project, continues 

communication will be held with key stakeholders such as the invoice control group, sourcing 

department, manager for operation efficiency, manager for distribution implementation and also 

the logistics service providers (LSP). 

 

ERICSSON Business Process 
Ericsson has developed an internal business process model that continually is improved and 

refined. The distribution and logistics supply chain affect larger parts of the entire company. By 

that, an overview understanding of the entire business process model is required, to understand 

the different connections in the supply chain. By navigating in Ericsson´s internal webpage, 

mapping out the different process flows with connection to the current project was made. 
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The result became a presentation of all process maps, in one power point document that could be 

analyzed. The presentation consists of 5 different levels, where each level has multiple process 

maps, describing different steps in the entire supply chain.  

Figure 7 shows the level number two layout, where the red circle illustrates the target area for the 

current project. The delivery process and the sourcing process will be the focus area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Ericsson Delivery Process with focus on the Studied Area 
 

After analyzing and studying the process model, knowledge regarding the connection between 

the different processes was accumulated. With the new knowledge, a deeper understanding in 

detailed level was preceded, and helped to target which areas should focus be aimed on, during 

the current project.  With the analysis in hand, a decision to further analyze the sourcing process 

in detail was taken. One major aspect is that the sourcing department is a major stakeholder in 

the current project. Due to that, a detail analysis is needed to understand there operational 

processes. Therefore, a detailed analysis regarding the sourcing department was conducted and 

resulted with a similar presentation to the previous process document. By studying the entire 

sourcing process in detail, a deeper understanding and valuable knowledge was gathered. The 

studied material will be used in the analysis to point out possible improvement areas. 

 

Invoice Control Department 
In the introduction to Ericsson´s internal processes, the invoice control department was 

introduced and the department’s functionality was described. The major functionality for the 

invoice control group is to monitor and examine all the invoices, submitted to Ericsson AB. 

Invoices will be controlled to determine if they are correct, due to agreements with the LSP´s 

(logistic service providers). By that, detect if prices are charged according to the agreed 

pricelists. Moreover, the department quality assures that the agreed prices are implemented. For 

the EDI flow, there is an integrated filter in the system with an adjustable function, for accepted 

amount overpayment connected to each shipment. The margin is set by Ericsson AB and could 

be adjusted due to the circumstances. The invoices that exceed the set margin will be captured in 

the invoice control flow, also called the LIV workflow (Logistic Invoice Verification workflow). 

The invoice control department will analyze each shipment that enters the LIV workflow for 

reasonable answers. By calling or e-mailing the responsible LSP for each analyzed shipment, 

answer and clarification regarding overpayment for each treated shipment is obtained. The 

invoice control department is one of the three key stakeholders in the current project. 
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Sourcing Department 
During the introduction to Ericsson´s internal process, the sourcing department was briefly 

introduced. The analysis conducted on the sourcing department, gave knowledge regarding the 

internal processes. Main functions of the sourcing department that has relevance to the current 

project, is that the department’s responsibility consists of two different interlinked functions. 

First function is the creation of a price model for each aspect in the distribution and logistics 

network.  

Second function is the negotiation and agreement process. Determine prices together with the 

LSP, regarding each transport lane in the distribution and logistics network. Such agreements 

take place two times each year. The outcomes from the sourcing departments work are the 

pricelists, which consists of all new negotiated prices for each transport lane.  The purpose of the 

pricelists is that, all involved stakeholders will follow the new pricelists. In practice, the logistic 

service providers should calculate volume and chargeable weight align with the new pricelists. 

Also, the invoice control department will use the new pricelists to control if the logistic service 

providers have invoiced correctly, with respect to the new pricelists. 

 

 

Logistic Service Providers (LSP) 
In this report due to confidentiality, the different logistic service providers will not be mentioned 

by name, however referred to as LSP 1, LSP 2. LSP stands for logistic service providers. LSP´s 

are responsible for the transportation in the logistics network, used by Ericsson to move goods 

around the world. Ericsson use both international large logistic companies to move goods, and 

local companies to move goods to specific areas. By that, utilizing a large amount of 

transportation roots, and having the ability to reach most places in different continents. Annually 

and quarterly meetings take place with the different LSP´s, where both representatives from 

Ericsson sourcing department and distribution and logistics department are involved. The 

purpose is to discuss continues improvements and have continues dialog with the LSP´s. There 

are different transport modes, depending on destination for the goods. Due to that, the LSP´s are 

responsible for air-, truck-, currier- (mail) and maritime transportation. 

 

 

Transport Planners 
The department of transport planning has the responsibility of planning goods deliveries from 

Ericsson´s logistic and production plants all over the world. The main task for a transport planner 

is to plan and monitor each shipment from start to final destination. This includes following 

agreement with the LSP´s. Each transport planner is responsible for a number of transport lanes 

throughout the regions. Hence, shipment booking includes parameters such as destination, 

volume of goods, transport mode, service level etc. The shipment booking is based on 

agreements and contracts with the LSP´s for each period. If a transport lane is not settled within 

agreement, then it will be created as a special logistic solution.  

 

Special logistic solutions are called “AD Hocs”, which means that there is not a contract between 

Ericsson and LSP´s for the specific destination/lane. LSP´s will offer the delivery service, 

regarding special logistics solutions. The price for such orders will be calculated in consideration 

to the transportation costs for the specific destination. If there will be an amount of frequently 

continues deliveries to an “AD Hoc” destination, the transport planners will inform the sourcing 

department about this lane. To be more specific, the contact person at sourcing for the specific 

region will be informed and they will perform a negotiation process with the LSP´s for the 

specific lane.  
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3.2 Ericsson Enterprise Resource Planning Systems 
All the systems at Ericsson, which have a connection to the project, are presented below. 
 

 

Ericsson Intranet 
All employees within Ericsson have access to the intranet, a web-based platform where all 

relevant information within each department is implemented. There are also general information 

regarding employee meetings, latest update on internal information and CEO messages. The 

main function of this platform is specific information for each departments work activities, 

processes, organization scheme and web-based learning. Also, the intranet is used for uploading 

updated information regarding internal activities and processes.  
 

Pricelists 
When agreements are established between Ericsson and a supplier, a pricelist will be settled. 

Responsibility relies on the sourcing department at Ericsson, where they negotiate with 

suppliers, design the pricelists and implement all relevant parameters. The agreements with 

suppliers are valid for a certain period. Afterwards, the sourcing department has to negotiate with 

suppliers for upcoming period. In other words, the pricelists are valid for a certain period, and 

then all internal stakeholders will receive new pricelists for the upcoming period. In general, the 

pricelist consist of all agreements such as; prices for certain amount of weight and volume, 

transport mode, specific origin countries, specific destination countries, surcharge prices, 

security prices, administration prices, specific lane type and specific service levels. All the 

mentioned parameters are connected to each specific lane. There are additional specific types of 

parameters, depending on the type of transportation mode. As examples, for maritime 

transportation, there are stuffing prices and onward prices added to the transportation mode. The 

pricelists are used by operational personnel within Ericsson and by the LSP´s.  
 

SAP R/3 
The SAP system, known as Ericsson One system is a business program, integrating data and 

information to all relevant business activities within Ericsson. SAP R/3 means “System and 

Application Product in Data Processing”, where the “R” means “Real-time” and the “3” means 

“3rd generation” of the program. The system is uses for planning, monitoring, managing and 

follow up business activities. Within Ericsson distribution and logistics department, the system is 

used for order management, warehouse management, logistics management and invoice 

management. There are many functionality options within the system, depending on the clients’ 

request. The invoice control group uses SAP for controlling shipment orders, which has been 

caught up in the filter. The operation personnel, such as transport planners or contract execution 

managers, use the system for order management and logistics management. 
 

Prime log  
The Prime log system is a 3rd-party program, where data management from suppliers is 

implemented, after shipment has been delivered to final destination. The suppliers are sending 

two information files. The first one is the invoice file to Ericsson, where it consists of the total 

payment for the shipment. The second file is detail description on all relevant parameter that has 

been invoiced, such as freight costs, surcharge costs and other costs. Also information on 

destination, transport mode and other relevant data is included. This file will be send to Prime 

log, where Ericsson could review on what has been invoiced. The information in Prime log is 

mostly used by the invoice control group at Ericsson. The Prime log information is the base for 

performing an invoice control; therefore the detail description has to be correct. The system has 

an explanation space, where suppliers could type in comments or give an explanation on reasons 

for delays as an example. 
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Ericsson Freight Calculator  
To calculate all parameters within a shipment, in a shot amount of time is not an easy task. One 

of Ericsson´s transport planners established and introduced the Freight calculator, an Excel base 

file that integrates all the pricelists into one file. Personnel have the option to calculate shipment 

based on the agreements with suppliers. The functionality of this system is to type in the amount 

of volume and weight, choose which transport mode is required, and which LSP transport to the 

specific destination. The system will calculate the price based on agreements with the suppliers 

and gives an instant calculation as an output. All internal stakeholders have access to the Freight 

calculator. 

 

3.3  Stakeholders Process Flow Overview  
In order to have a clear overview regarding all involved processes, a value steam map was 

created. The map visualizes all involved stakeholders and the value chain for all the steps, 

connected to the invoice process. The authors have chosen to create a more pedagogical value 

stream map. By illustrating involved processes with colourful images, unlike the traditional 

value stream map that have standardized images. By visualizing the process flow, the reader will 

have a clear overview picture regarding all involved processes and stakeholders in the project. 

The different steps will be described briefly, followed by the stakeholders process map. 

 

Stakeholders Process Steps  
The different process steps are described briefly in the correct order below. 
 

1. Ericsson sourcing department together with the logistics service providers, negotiate and 

agrees to new prices. 
 

2. The results from the agreements are new pricelists for the upcoming period. The 

pricelists will be used by all involved stakeholders. 
 

3. Transport planners at Ericsson begin planning the specific shipment. 
 

4. The transport planner sends a signal through SAP to the logistics service provider, that 

they can begin to organize the specific steps required for delivering the shipment. 
 

5. When the shipment is delivered, an invoice with detail information regarding the specific 

shipment will be send to Prime log. 
 

6. When the shipment is delivered, an invoice will be send to Ericsson. The invoice will be 

received by Ericsson´s integrated filter in the system. The filter has set cost conditions. 

Ericsson has the opportunity to change the set cost condition, due to internal agreements.  
 

7. If the invoice does not exceed the set cost conditions, for what is acceptable 

overpayment, then the invoice will be forwarded to account payable.  
 

8. If the invoice exceeds the set cost conditions, then the invoice will be forwarded to the 

invoice control group´s logistic invoice verification work flow (LIV workflow). 
 

9. The invoice control group will enter the LIV workflow and investigate the possible 

reasons for the overpayment, and compare with the agreed pricelists. The invoice control 

group uses Prime log for detail information regarding the specific shipment, and compare 

the charged price to the agreed price. The invoice group contacts also the logistics service 

provider for further clarification. 
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3.3.1  Stakeholders Process Map  
 

Figure 8. Value Stream Map for all involved Stakeholders
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4 PROCESS ANALYSIS 

In this chapter, the analysis during the entire project will be presented. The analysis is based on 

a qualitative study, consisting of interviews with relevant departments, spread throughout 

different stakeholders. Also, observation studies have been conducted. Hence, added to the 

qualitative study is a quantitative study, consisting of analysis regarding all the shipment sent to 

three specific targeted destinations. The three targeted destinations contributed with most 

discrepancies during 2012, according to previous internal study. A combination of a qualitative 

and quantitative study will increase the credibility of the conducted analysis. 

 

4.1 Interview Process 
The authors began to map out relevant departments to interview. The results were to interview 

personnel from the invoice control department at Ericsson, sourcing department at Ericsson and 

personnel from specific logistic service providers. Delimitation to the project scope and 

timeframe, focus is targeted to analyze two logistic service providers. Due to confidentiality 

agreements, the authors have decided to name the logistic service providers for LSP 1 and LSP 

2. The interview process is carried out through a large portion of the project, in parallel with the 

other conducted studies during the project. By that, confirming, verifying and correlating the 

conducted work throughout all activities in the projects.  

 

 

4.1.1  Interviews with Invoice Control Department 
The invoice control department at Ericsson is responsible for invoice management from the 

LSP´s. Currently, six persons are working within this specific area. Three employees are 

working with EDI invoice control from the LSP´s and two employees are working with manual 

invoice control from the LSP´s. Also, there is one person who is responsible for adjustment of 

the set cost condition margin. Detail descriptions regarding the interviews, the authors refer to 

Appendix A.  

 

EDI Invoice Control Group 
The EDI invoice control group has divided the workload into regions, where each member of the 

group has its own region. The main work is to control every EDI invoice that has been caught up 

in the LIV workflow (Logistic Invoice Verification workflow). EDI flow means invoices that 

have been sent via a digital flow. The group explained the LIV workflow as a filter, where each 

invoice has to pass the Tolerance test connected to the set cost conditions. If the invoice does not 

fulfill the requirement, it will then end up in LIV workflow.  

 

The EDI group uses intranet, SAP One, Prime log, pricelists and Ericsson´s freight calculator for 

performing their work tasks. In some extend, there are areas that needs to be further defined 

between EDI invoice control group and sourcing, according to the EDI group. Currently, there 

are approximately 300 invoices each month in the LIV workflow. A remarkable reduction, 

compared to previous year (2012), where 3500 invoices per month was in the system. A 

continues improvement program has been the main core of the results. Not only set cost 

condition has decrease, also an improvement controlling activities has been implemented. The 

main reason there are invoices in the LIV workflow is that the templates are not updated with 

current pricelists. The templates are a platform, which sets the parameters in the SAP One 

system. More clearly, it “translates” pricelist rates into the SAP One system. However, it is a 

major intervention for updating the templates and no employee is responsible for this task 

currently. 
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Other reason for discrepancies that may occur is within LSP operation activities. Personnel 

might insert/copy incorrect data, such as weight/volume or even incorrect prices from the agreed 

pricelists, according to the EDI invoice control group. In fact, in some cases, the EDI invoice 

control group has notice that old prices from the LSP´s is been used in the invoices. Also, the 

EDI invoice control group cannot review and quality check an Ad hoc shipment. An Ad hoc 

shipment means that there is no contract for the specific lane. Figure 9 illustrates how the EDI 

invoice control process operates: 
 

Step 1. Invoice sends to Ericsson 
Invoice is forwarded by the LSP to Ericsson´s tolerance test. 

 

Step 2. Requirement Process 
If invoice fulfills the requirements, then it will be forwarded to account payable. If the invoice 

does not fulfill the requirements, then it will be caught up in the LIV workflow. 

 

Step 3. Control Process 
The EDI invoice control group will then examine the invoice with all relevant parameters, such 

as weight/volume, freight rate, pre transport etc. 

 

Step 4. Outcome of the Invoice 
If invoice is approved, then it will be forwarded to account payable. If not, the group will require 

a credit for the invoice from the LSP. 

 

 

 
Figure 9. EDI Invoice Control Process 

 

 
 
Findings from EDI Invoice Group 
 

 The LSP´s might miss updating their pricelists. 

 

 Within their operations, LSP´s might insert incorrect data/price or even incorrect weight 

into their systems. 

 

 Undefined roles between EDI invoice control group and sourcing. 

 

 The templates are not updated. Due to that, the latest pricelist is not integrated in the 

system. 

 

 Within LSP´s invoice group, they might insert incorrect data before sending invoices. 
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Manual Invoice Control Group 
The manual invoice control group has divided the workload into two flows (inbound and 

outbound), where each member of the group is responsible for their flow. The main work is to 

control all manual invoices that have been sent from the LSP´s. The manual flow means, 

invoices send by the LSP´s via PDF-file to Ericsson. Also, when Ericsson has requested a credit 

on an EDI invoice, the LSP will then send the invoice as a PDF-file (manual flow). The main 

differences between manual flow and EDI flow, there is no filter system within the manual flow. 

Therefore, is it important that every step within the process is correct, in order to avoid 

discrepancies.  

 

The manual invoice control group uses intranet and SAP One for performing their work tasks. In 

some extend, there are areas that needs to be further defined. Hence, further definition is needed 

internal and between external stakeholders, according to the manual invoice control group. Work 

tasks, SAP roles and responsibilities should be more effectively allocated. One of the 

discrepancies is that the LSP´s sends their invoices to wrong organizations, within Ericsson. The 

communication channels should be further developed, both internally and with external 

stakeholders, according to the manual invoice control group. There is not a good way to control 

in detail level all the invoices currently, according to the group. The main issue is the “local 

questions”. More clearly, the LSP´s sends invoices to customer logistics, which should be sent to 

the local companies, according to the group. The manual invoice control group wishes a “closer 

collaboration” with account payable in Manila and with contact centres. Figure 10 illustrates 

how the manual invoice control process operates: 

 

 

Step 1. Invoice sends to Ericsson 

Invoice is forwarded by the LSP to Ericsson, via PDF-file. 

 

Step 2. Scanning Process 
The PDF-file will be handled by a scanning supervisor, which will scan the invoice and send it to 

account payable in Manila (Philippines).  

 

Step 3. General Control 
Account payable in Manila will verify the invoice and control if the reference number is correct. 

 

Step 4. Further Control 
For further control, account payable will send the invoice to the manual invoice control group. 

They will then control if the invoice belongs to customer logistics account. If the amount of the 

invoice is high, then the invoice will be send to the transport management manager at Ericsson, 

for controlling and eventually approving the invoice. 

 

Step 5. Account Payable 
The invoice will be sent to account payable in Kista (Sweden) for payment. 

 

 

 

Figure 10.  Manual Invoice Control Process 
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Findings from Manual Invoice Group 
 Miscommunication between the manual invoice control group and account payable in 

Manila. 

 

 The contact centres does not work as supposed. 

 

 The contract execution managers (CEM) are responsible for contract delivering. 

Currently, the conducted work is not efficient. 

 

 A couple of SAP accesses (which is available for CEM), should also be available for the 

manual invoice control group. 

 

 Many invoices do not belong to customer logistics. The LSP send it anyway, because of 

miscommunication and undefined roles. The invoice should be send to the local Ericsson 

companies. 

 

 Undefined roles within the organization, it should be more clarification on LSP 

questions. 
 

Shipment Costing Supervisor 
The shipment costing supervisor is responsible for the set cost conditions. A more clarified 

description is that the responsibility includes adjustment of tolerance margins, for invoices 

received from the LSP´s. The main work is to monitor, manage and control the shipment costing 

processes. Also, working towards decreasing the set cost condition, and quality assures that all 

invoices have correctly data. 
 

The shipment costing supervisor uses intranet and SAP One for performing the work tasks. In 

some extend, there are areas that needs to be further defined. Hence, further definition is needed 

internal and between external stakeholders, according to the shipment costing supervisor. Also, 

undefined parts within the contracts between the LSP´s and Ericsson occur. Bottlenecks may 

occur, connected to the inserting process of pricelists into the LSP´s systems. The main reason 

why discrepancies occur, is because of pricelists implementation is not established. Updating 

templates should solve many upcoming discrepancies. Therefore, would contribute into a more 

efficient flow, according to the shipment costing supervisor. All stakeholders who are involved 

should be aware on how the fully process works, when it comes to shipment order. The 

supervisor points out specially contract execution managers (CEM) and transport planners (TP), 

should understand how the process works.  

 

Findings from Shipment Costing Supervisor 
 

 The LSP´s might miss updating their pricelists. 
 

 Within their operations, LSP´s might insert incorrect data/price or even incorrect weight 

into their systems. 
 

 Undefined roles between Ericsson and LSP´s. 
 

 Undefined parts within the contracts and pricelists between Ericsson and LSP´s. 
 

 The templates are not updated in SAP. Due to that, the latest pricelists is not integrated in 

the system.  
 

 Within their invoice group, LSP´s might insert incorrect data when they invoice. 
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4.1.2  Findings Summation - Invoice Control Department (A) 
By gathering all the findings from the different interviews from the invoice control department, 

the reader will have a clear understanding from the conducted interview process. In order to have 

a clear overview and the possibility to correlate the interviews between all stakeholders, the 

finding from each stakeholder have been numbered. A list of all finding within invoice control 

department is presented below.  

 

A 1.Undefined roles/services between Ericsson and the LSP´s. There should be a better 

definition of roles/services between sourcing, invoice control group, and the LSP´s.  

 

A 2. The LSP´s might miss updating their pricelists.  

 

A 3. Within their operations, the LSP´s might insert incorrect data/price or even incorrect weight 

into their systems.  

 

A 4. The contract execution managers (CEM) are responsible for contract delivering. Currently, 

the conducted work is not efficient. 

 

A 5. Many invoices do not belong to customer logistics. The LSP´s send it anyway because of 

miscommunication and undefined roles. The invoice should be send to the local Ericsson 

companies.  

 

A 6. The templates are not updated. Due to that, the latest pricelists is not integrated in the 

system.  

 

A 7. Miscommunication between invoice control group, sourcing and the LSP´s occur. Also, 

miscommunication between manual invoice control group and account payable in Manila occur.  

 

4.1.3  Interviews Sourcing Department (B) 
The sourcing department is responsible for the entire purchase process, for all Ericsson suppliers. 

At the moment, there are 1400 sourcing professionals divided into three major areas (strategic 

sourcing, operational sourcing, and functional development). The sourcing department is not 

only responsible for purchasing components, also services as well. Services include logistics 

services and consultant hours. The interviews will only focus on logistic services. Detail 

descriptions regarding the interviews, the authors refer to Appendix A. 

 

Logistic Services Sourcing 
A part of strategic sourcing is the logistic service sourcing department, which is divided into 

three areas: contract logistics, international freight and aftermarket logistics. The main focus will 

be on international freight, where all transport modes and LSP´s is managed. 

 

Within international freight, sourcing and LSP´s negotiate agreements. When that is settled, 

pricelists will be established. The pricelists includes all services that have been negotiated with 

the LSP´s for requested lanes. Hence, the pricelists will be available for all stakeholders within 

Ericsson such as contract execution managers (CEM) and transport planners (TP). A continuous 

communication flow with invoice control group is settled, in order to clarify contract 

agreements. If Ericsson sends to new destination, by that the shipment will be an “AD Hoc”. If 

Ericsson sends frequently to new destination, then sourcing will negotiate with the LSP´s for the 

new lane. In some extend, there are areas that needs to be further defined. Hence, further 

definition is needed internal and between external stakeholders, according to sourcing. 
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The main issue is that the pricelists are not implemented into the SAP One. Also, sourcing does 

not know if LSP´s follow agreements entirely. Furthermore, sourcing does not know if LSP´s 

charge reasonable prices, regarding additional services. Other issue is that logistics services are 

not well defined. To elaborate this, the service has not got any serial numbers. Clarification 

would be achieved, if the services had specific serial numbers, according to sourcing. Moreover, 

the supply personnel have to approve their purchases, according to sourcing. Clarification 

regarding the call off process should be established, according to sourcing. Figure 11 explains 

how the sourcing process operates: 

 

Step 1. Scope Definition 
Sourcing works together with region distribution managers to further accomplish all deliveries 

for upcoming year. A project team and sourcing management teams will work on definition of 

deliveries with parameters, such as delivery time throughout all regions etc. Mapping processes, 

where all stakeholders would be involved. Also, informing LSP´s about the procurement process. 
 

Step 2. Requirement Specifications 
Definition on requirements will be managed, where stakeholder’s responsibilities for each 

requirement will be defined. Also, define all additional services for each shipment.  
 

Step 3. Comparing Previous Forecasts 
Sourcing will examine previous forecasts. Comparing pricelists, lanes and volumes, in order to 

determine how the next period will be proceeded. Secure the amount of lanes, volumes and 

stakeholders with “door-to-door” solutions.  
 

Step 4. RFP-Questionnaire 
Sourcing and LSP´s will secure all agreements (shake hands). Pricelists are created with all 

parameters for the next period. 
 

 
Figure 11. Sourcing Process 

 

Findings from Sourcing Department (B)  
 

B 1. Logistic services are not well defined (have not got any serial numbers). 
 

B 2. Pricelists are not integrated in SAP One system.  
 

B 3. The call off process is not well defined to the suppliers, this creates confusion. When calling 

off a certain service, the supplier does not receive enough detailed information.  
 

B 4. Sourcing does not really know, if LSP´s follows agreements entirely. 
 

B 5. Sourcing does not know, if they are invoiced with reasonable prices regarding additional 

services. 
 

B 6. According to sourcing, supply personnel do not know that they have to approve each 

shipment, and not only book the shipments.  
 

B 7. Miscommunication may occurs between, sourcing, transport planners, region distribution 

managers, invoice control group and the LSP´s. 
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4.1.4  Interviews Transport Planners 
The transport planners department is responsible for planning, executing and monitoring all 

shipments for Ericsson AB. This requires planning the shipments from an Ericsson plant or 

logistic centres, to the final destination. Also, transport planners monitor shipments to the final 

destination. Therefore, a close collaboration with the LSP´s is necessary. Furthermore, 

performing improvement analysis, is a part of the daily work within transport planners 

department. The authors held several interviews with transport planners. The interviews 

consisted of detailed description, regarding the shipment booking process. Detail descriptions 

regarding the interviews, the authors refer to Appendix A.  
 

The transport planners uses intranet, SAP One, freight calculator and internal systems for 

performing their work tasks. Transport planners department have not notice many issues within 

the shipment booking process. In some extend, there are areas that needs to be further defined. 

Hence, further definition is needed internal and between external stakeholders, according to TP. 

Within shipment booking process, there is no clarified definition on logistic service, according to 

TP. Also, information could sometimes be incorrect from the LSP´s. Transport planners cannot 

see any prices within the system. Therefore, transport planners have developed a freight 

calculator, which is an Excel file, which integrates all agreements with the LSP´s. The tool has 

been introduced this year and is used internally at Ericsson. The system is user-friendly, and 

could calculate shipments cost, according to the transport planners. Figure 12 explains how the 

shipment booking process operates: 
 

Step 1. Planning Process 

Transport planners have received relevant information on a logistic mission. They will create a 

shipment for this mission, which include transport mode, lead time, shipper country, shipper city, 

consignee country, consignee city, incoterms, weight and volume etc. 
 

Step 2. Shipment Completion 

Transport planners will send the shipment to LSP with relevant information. The LSP confirm 

the shipment, and sends a signal via SAP that they will start the shipment. 
 

Step 3. Actual Loading start 

The LSP will inform the transport planners on actual loading start. Meaning that, truck drivers 

are at site and that loading goods has been started.  
 

Step 4. Actual Loading end 

The LSP will inform the transport planners on actual loading end. Meaning that, truck drivers 

have loaded the entire cargo. 
 

Step 5. Actual Shipment start 

The LSP will inform the transport planners on actual shipment start. Meaning that, truck drivers 

have started transporting the goods. 
 

Step 6. Actual Shipment end 

The LSP will inform the transport planners on actual loading end. Meaning that, truck drivers 

have reached the final destination and unloaded the goods. 

 

 
Figure 12. Transport Planners Shipment Booking Process 
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Findings from Transport Planners (B)  
 

B 1. Logistic services are not well defined. 

 

B 2. Information could sometimes be incorrect from the LSP´s. 

 

B 3. Transport planners cannot see any prices within their systems. 

 

B 4. Transport planners uses, own developed freight calculator, which is an Excel file that 

integrates all pricelists with the LSP´s. 

 

 

 

4.1.5  Interviews Logistic Service Providers (LSP)  
Due to the project delimitation, the authors together with Ericsson have decided to interview two 

logistic providers. Confidentiality agreement has been signed. Due to that, the logistic service 

providers will be named LSP 1 and LSP 2. All the systems used are mentioned with given names 

such as system 1, system 2 etc. 

 

 

 

4.1.6  Interviews with LSP 1 (C) 
LSP 1 is a well-known logistic operator and has work with Ericsson for a long period. LSP 1 

operates internationally with forwarding, logistic services and supply chain solutions. The main 

work is to deliver goods to Ericsson´s logistic centres (inbound) or/and deliver to Ericsson 

clients (outbound). Therefore, a close collaboration between cooperation’s is a must, in order to 

ensure efficiency management deliveries. 

 

The interview process was conducted at the LSP 1 headquarters, with staff from the invoice 

group, operations group and project managers. During the interviews, key questions on 

operations, communications and invoice handling were asked. Almost all questions were 

answered. The questions that did not answered on site, were answered later. Detail descriptions 

regarding the interviews, the authors refer to Appendix A.  

 

Summary and a process description on how LSP 1 operates are presented in the study. Also, the 

gathered material from the interviews was analyzed and resulted to key findings regarding LSP 

1. Findings from the interview process with LSP 1 are presented in the study. 

 

In some extend, there are areas that needs to be further defined with stakeholders at Ericsson, 

according to LSP 1. The main issue is to know which organization is responsible of the invoice, 

explained by LSP 1. Other issues are the information flow between LSP 1 and Ericsson. 

According to LSP 1, Ericsson is not providing LSP 1 with all customs clearances information, 

which results into slowing down the process flow. Agreements with Ericsson are inserted 

manually into LSP 1 system, simultaneously not including “unnecessary information” into the 

system. When new lanes are negotiated, the master data supervisor will update the systems at 

LSP 1. Figure 13 explains each step on how the invoice process operates, according to LSP 1. 
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Step 1. EDI flow to System 1 

Ericsson sends shipment orders into system 1 via system 0 with relevant information, such as 

weight, volume, pick up date, address, final destination etc. 

 

Step 2. Operational Activities in System 1 

LSP 1 plans the shipment in system 1. Planning includes contacts with LSP 1 suppliers, 

timeframe, volume of goods etc. When planning is done, LSP 1 sends the information to the 

supplier, and also to operational activities in system 2. 

 

Step 3. Operational Activities in System 2 

The operational activities is to monitor the shipment to final destination using system 2.When 

shipment has reached final destination, operational personnel will send a P.O.D (Proof of 

Delivery) signal to system 3, which means that shipment has arrived to final destination, and 

LSP 1 can start the invoice process in system 3.  

 

Step 4. Implement Prices into System 4. 

The master data supervisor inserts all prices and agreements from the pricelists to system 4, 

which will then provide system 3 with all prices. 

 

Step 5. Invoice Process in System 3. 

The invoice group perform an invoice in system 3. The invoice is based on incoming invoices 

from the suppliers (Carrier billing) and agreements with Ericsson from system 4. 

 

Step 6. Sending Invoice to Ericsson from System 5 

The merged invoice in system 3 is “the final invoice” and sends to Ericsson via system 5. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. LSP 1 Invoice Operations Process 
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4.1.7  Findings from LSP 1 (C) 
 

C 1. The delivery terms are not fully defined between LSP 1 and Ericsson, which creates 

confusion when LSP 1 invoices.  

 

C 2. Ericsson sets occasionally incorrect delivery conditions, thus incorrect incoterms, (FCA. 

Free Carrier, DDU. Deliver Duty Unpaid etc.). 

 

C 3. LSP 1 does not receive enough information if EAB is responsible for the specific invoice, or 

other internal organization. 

 

C 4. There is no check points/reconciliation between Ericsson and LSP 1, before the invoice is 

sent to Ericsson.  

 

C 5. The manual invoices sometimes have no orders officers. Due to that, delay the delivery of 

invoices from LSP 1.  

 

C 6. LSP 1 requires additional information from Ericsson, in terms of performing customs 

clearance.  

 

C 7. The invoice group at LSP 1, control calculates the invoices manually.  

 

C 8. Pricelists are inserted manually into LSP 1 price database. At the same time, LSP 1 does not 

include “unnecessary information” from the original pricelists. 

 

 

 

4.1.8  Interviews with LSP 2 (D) 
One of Ericsson´s main logistic service providers is LSP 2, which is a worldwide logistic 

operator. The main work is to deliver goods to Ericsson´s logistic centres (inbound) or/and 

deliver to Ericsson´s clients (outbound). Therefore, a close collaboration between cooperation’s 

is a must, in order to ensure efficiency management deliveries.  

 

The interview process was conducted at the LSP 2 headquarters, with staff from the invoice 

group, operations group and project managers. During the interviews, key questions on 

operations, communications and invoice handling were asked. Almost all questions were 

answered. The questions that did not answered on site, were answered later. Detail descriptions 

regarding the interviews, the authors refer to Appendix A.  

 

Summary and a process description on how LSP 2 operates are presented in the study. Also, the 

gathered material form the interviews was analyzed and resulted to key findings, regarding LSP 

2. Findings from the interview process with LSP 2 are presented in the study. 

 

LSP 2 emphasized that sometime they do not receive correct amount of volume, and therefore 

could be miscommunication between LSP 2 and Ericsson. LSP 2 uses System 1, for comparing 

prices to destinations, in order to simplify agreements. The system gives an inquiry on how much 

the logistic solution should cost, with all suppliers for specific destination. Therefore with this 

certain information, LSP 2 could easy choose a supplier. 
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The agreements with Ericsson are inserted manually into System 1, by the master data 

supervisor. In fact, both operations and invoice group inserts all parameters manually. In some 

occasions, it has happened that incorrect costs from the suppliers have unfortunately sends to 

Ericsson, according to LSP 2. Internal communication links is well developed, according to LSP 

2. However, LSP 2 wants to strengthen the external communication links, so that improvements 

could be made. Figure 14 explains each step on how the invoice process operates, according to 

LSP 2. 

 

 

Step 1. Pricelist Implementation to System 1 

The master data supervisor inserts all prices and agreements from the pricelists to system 1. This 

system operates as “price comparing database for logistics”, where suppliers and contracts with 

Ericsson are integrated.  

 

Step 2. EDI flow to System 10 

Ericsson sends shipment orders into system 10 via system 0 with relevant information, such as 

weight, volume, pick up date, address, final destination and etc. 

 

Step 3. Carrier Billing 

The local logistic supplier sends their invoice into system 10. 

 

Step 4. Comparison Process between System 1 and Carrier Billing in System 10 

The system 10 integrates system 1, system 0 and Carrier billing information, where relevant 

information and costs will be merged. 

 

Step 5. Sending Invoice to Ericsson from System 11 

The merged invoice in system 10 is “the final invoice”, and sends to Ericsson via system 11. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. LSP 2 Invoice Operations Process 
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4.1.9  Findings from LSP 2 (D) 
 

D 1. In some occasions, LSP 2 does not receive the “correct amount” of volumes from Ericsson. 

It could be that transport planners at Ericsson has booked shipment with certain amount of 

volume, which will be adjusted afterwards. 

D 2. Complexity of interpretation for contracts with all terms and agreements is quiet difficult. 

Due to that, difficult to automatize the invoice process. Therefore, LSP 2 uses System 1. 

D 3. LSP 2 uses System 1, which is a price comparison database (like Price Runner). The system 

calculates and provides assessments of the invoice, comparing all the possible alternatives for the 

given destination. 

D 4. Master data supervisor insert pricelists from Ericsson, manually into the price comparison 

database (System 1) that LSP 2 uses.  

D 5. The invoice group inserts all parameters manually into system 10.  

D 6. There is no check points/reconciliation between Ericsson and LSP 2, before the invoice is 

sent to Ericsson. 

D 7. For export missions, LSP 2 receives enough information/parameters from Ericsson to 

perform an order. For import missions, LSP 2 inserts all the parameters manually. Due to that, 

margins of error may occur. 

D 8. According to LSP 2, costs that are not aligned with the contract, responsibility relies on the 

supplier or the responsible party. Unfortunately, such invoices are in some occasions sent to 

Ericsson.  

D 9. LSP 2 prepares most parameters within the invoice before delivery has occurred. After 

delivered goods (P.O.D), adjustments are made to the invoice, before sending it to Ericsson.  

D 10. LSP 2 invoice control group consists of five people, who work in shifts between 

themselves, depending on the workload within the group.  

D 11. Those who work with the coordination of shipments, only work with this and have nothing 

to do with the invoice process. 

D 12. Additional costs for certain reasons (such as waiting time, delays) will be invoiced. Hence, 

is not included with the final invoice. 
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4.2 Observation Analysis 
Effective methodology when working with continues improvements, are to conduct an 

observation study. By observing the different daily activities for a specific target, many hidden 

bottlenecks could be identified.  In order to understand and suggests possible improvements, the 

authors conducted observation studies on the logistic service providers.  

 

4.2.1  Logistic Service Provider - LSP 1  
During the visit to the LSP 1, a proposal to book a specific time for conducting an observation 

study was discussed. LSP 1 did not want to participate in an observation study, connected to 

daily operations regarding the invoice process. The agreement became that LSP 1 could explain 

the daily operations, during the conducted interviews. The daily operation process was mapped 

out on a whiteboard, and upcoming questions were answered in general terms. Due to that, no 

detail explanations for specific processes were given. The interviews with key personnel and the 

explanations for specific operations, gave the authors an overview picture regarding LSP 1 and 

its operations.  

 

4.2.2  LSP 1 Operations   
The conducted interviews resulted with a stepwise understanding of the daily operations. All the 

listed steps are based on answers from the personnel. The operation steps give an indication how 

the daily activities are preceded. A map of the different operations will be presented in this 

chapter, where the authors have divided the operation in two different levels. Level one is an 

overview level presented in a swim lane diagram. Level two is a detail level presented in a swim 

lane diagram.  
 

1. Agreement with the LSP regarding negotiated prices for each lane is established, and 

contract is completed. The new pricelists (Excel file) is sent to the LSP master data 

implementation group.  

 

2. The master data group inserts manually the pricelists into LSP 1 database. By that, 

updating the pricelists in the used system. 

  

3. Ericsson transport planners send a signal through SAP to the LSP 1 system, that a 

shipment (actual check in) is completed. By that, the LSP 1 logistic coordinators can start 

the process of creating the requested shipment. The logistic coordinator will send back a 

shipment completion signal in SAP to Ericsson. 

 

4. The logistic coordinator creates plans and books the shipment. The process has not been 

observed. Due to that, actual operational improvements cannot be proposed in this 

specific field. 

 

5. When the shipment is booked, the monitoring group will follow up the shipment from the 

starting point to final destination. The systems that the monitoring group works with have 

not been presented by LSP 1. 

 

6. After P.O.D, the invoice group at LSP 1 could prepare an invoice to Ericsson. Using the 

inserted pricelists in the LSP 1 database, the invoice group can compare prices and 

control the shipment. Afterwards, the invoice will be created. The process has not been 

observed. Due to that, actual operational improvements cannot be proposed in this 

specific field. 

 

7. The invoice group controls the invoice and send the booked invoice to Ericsson. 
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4.2.3  LSP 1 Operations Process Flow Level 1 
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4.2.4  LSP 1 Operations Process Flow Level 2 
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4.2.5  Findings at LSP 1  
The different findings from LSP 1 are presented below, in bullet point form. In this way, the 

reader will receive a summarized version of the finding regarding LSP 1. All the findings 

presented below are based on the interviews conducted with LSP 1.  

 

• The delivery terms are not fully defined between LSP 1 and Ericsson, which creates 

confusion when LSP 1 invoices.  

 

• Ericsson sets occasionally incorrect delivery conditions, thus incorrect incoterms (FCA. 

Free Carrier, DDU. Deliver Duty Unpaid, etc.) 

 

• LSP 1 is not given sufficient information about if EAB is accounting for the specific 

invoice or another organization. 

 

• There is no check points/reconciliation between Ericsson and LSP 1, before the invoice is 

sent to Ericsson. 

 

• The manual invoices sometimes have no orders officers. Due to that, delay the delivery 

of invoices from LSP 1. 

 

• LSP 1 needs additional information from Ericsson, in terms of performing customs 

clearance. 

 

• The invoice group calculates the invoices manually.  

 

• Pricelists are inserted and removed in LSP 1 price database manually. “Unnecessary 

information” from the regular pricelists is removed, before inserting the information in 

the LSP 1 database. 

 

• LSP 1 did not explain in detail, how the booking and invoice process activities are 

proceeded. Due to that, a detail explanation regarding the different task cannot be 

presented. 

 

 

4.2.6  Logistic Service Provider - LSP 2  
During the interview process, LSP 2 was engage and transparent with information. By having a 

transparent approach from LSP 2, understanding of the systems used could be achieved. In the 

interview process, an agreement to do an observation study on the daily operations was made. 

This will increase the probability to find possible improvements in the current process. Daily 

operations were explained in detail level, and additional information regarding questions that 

could not be answered at site, were provided afterwards. Detail explanation regarding the 

operations, connected to the invoice process and the overall daily operations, led to creation of a 

detailed map. The observation study would take place in LSP 2 headquarters in Sweden, where 

the daily operations regarding booking and invoicing of shipment was observed.  

 

 

4.2.7  Observation Study - LSP 2  
A two day observation study was conducted at LSP 2 headquarters in Sweden. LSP 2 has divided 

the division into two groups. Front office handles the daily booking of shipments, and back 

office handles claims cases and aftermarket cases. In the first day of observation, the authors 

observed the different steps in the process and took notes.  
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After going through the entire process and observing the daily operations, knowledge regarding 

LSP 2 daily operations was received in depth. The gathered knowledge and notes from day 1 was 

used as the base material for creating relevant questions, to be answered in day 2.  

 

During the second day of observation, the authors followed the daily operations in detail, and 

had relevant questions regarding each step in the process. Starting with the group responsible for 

land and currier shipments, where the authors followed a specific shipment from start. A long the 

way, additional questions and thought were answered. After observing the shipments process for 

land transportation, the authors had the opportunity to observe the air transportation group. There 

were some differences, between air transportation shipments booking and land transportation 

shipment booking.  

 

The maritime transportation group could not be observed, because there were located in another 

area. Discussion with logistic coordinators from air transportation and land transportation, 

confirmed that maritime transportation group work process is similar to air transportation 

process of booking. Therefore, additional observations regarding the maritime transportation will 

not add any value. When the shipments are planned and booked, there is a monitoring group that 

follows all the shipments from start to end destination. The authors observed the daily operations 

and the system used in the monitoring process. 

 

After gathering all information from observed steps in the process, the authors observed the last 

stage in the process, which are the invoice group daily activities. In this point, several possible 

improvements have been discussed between the authors. The invoice group manually calculates 

and controls the specific shipments, before sending an invoice. All the gathered information from 

the observation study will be presented in a summarized manner, in order to have a refined 

overview for the reader.  

 

 

 

4.2.8  LSP 2 Operations  
The conducted observations study, in combination with the conducted interviews, resulted to a 

detail understanding of the daily operations. By having a detail understanding regarding the daily 

operations and the systems used, a detail map was created. The authors have divided the 

operations in two different levels. Like the previous maps, the authors will present an overview 

map regarding level one. Followed by, a detail map on level two. All the systems that are used in 

LSP 2 operations were shared and observed. Due to confidentiality agreement, the authors have 

decided to not mention the different systems LSP 2 uses. Rather calling each system with a 

name, such as system 1, system 2 etc. The operations will first be presented in explanations 

steps, followed by a presentation of the operation process in swim lane diagrams for level one 

and two. 
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1. Agreement with the LSP regarding negotiated prices for each lane is established and 

contract is completed. The new pricelists (Excel file) is sent to the LSP master data 

implementation group.  

 

2. The master data group inserts manually the pricelists into the LSP 2 system 1.By that, 

updating the pricelists in LSP 2 freight calculator, and the system 10 that is used by the 

invoice group. 

 

3. Ericsson transport planners send a signal through SAP to LSP 2 system 2, that a shipment 

(actual check in) is completed. By that, the LSP 2 logistic coordinators can start the 

process of creating the requested shipment. The logistic coordinator will send back a 

shipment completion signal in SAP to Ericsson. 

 

4. The logistic coordinators plan the shipment and compares prices in the LSP 2 freight 

calculator. The freight calculator will show different alternative transport modes and 

prices for the chosen destination. Depending on the request, the logistic coordinators 

choose desired transport mode and price.  

 

5. The logistic coordinators book the shipment in LSP 2 system 2, and also create labels for 

the goods in system 4. Email will be send with the requested labels for the goods to the 

responsible person at the specific distribution center. 

 

6. When the shipment is booked, the monitoring group will follow up the shipment from the 

starting point to final destination. Depending on which type of transport mode, the 

shipment will be monitored with a certain type of system.  System 5 for truck, system 6 

for air, system 7 for maritime and system 8 for currier. When the shipment has arrived to 

its destination, a signal from the monitoring group will be sent via LSP 2 system 2 as a 

P.O.D (Proof of delivery). 

   

7. After P.O.D, the invoice group at LSP 2 could prepare an invoice to Ericsson. The first 

step is by acquiring all data, which comes from the system 9. This information comes 

from the suppliers. If the information is sent in paper form, it will be scanned into System 

9, where the invoice group will handle it manually. If the information is sent in digital 

form, it will be automatically inserted to system 9.  

  

8. The invoice group inserts the information from system 9 into system 10 for invoice 

handling. System 10 has a matching interface function, where the freight calculator prices 

will be matched with the information from system 9.  

 

9. The invoice group creates the invoice in system 11, based on the information produced 

from system 10. After invoice creation, the shipment will be booked and sent to Ericsson 

through system 11. All EDI invoices will pass through the filter, in the Ericsson system. 

The invoices that are accepted will be forwarded to account payable. Invoices that do not 

fulfill the requirement will be forwarded into LIV workflow. Ericsson invoice control 

group will handle the mismatched invoices.   
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4.2.9  LSP 2 Operations Process Flow Level 1 
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4.2.10 LSP 2 Operations Process Flow Level 2 
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4.2.11 Findings at LSP 2  
The findings from LSP 2 are presented in bullet point form, in order to give the reader a 

simplified presentation. All the presented findings are based on the observation study and the 

conducted interviews.   

 

• Shipments with incoterms such as FCA, the weight and volume are reported into Prime 

log, according to LSP 2. 
 

• LSP 2 confirms that sometimes incorrect data insertion may occur connected to manual 

handling, due to human factors. 
 

• Logistics coordinators do not directly use Ericsson pricelists. They use the freight 

calculator, where the master data group inserts manually the Ericsson pricelists into LSP 

2 systems. 
 

• In terms of weight and volume, the logistics coordinators calculate only the weight in the 

system most of the time. For some destination, they include both weight and volume in 

the calculation.  
 

• To ensure quality data regarding the correct volume, weight to the correct prices, LSP 2 

does not controlled/checked. Control for the issue will be preceded, when someone 

contact LSP 2 regarding price, weight, volume issues. 
 

• LSP 2 agrees that more communication with Ericsson would improve their work. 
 

• LSP 2 uses an IT system 6 for air shipments. The system is from the 70´s, and therefore 

out of date.  
 

• Logistics coordinators do not know if the prices are updated. Logistics coordinators take 

it for granted that prices are updated. 
 

• Logistics coordinators within air transportation do not use the freight calculator. They 

have their own pricelists. 
 

• LSP 2 has much paperwork within air transportation. Consequently, printing the 

documents and uses manual handling. By digitizing documents, increase efficiency level 

radically compared to the current process. 
 

• LSP 2 works with four different systems within the invoice handling process. 
 

• LSP 2 does not examine why there has been a credit to current booked shipments. 
 

• Invoice group use a freight calculator when controlling the shipment characteristics, such 

as weight and volume to price, for each invoice. 
 

• LSP 2 has noticed that there are errors between the systems. 
 

• System 9 is a system for collecting data from local transporters. There may be errors in 

the data inserting tasks. 
 

• LSP 2 does not send any comments in the final invoices. Internally LSP 2, sent comments 

regarding shipments. 
 

• LSP 2 has noticed that several of Ericsson suppliers use old shipment numbers, when 

they book a shipment.  
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4.3 Data Analysis 
In addition to the qualitative method used in the project, a quantitative method is added. Large 

amount of data from the previous year (2012) have been analyzed. In order to observe shipments 

from start to final destination, for identifying possible improvements in the current process, the 

authors turn to previous year’s shipments. Due to long time between operations, the current 

shipments could not be analyzed. Delimitation to a specific amount of data was made, in order to 

deliver the required result according to the given timeframe. Currently, Ericsson delivers 

products to more than 180 countries. In order to analyze the supply chain flow for each country, 

it would take extensive amount of time. Analysis of which counties to explore will be made, and 

which parameters will be relevant to measure for the empirical study.  

 

4.3.1  Targeting Specific Destinations for Analysis  
In order to target relevant destinations to analyze, the authors asked the question: Which 

destinations accounted for most discrepancies during 2012?  After internal research in Ericsson’s 

departments, the authors received previous internal studies, made currently for amount of 

discrepancies for each country during 2012. Based on the previous internal studies, the authors 

decided to analyze the three countries that accounted for most discrepancies during 2012. The 

previous studies did not point out what kind of discrepancies each destination had. Pointing out 

the discrepancies, connected to overpayments captured by the set cost condition in the system. In 

this project, the authors will only analyses EDI invoices (Electronic invoices), due to agreement 

with the client. Due to confidentiality agreement, the authors have decided together with the 

client, to name the analyzed counties for country 1, country 2 and country 3.  

 

All the shipment data from 2012 regarding the three analyzed countries have been ordered, to be 

collected from Ericsson´s internal SAP and Prime log database. The collected data for each 

country will be analyzed and additional parameters will be added.  All the collected data will be 

used later in the data analysis model.  

 

4.3.2  Investigating Relevant Parameters for Measurement 
In order to gather empirical data that can add value, an investigation was conducted regarding 

which factors to measure in the entire process. An ideal scenario would be to follow current 

shipment, through each stage and identify possible improvements. Due to time constrains and the 

need for large amount of data, the method is not suitable in this case. Tangible questions are 

formulated for the investigation.  In order to investigate what to measure and how to measure the 

data, the authors asked the questions: 
 

 Which stages in the process is data available to be collected, during 2012 from the 

current database?  

 

 How could the process stages be measured, in order to detect possible discrepancies?  

 

 Which parameters needed to be added and calculated, in order to receive the requested 

results? 
 

The first question gives a baseline on the possible material that could be gathered currently. 

Collection of the data could establish a solid outcome. Sources that the material should be 

collected from, is Ericsson´s internal database and the LSP´s. Second question answers how the 

data analysis model should be engineered. The third question answers which relevant parameters 

should be added and calculated, that currently could not be gathered from any other source. 

Answers to the questions are embedded in the flowing chapters.  
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4.3.3  Analyzing Current Data  
In consultation and discussion with different internal stakeholders at Ericsson, identification of 

possible stages in the process has been obtained. In order to receive requested data, transport 

planners have been involved. An order of data for all the shipments sent to country 1, 2 and 3 

during 2012 with all transport modes has been requested. Data parameters that were collected 

from SAP One and Prime log, to be merged in an Excel document are listed below:  

 

Table 1 Parameters Received for Invoice Accuracy Model  

Data Parameter Data Parameter 
Shipment number Administration cost 

Created by Pre cost 

Transport mode Import cost 

Planned lead time (days) Warehouse  cost 

Consignee zip code Onward  cost 

Consignee city Site cost 

Consignee country Other  cost 

Consignee country code Management fee 

Incoterm 1 Surcharge cost 

Incoterm 2 Duties & taxes cost 

Q: sales group Other additional fees 

Q: sales office Planned loading end 

Shipper city Planned shipment start 

Shipper country Planned shipment end 

Number of packages Actual created on 

Metric weight (kg) Actual planning date 

Volume (m3) Actual check in 

Charge weight (kg) Actual shipment completion date 

Cost / metric weight Actual loading start 

Cost / volume (m3) Actual loading end 

Cost / charge weight Actual shipment start 

Total cost (invoiced) Actual shipment end 

Main. freight cost (invoiced) LSP responsible for shipment 

Additional total cost. (invoiced)  

 

47 parameters where collected, connected to all the shipments for country 1, 2 and 3. Numbers of 

shipment to analyze were 4486 shipments totally. After a brief analysis, the authors detected that 

in some shipments, data was missing regarding a few parameters. Comparing the result with the 

total amount of data, a conclusion was made that the number of uncertainty was small. Due to 

that, the data was reliable.  
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4.4 Creation of Data Analysis Model  
Collected data from the quantitative data analysis will be used as a foundation to the engineered 

analysis model. The goal is to measure all the steps in the supply chain, and compare different 

factors with Ericsson´s pricelists and agreements. The data will provide possibilities of detecting 

discrepancies. By analyzing current data, knowledge will be obtained on which additional 

parameters are needed. The additional factors measures valuable steps in the process.  Due to the 

large amount of parameters in the model, focus has been put on analyzing each country and each 

transport mode, separately.  

 

All the results will be later compared and correlated, in order to identify possible patterns. With a 

systematic approach, the methodology of studying large amount of data will be tangible and 

manageable. The received amount of parameters was 47 different factors in the supply chain. 

Additional 23 factors were created and inserted in the model. Due to improvements on the model 

along the project, the final model has 70 different factors to analyze. Main goal for the model is 

to measure all possible steps in the supply chain for each analyzed shipment. Hence, detect 

possible discrepancies, and the reason for each discrepancy. By that, the outcome will be to 

improve the process and achieve higher efficiency. For detail overview of the analysis model, 

see Appendix J. 

 

4.4.1  Comparing Volume and Weight of Shipments 
A tangible measurement approach is compare weight and volume of each shipment through the 

supply chain. By measuring the shipment weight and volume, possible scenarios could be 

captured, which could result to overpayment. The hypothesis is, if the weight or volume differs 

along the steps in the supply chain, it could be a reason why shipments are over invoiced. A 

detail analysis is conducted, in order to follow each shipment through all the possible 

measurement steps in the supply chain. Measuring the weight and volume could lead to detect 

possible discrepancies.  

 

 

4.4.2  Added Parameters in the Model  
Additional valuable parameters to calculate were added in the model, during the first half of the 

project. Due to result of deeper knowledge in the subject and results from the analyzed data, 

additional parameters were added. Some parameters are specific for certain transport mode. For 

this reason, not all parameters were analyzed for each shipment. Hence, only parameters that 

focuses on each specific transport mode. The authors have divided the added parameters to 

different groups shown below.  

 

 

For Weight and Volume Measurements  

 Volume weight (kg) = Volume * Conversion factor 

 Differential function. .Charge weight- Metric weight 

 Differential function. Charge weight - Volume weight 

 Chosen Weight: Between Metric Weight and Volume weight   

 Match function. Charge weight vs. Chosen Weight. Correct Value= 0 
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Pricelist Parameters  

 Cost/ Kg for each Shipment according to the (Pricelist*Exchange rate)  (SEK) 

 TOTAL Freight Cost  according to the Pricelist  (SEK) 

 TOTAL Calculated Cost for each Shipment according to the Pricelist  (SEK) 

 TOTAL Calculated Pricelist Cost + Additional Other reported Costs 

 TOTAL Calculated Surcharge Cost from Pricelist  (SEK) = Pricelist* Chargeable Weight 

 Truck price: FTL =(Full truck load) 

 

Freight Calculator  

 TOTAL Freight cost  according to the Transport Planners  (SEK) 

 TOTAL Booked Price for each shipment  according to the Transport Planners  (SEK) 

 

LSP Reported Parameters 

 LSP (freight rate per Kg reported) / (Chargeable weight) into Prime log  SEK/Kg 

 TOTAL Freight cost  according to the LSP  (SEK) 

 TOTAL LSP Invoiced Price = Main freight, Admin, Pre, Surcharge  (SEK) 

 TOTAL LSP Invoiced Price + Additional Other reported Costs  (SEK) 

 TOTAL LSP Surcharge cost reported  

 LSP FTL reported truck load (Amount of truck volume) 

 

Additional Calculations 

 Differential function. (TOTAL COST. Z+AA) - (ACT.TOTAL COST) 

 Actual Total Cost. = (((Volume weight * TOTAL COST. + Cost / Charge weight + Cost/ 

Kg for each Shipment according to the (Pricelist*Exchange rate)  (SEK)))  / Chargeable 

Weight 

 Differential function. Surcharge Cost = LSP Surcharge cost - Surcharge cost Pricelist 

 

Additional Parameters 

 Comments and Explanations 
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4.4.3  Finding Root Cause for Upcoming Discrepancies  
In order to find the root cause for each upcoming discrepancy, identification of each discrepancy 

must be establish at first. The authors have investigated different options for identification of the 

root cause. For this project, a suitable root cause analysis model is the Ishikawa diagram. By 

analyzing the data, identification of the main discrepancies are achieved. Table 2, shows the 

most frequent discrepancies that are found connected to the three analyzed countries. Followed 

by, the Ishikawa diagram which reveals the root cause for each discrepancy. 

 

 

Table 2 Discrepancies from the conducted Study  

Found Discrepancies from the conducted study 

Divided cargo, invoice have been emerged (Land Transportation)   

Higher surcharge (Air, Maritime and Mail Transportation) 

Over invoiced with chargeable weight (Land Transportation)  

No information sent regarding FTL status (Land Transportation)  

Higher exchange rate (Air Transportation)  

Incorrect container information reported (Maritime Transportation)  

Higher exchange rate, with no information on surcharge  

(Air Transportation)  

No information on chargeable weight (Air Transportation)  

Weight is incorrect (Air Transportation)  

SUMMATION  =  9  Different Discrepancies  

 

4.4.4  Discrepancies Explanations  
The detected discrepancies are described briefly in the previous table. Due to that, a more detail 

description regarding each discrepancy will be presented below.  

 

Divided Cargo, Invoice have been Emerged (Land Transportation)  
The conducted study reveals that LSP in large extend, has divide the cargo shipments for land 

transportation to several parts. By dividing the cargo to smaller units and shipping them, it is 

difficult to control the outcome and shipments quality assurance. In the logistic flow, the trucks 

in many cases must be fully loaded before departure. Hence, depending on work routines leading 

to dividing cargo to ½ truck load,1/3 truck load, ¼ truck load and so on, in order to fill the trucks  

that have space left.  
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For example: LSP divide a cargo in three parts, where the LSP reports the correct chargeable 

weight for each part. At the same time, calculate the summation price for all three parts and 

divided the summation by three. In this case, all three parts will have the same price each, 

although they have different chargeable weight. The study shows that it does not matter if the 

volume and weight has any differences. LSP charges equally for all shipments, in a collective 

manner. The reported information will create confusion in the invoice control department. 

Additional administration and investigation work is needed, in order to clarify miss 

understandings. Currently, there are no agreements with the LSP`s, connected to divide cargo. 

Therefore, there is no approval with Ericsson on this matter. A clear pattern have been identified 

regarding divided cargo.  
 

Higher Surcharge (Air, Maritime and Mail Transportation) 
By comparing the surcharge prices in the pricelists with the actual reported surcharge price, and 

adding an acceptable margin of difference, due to fluctuation in oil and fuel prices. The study 

reveals that LSP have in large extend, charged higher surcharge prices. The connection is to air 

maritime, mail transportation.  
 

Over Invoiced with Chargeable Weight (Land Transportation)  
The study reveals that the discrepancies with divided cargo have connection to over invoice with 

chargeable weight. A large amount of the divided shipments have been over invoiced with 

chargeable weight. The calculated price from the agreed pricelists is not equal to the actual 

invoiced price. 
 

No Information sent regarding FTL status (Land Transportation)  
In order to follow up and quality assure the shipments for land transportation, the factor for full 

truck load (FTL) is needed. The study reveals that LSP has not reported FTL status in most 

shipments.  
 

Higher Exchange Rate (Air Transportation)  
By comparing the agreed exchange rate and adding a margin of error, the study reveals that LSP 

takes higher exchange rate connected to air transportation. 
 

Incorrect Container Information Reported (Maritime Transportation)  
The LSP informs Ericsson on the amount of containers that has been used for each shipment. 

The study shows that the information on the amount of containers from the LSP has not been 

accurate. 
 

Higher Exchange Rate with No Information on Surcharge 
(Air Transportation)  
The study reveals that LSP in few cases, taken higher exchange rate and not informed price for 

surcharge, connected to air transportation. 
 

No Information on Chargeable Weight (Air Transportation)  
The study reveals that LSP have in few cases not informed the chargeable weight, connected to 

air transportation. 
 

Weight is Incorrect (Air Transportation)  
The study reveals that LSP have in few cases informed incorrect weight, connected to air 

transportation. 
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4.4.5   Ishikawa Diagram for Invoice Accuracy 
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5 RESULTS 

In this chapter, result from the interview process, data analysis process, the correlations and 

pattern analysis will be presented. Main results from the analyzed target countries will be 

presented and highlighted. The presented results are essential, in order to be used for suggesting 

improvements solution. 

 

5.1 Statistics Overview  
In this chapter, an overview picture is presented regarding the analyzed quantitative data. Due to 

confidentiality agreement, the targeted countries are not mentioned by the name and the logistic 

service providers are also not mentioned by name. An important point to emphasize is that 

shipments that are captured by the set cost condition in the system filter have been analyzed. 

More interesting, the shipments that are not captured by the system filter have also been 

analyzed. An interesting approach for the study is to analyze how much in monetary value is not 

captured by the set cost condition in the system, and the reason for the upcoming discrepancies. 

The amount of shipments that were analyzed is presented in figure 15. In order for the reader to 

have an overview picture regarding the spread of the shipments, the authors have presented the 

amount of shipments connected to each transport mode such as air-, land-, maritime- and mail 

transportation in figure 16. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15.Statistics regarding Transportation to target Countries 2012 
 

In order to understand that some discrepancies are not related to monetary values, the authors 

have presented the following diagrams. Figure 16 presents all detected discrepancies. 

Information discrepancies and other related discrepancies are included in figure 16. Figure 17 

presents the detected discrepancies related to monetary values.  

 

Comparing figure 16 with figure 17, the diagrams shows that not all discrepancies are related or 

connected to monetary expenses or loss. The investigation shows that a large amount of 

discrepancies are related to lack of information flow or lack of standardized work routines.  

 

By comparing the diagrams, the reader could conclude a clear difference. The goal of the 

presented diagrams in the following page is to show that, not all discrepancies are connected to 

monetary loss.  
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In the following chapter, all data will be presented in detail, where the studied target countries 

results and statistic will be presented. Transport modes will be divided to air-, land-, maritime- 

and mail transportation. The detected discrepancies will be presented and reason for 

discrepancies will be highlighted. All quantitative data will be used later, in order to suggest 

possible improvements.  
 

 
Figure 16. Invoice Accuracy. Destination 1.2.3 Statistics All Discrepancies 2012 

 

By comparing the discrepancies connected to monetary values, and the total amount of 

discrepancies connected to the information flow and other reasons, a clear difference can be 

notified. The greatest difference is connected to land transportation mode. 

 

 
Figure 17. Invoice Accuracy. Destination 1.2.3 Statistics in Monetary Value 2012 
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5.2 Statistics Outcome for target Country 1 
Data from the quantitative study will be presented to all possible transport modes. Facts of 

transport mode and amount of shipment, regarding the targeted country, will be presented in 

diagram and written form. Explanations for each finding and reason for discrepancy will be 

connected with the data and clarified. LSP´s have agreements to target destinations and not all 

destinations. Due to that, data will be presented for the agreed destinations, connected to the 

studied LSP´s.  
 

5.2.1  Air Transportation  
Total amount of shipments during 2012 is calculated to 2379 shipments. To have better clearance 

and overview, the authors have divided the shipments to the responsible LSP, where LSP 1 has 

2252 of 2379 shipments totally, and LSP 2 has 125 of 2379 shipments totally. There are 127 AD 

Hocs connected to LSP 1. Due to the nature of AD Hocs agreements; the Ad Hocs are not 

calculated in the statistics. Presented below is the distribution of shipments. Followed by, the 

detected discrepancies and reasons for the discrepancies explained briefly. 
 

 
Figure 18. Country 1 Air Transportation 2012 

 

Discrepancy Data  
 

Total 150 of 2252 shipments = (6,6 %) have discrepancies with LSP 1. 

Total 0 of 125 (100 %) discrepancies with LSP 2. 

145 st was under the cost condition.  
 

Total Cost: calculated amount under the set cost condition are > 200 000 SEK 
 

• Reason 1  
 47 of 150 (31,3 %) LSP 1 has taken higher exchange rate.  
 

• Reason 2 
12 of 150 (8 %) LSP 1 has taken higher exchange rate and no surcharge information is 

reported.  
 

• Reason 3  
 91 of 150 (60,7 %) LSP 1 have over invoiced with higher surcharge. 
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5.2.2  Land Transportation 
Total amount of shipments during 2012 is calculated to 84 shipments. LSP 1 has 84 of 84 

shipments totally. There are 6 AD Hocs connected to LSP 1. Due to the nature of AD Hocs 

agreements, the AD Hocs are not calculated in the statistics. Presented below is the distribution 

of shipments. Followed by, the detected discrepancies and reasons for the discrepancies 

explained briefly. 

 

 

Figure 19. Country 1 Land Transportation 2012 

 

Discrepancy Data 
 

Total 5 of 78 shipments (6,4 %) discrepancies with LSP 1.  

 

Total Cost: calculated amount under the set cost condition are > 10 000 SEK 

  

• Reason 1 
5 of 78 of shipments that were invoices, has been emerged. 

 

• Reason 2 
2 of 78 shipments were over invoiced, regarding the exchange rate compared with the 

pricelists. 

 

5.2.3  Maritime Transportation 
Both LSP 1 and LSP 2 have no data regarding maritime transportation to target country 1. Due to 

that, quantitative data regarding maritime transportation for target country 1 is not been taken in 

consideration.  
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5.2.4  Mail Transportation 
Total amount of shipments during 2012 is calculated to 516 shipments. To have better clearance 

and overview, the authors have divided the shipments to the responsible LSP, where LSP 1 has 

512 of 516 shipments totally, and LSP 2 has 4 of 516 shipments totally. Presented below is the 

distribution of shipments. Followed by, the detected discrepancies and reasons for the 

discrepancies explained briefly. 

 

 

Figure 20. Country 1 Mail Transportation 2012 

 

Discrepancy Data  
 

Total 8 of 512 (1,6 %) discrepancies with LSP 1.  

Total 0 discrepancies with LSP 2.  

 

Total Cost: calculated amount under the set cost condition are > 20 000 SEK 

 

• Reason 1  
  7 of 512 (1,4 %) LSP 1 have over invoiced with higher surcharge.  

  

• Reason 2 
 1 of 150 (0,2 %) LSP 1 have taken higher exchange rate. 
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5.3 Statistics Outcome for target Country 2  
Data from the quantitative study will be presented to all possible transport modes. Facts of 

transport mode and amount of shipment, regarding the targeted country, will be presented in 

diagram and written form. Explanations for each finding and reason for discrepancy will be 

connected with the data and clarified. LSP´s have agreements to target destinations and not all 

destinations. Due to that, data will be presented for the agreed destinations, connected to the 

studied LSP´s.  

 

5.3.1  Air Transportation  
Total amount of shipments during 2012 is calculated to 515 shipments. To have better clearance 

and overview, the authors have divided the shipments to the responsible LSP, where LSP 1 has 

388 of 515 shipments totally (with 10 AD Hocs), and LSP 2 has 123 of 515 shipments totally. 

All of LSP 2 shipments are FCA agreements. Due to that, it will not be included to the conducted 

statistics. Presented below is the distribution of shipments. Followed by, the detected 

discrepancies and reasons for the discrepancies explained briefly. 
 

 
Figure 21. Country 2 Air Transportation 2012 

 

Discrepancy Data  
 

Total 19 of 378 shipments (5 %) discrepancies with LSP 1.  
 

Total Cost: calculated amount under the set cost condition are > 10 000 SEK 
  

• Reason 1  
  9 of 19 (47,4 %) LSP 1 have over invoiced with higher surcharge.  
 

• Reason 2 
 4 of 19 (21 %) LSP 1 has taken higher exchange rate. 
 

• Reason 3 
2 of 19 (10,5 %) LSP 1 has taken higher exchange rate and no surcharge  information is 

reported.  
 

• Reason 4 
4 of 19 (21 %) Invoice is correct. However, the weight is incorrect. Control at the airport 

reveals that the goods were heavier than the system shows. 
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5.3.2  Land Transportation 
Total amount of shipments during 2012 is calculated to 313 shipments. LSP 1 has 313 of 313 

shipments totally. Presented below is the distribution of shipments. Followed by, the detected 

discrepancies and reasons for the discrepancies explained briefly.  

 

 

Figure 22. Country 2 Land Transportation 2012 

 

Discrepancy Data  
 

Total 157 of 313 shipments (50,1 %) discrepancies with LSP 1.  

 

Total Cost: calculated amount under the set cost condition are > 100 000 SEK 

  

• Reason 1  
  282 of 313 shipments (90 %) were reported from the LSP, as divided cargo 

 (e.g. ½, 1/3, ¼, 1/5, 1/8, 1/9 FTL). 

 

• Reason 2 
 143 of 313 shipments (45.7%) were over invoiced, regarding the chargeable weight.  

 

• Reason 3 
76 of 313 shipments (24 %) were no information send from the LSP, regarding FTL 

status. Note, after detecting a clear pattern in the created model, a large amount of the 

shipment with no information could be merged. The result after emerging 76 decreased to 

14 shipments = 4, 5 %. 
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5.3.3  Maritime Transportation 
Total amount of shipments during 2012 is calculated to 37 shipments. To have better clearance 

and overview, the authors have divided the shipments to the responsible LSP, where LSP 1 has 6 

of 37 shipments totally, and LSP 2 has 31 of 37(with 31 AD Hocs) shipments totally. All of LSP 

2 shipments are AD Hocs agreements. Due to that, it will not be included to the conducted 

statistics. Presented below is the distribution of shipments. Followed by, the detected 

discrepancies and reasons for the discrepancies explained briefly. 

 

 

Figure 23. Country 2 Maritime Transportation 2012 

 

Discrepancy Data  
 

Total 1 of 6 shipments (16,7 %) discrepancies with LSP 1.  

 

Total Cost: calculated amount under the set cost condition are > 5 000 SEK 

  

• Reason 1  
  1 of 6 shipments (16,7 %) LSP 1 have over invoiced with higher surcharge. 

 

 

 

5.3.4  Mail Transportation 
Total amount of shipments during 2012 is calculated to 36 shipments. LSP 1 has 36 of 36 

shipments totally. The investigation shows no discrepancies connected to mail transportation for 

the target country.   
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5.4 Statistics Outcome for target Country 3  
Data from the quantitative study will be presented to all possible transport modes. Facts of 

transport mode and amount of shipment, regarding the targeted country, will be presented in 

diagram and written form. Explanations for each finding and reason for discrepancy will be 

connected with the data and clarified. LSP´s have agreements to target destinations and not all 

destinations. Due to that, data will be presented for the agreed destinations, connected to the 

studied LSP´s.  

  

5.4.1  Air Transportation  
Total amount of shipments during 2012 is calculated to 217 shipments. LSP 2 has 217 of 217 

shipments totally. There are 12 AD Hocs connected to LSP 2. Due to the nature of AD Hocs 

agreements, the AD Hocs are not calculated in the statistics. Presented below is the distribution 

of shipments. Followed by, the detected discrepancies and reasons for the discrepancies 

explained briefly.  

 

 
Figure 24. Country 3 Air Transportation 2012 

 

Discrepancy Data  
 

Total 48 of 205 (23,4 %) discrepancies with LSP 2. 

 

Total Cost: calculated amount under the set cost condition are > 100 000 SEK 

  

• Reason 1  
 43 of 205 (21 %) LSP 2 has taken higher surcharge.  

 

• Reason 2 
 4 of 205 (2 %) LSP 2 has taken higher exchange rate. 

 

• Reason 3  
 1 of 205 (0,5 %) LSP 2 has no information on chargeable weight reported.  
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5.4.2  Land Transportation 
Both LSP 1 and LSP 2 have no data regarding land transportation to target country 3. Due to 

that, quantitative data regarding land transportation for target country 3 is not been taken in 

consideration.  

 

 

5.4.3  Maritime Transportation 
Total amount of shipments during 2012 is calculated to 44 shipments. LSP 2 has 44 of 44 

shipments totally. Presented below is the distribution of shipments. Followed by, the detected 

discrepancies and reasons for the discrepancies explained briefly. 

 

 

Figure 25. Country 3 Maritime Transportation 2012 

 

Discrepancy Data  
 

Total 20 of 44 (45,5 %) discrepancies with LSP 2. 

 

Total Cost: calculated amount under the set cost condition are > 5000 SEK 

  

• Reason 1  
 18 of 44 (40,1 %) LSP 2 reported price for x numbers of containers, LSP actual 

 transport price is for y numbers of containers. 

 

• Reason 2 
 2 of 44 (4,5 %) LSP 2 has taken higher surcharge cost. 

 

5.4.4  Mail Transportation 
Total amount of shipments during 2012 is calculated to 104 shipments. LSP 1 has 1 of 104 

shipments totally, which is an AD Hoc. There are 26 AD Hocs and FCA connected to LSP 2. 

Due to the nature of AD Hocs and FCA agreements, there not calculated in the statistics. The 

investigation shows no discrepancies connected to mail transportation for the target country.  
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5.5 Correlations and Pattern Analysis  
By analyzing the material from the interviews, parallels patterns between stakeholders could be 

achieved. By finding correlations between the interviewed stakeholders, higher validity to the 

conducted study is achieved. Due to the large amount of studied data, a pattern analysis is 

conducted. The goal from the pattern analysis is to find possible patterns, connected to the 

shipments that could reveal important information to the study. In order to have validated and 

reliable results to the study, the correlation and pattern analysis gives a solid outcome, to take in 

consideration for the final conclusion.  

 

 

5.5.1  Correlations between Interviewed Stakeholders  
In order to find correlations between the stakeholders interviews, the material form each 

interview process have been compared and analyzed. All the findings from each interviewed 

stakeholder have been numbered with letters and numbers. The approach simplifies the 

correlations analysis. The correlations between the stakeholders have revealed valuable 

information for the study. Sequences from the correlations are merged, from the previous 

findings for each stakeholder. Presented below are the correlations between stakeholders. For 

more detail information the authors refer to the interview process and Appendix E. 

 

 

1. Undefined roles and responsibilities between Ericsson and the LSP´s. 

Correlation  Sequence (A1 - B1 - C1 - D2) 
 

2. Logistic services are not well defined (do not contain any serial numbers). 

 Correlation  Sequence (B1 - A1 - C1) 
 

3. There may be a connection to the operational personnel at Ericsson, which can result to 

mismatch of prices and incoterms, compared to the original agreements.  

Correlation  Sequence (A4 - B6 - C2) 
 

4. Many invoices do not belong to customer logistics. LSP´s send it anyway, because of 

miscommunication and undefined roles. The invoice should be send to the local Ericsson 

organization.  

Correlation  Sequence (A5 - C2 - C3 - D8) 
 

5. Miscommunication occurs between Ericsson (internally) and externally with LSP´s. 

Correlation  Sequence (A7 - B7 - C4 - C6 - D6) 
 

6. Master data are inserted manually to the LSP systems. Due to that, there may be 

inaccuracies. 

Correlation  Sequence (A2 -  B2 - C8 - D4) 
 

7. Within LSP operations, LSP´s insert data/prices and weight into the systems manually. 

By that, is may occur discrepancies. 

Correlation  Sequence (A3 - C7 - D5 - D9) 
 

8. There is no check points/reconciliation between Ericsson and LSP´s, before the invoice is 

sent to Ericsson. 

Correlation Sequence (A7 - B7 - C4 - C6 - D6) 
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5.5.2  Pattern Analysis  
In addition to the correlation analysis, a pattern analysis for the large amount of studied data was 

conducted. The created data analysis model has been the tool for pattern analysis. By having the 

option to isolate specific shipments, and study each possible stage in the process, a range of 

patterns have been revealed. The pattern analysis revealed five different areas. Due to the 

outcome, the authors divide the areas into section, in order to simplify the presented results. 

 

Pattern in Volume and Weight Differences  
The first approach for the pattern analysis was that a hypothesis was set in collaboration with the 

client. It was based on if discrepancies were found regarding differences in volume and weight 

somewhere along the process. An alternative explanation regarding the over invoicing could be 

accomplished. The conducted study shows no sign of discrepancies, in weight and volume along 

the supply chain for the studied countries. Further studies have to be made with focus on other 

countries, in order to present solid conclusions.  

 

Pattern in Land Transportation  
Studied data for target country 2 revealed a clear pattern in land transportation mode. In order to 

detect the pattern outcome, input information was required. The factor of full truck load price 

(FTL) was essential to the land transportation. Regarding target country 2, there was a fixed set 

of FTL price. By having the option in the model to isolate shipments sent on specific dates, 

together with the inserted FTL price, a clear pattern was revealed.  
 

Approximately 90 % of all shipments were divided. Meaning that, the cargos were divided into 

smaller shipments. At the same time, transportation was preceded on the same date. The original 

agreements do not state that cargo can be divided. Example on how personnel in target county 2 

proceeds are presented below. 
 

Example: Divided Cargo  
 

Full truck load (FTL) from pricelist = 35 000 SEK  Destination: Country 2 

 

Shipment 1 Cost = 11 700 SEK 

 

Shipment 2 Cost = 11 700 SEK    

 

Shipment 3 Cost = 11 700 SEK 

 

Summation: 11 700 *3= 35 100 SEK  

 

The example shows that three shipments are equal to one full truck load with an acceptable 

margin of error, which is calculated to 100 SEK. All analyzed shipments had an acceptable 

margin of error. Cargo were divided in a range of ½ FTL, 1/3 FTL, ¼ FTL, 1/5 FTL, 1/8 FTL, 

and 1/9 FTL. In addition to the shipments information on FTL status was given. There were 24 

% of the total land transportation shipments, that no information on FTL status was reported. By 

comparing the shipments to given delivery date, a pattern could be revealed. Due to that, the 

shipments were merged. The result from merging the shipment with no FTL status decreased 

from 24 % to 4,5 % of discrepancies. 
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Pattern in Container Shipments  
Studied data for target country 3 revealed a clear pattern in the maritime transportation mode. In 

order to detect the pattern outcome, input information was required. The factor for container 

prices regarding 20 foot and 40 foot containers was extracted from the Ericsson´s pricelists. Due 

to the fixed cost for container, cargo measurements on charged prices were conducted. 

Comparing the charged prices for shipments to the agreed pricelists, pattern of discrepancies in 

the information flow appears. It seems that LSP reports a price for X amount of containers. In 

reality, the actual transport price is for Y amount of containers. The stream of information 

reported, compared to the actual transport information, contains large amount of discrepancies. 

The example below illustrates how the information stream contains discrepancies. 

 

Example: Discrepancies in Container Amount  
 

Input 

The reported price in the system is for 3 containers. 

 

Output  

Comparing with the agreed pricelists, LSP´s actual transport price is for 2 containers 

 

Discrepancies in the information stream can create confusion in the invoice control department. 

Hence, contributes with unnecessary administration and investigation costs. Approximately 86 % 

of all maritime shipments have incorrect container amount, and are connected to target country 

3.  

 

 

Pattern in Surcharge Costs  
The conducted study reveals that at the moment, surcharge cost is over invoices in several 

transport modes. For air transportation, a total of 66 % of all discrepancies have higher invoiced 

surcharge costs, compare to the agreement and the acceptable margin of error. For maritime 

transportation, a total of 14,3 % of all discrepancies have higher invoiced surcharge costs, 

compare to the agreement and the acceptable margin of error.  For mail transportation, a total of 

87,5 % of all discrepancies have higher invoiced surcharge costs, compare to the agreement and 

the acceptable margin of error. LSP´s seems to take higher surcharge cost, compared to the 

agreement and acceptable margin of error in several transport modes. This has been detected in 

all three target countries.  

 

 

Pattern in Higher Exchange Rate connected to Air Transportation 
The conducted study reveals that the majority of higher exchange rate invoiced, compared to the 

agreed pricelists and the acceptable margin of error, are connected to the air transportation mode. 

For air transportation, a total of 25 % of all discrepancies have higher invoiced exchange rate, 

compare to the agreement and the acceptable margin of error. Root cause analysis shows that not 

updated pricelists, manually inserted data and many systems in the process, are main reasons that 

could lead to higher invoiced exchange rate. In addition to the root cause analysis, the 

observation study reveals that air transportation operations unit has different work routines, 

compared to other groups, such as land transportation unit. The majority of shipments with 

higher invoiced exchange rate are connected to target country 1. A combination of several 

factors result to invoiced higher exchange rate.  
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5.5.3  Pareto Diagram  
In order to have a clear view regarding which cause contribute to the highest amount of 

discrepancies, a Pareto diagram was conducted.  The diagram reveals which discrepancy should 

be priorities first, second etc. Table 3 presents all detected discrepancies, followed by the Pareto 

diagram.  

 

 

Table 3  Pareto Diagram Data 

Discrepancies Amount of Shipments Discrepancies in % of 
the total amount 

Divided cargo, invoice has 

been emerged 

287 38,06 % 

Higher surcharge 153 20,29 % 

Over invoiced with 

chargeable weight 

145 19,23 % 

No information sent 

regarding FTL status 

76 10,08 % 

Higher exchange rate 56 7,43 % 

Incorrect container 

information reported 

18 2,39 % 

Higher exchange rate, with 

no information on 

surcharge 

14 1,86 % 

No information on 

chargeable weight 

3 0,40 % 

Weight is incorrect 2 0,27 % 

Summation  754 100 % 
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Pareto Diagram for Detected Discrepancies  
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, the conclusion from the conducted study will be presented, followed by a 

discussion connected to the study. 
 

6.1 Conclusion  
The conducted study reveals a range of discrepancies that exist in the current process. Previously 

undetected discrepancies that contribute to bottlenecks, in the information flow and undetected 

costs in the system are presented. In order to minimize and eliminate the presented discrepancies, 

a range of action is needed to be implemented immediately. Research in the study indicates that 

the upcoming discrepancies may occur in other target counties, which are not included in the 

study.  

 

Further research, include all destinations that Ericsson send goods to would be essential, in order 

to strengthen the research outcome. The conducted study has focused on the total amount of 

discrepancies in the current process. Furthermore, the study has focused on costs under the set 

cost condition in the system, connected to discrepancies. Due to the study approach, undetected 

costs in the system have been revealed. The undetected costs have been divided for each 

transport mode. Calculated costs for the transport modes, regarding the targeted countries in the 

study, are presented in the table 4. 

 

Table 4 Monetary Value for detected discrepancies under the set cost conditions  

Transport Mode Total Cost of Discrepancies (SEK) 

Air  > 300 000 

Land >100 000 

Mail >20 000 

Maritime  >10 000 

 

The largest amount of discrepancies is connected to manual input in the systems. Due to the 

involvement of different stakeholders, and manual handling procedures from personnel, the 

margins of error from human factors are inevitable. This contributes to higher complexity and 

higher risk of uncertainties in the process. The conclusions from the study are supported by 

previous research in the field. As Backlund (2002) emphasize that, if a process consists of many 

IT systems, and manual handling are applied in several stages, the output might differs from the 

original information. 

 

 

Other reasons for discrepancies that the conducted study indicates is that, all system within the 

supply chain is not integrated in large extend. In order to achieve an efficient supply chain, 

complete integration of all systems within the supply chain is essential. This has been 

emphasized by researchers and practitioners in the field. Integration of all systems within the 

supply chain, lead to synergies and value added activities, as described by Halley and Beaulieu, 

(2009). In order to achieve such level of efficiency in the supply chain, commitment and 

transparency is needed from all stakeholders.  
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This includes information sharing among all stakeholders. The conducted study reveals the level 

of transparency and information flow between all stakeholders could be improved. By sharing 

information in large extend, among the involved stakeholders, improvement could be achieved. 

The approach could benefit all stakeholders, as described by Quayle, (2006). Also, other reason 

for discrepancies is that, the information management is not well integrated. This is crucial for 

the work flow to be efficient. By having an integrated information management system, which 

could provide all stakeholders with correct information is essential for an efficient supply chain, 

as stated by Lee et al. (2007).  

 

A range of suggestions for improvements are presented in chapter 7, which could lead to 

minimizing/eliminating the detected discrepancies. The study reveals distinct evidence 

connected to the conclusions, why overpayment occurs. The conclusions answers research 

question 1. For research question 2, the answers are presented in the improvements and 

recommendations (chapter 7). 
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6.2 Discussion  
The conducted project involves several stakeholders, consisting of internal departments and 

external logistics service providers. The conducted interviews and observation studies show that, 

personnel are using many systems that are not fully integrated. Due to the manual input, the risk 

of error is high. In order to understand the entire supply chain for all targeted counties, extension 

of the study is needed. The empirical data form the study reveals that, all stakeholders have 

notified the complexity of the systems used. Complete integration regarding the systems is 

required from several stakeholders. Studied theories support the conclusions from the conducted 

study.  

 

At the moment, the created pricelists are not integrated in the system. Extensive manual handling 

is required, from the invoice control department. By testing the current work methodology, the 

authors have notified how easy mistake could be done, when working with the pricelists. Also, 

searching in previous years pricelists, in order to investigate a specific shipment price, is not the 

easiest task. A specific platform for pricelists integration, with a user-friendly interface is 

essential, in order to have an efficient work flow. The authors have discussed the issue with 

several stakeholders. Everyone seems to have similar requirement, for having an integrated price 

platform in the system. 

 

Check points for completed stages in the supply chain have room for improvements. At the 

moment, the actual reported activities that LSP reports are only the date for each activity. 

Parameters such as, actual check in, actual loading start, actual loading end, information 

regarding the date for action is only reported. If the LSP provides Ericsson with detail 

information such as, volume and weight, regarding each actual proceeded activity, more accurate 

quality control could be achieved. 

 

A key for efficiency in the supply chain is to have commitment and transparency from all 

involved stakeholder. In the conducted study, two major logistic service providers were 

analyzed. A clear difference in transparency was identified, where one LSP was open with the 

information flow and showed clear transparency. Compared to the other analyzed LSP, that had 

confidentiality rules. This shows that room for improvement are needed, in order to accomplish a 

high level of transparency between involved stakeholders. 

 

During the entire project, the authors have identified several patterns in the information flow. 

Room for improvements is essential, internally and externally. A need for a common information 

platform seems to be the answer for solving many upcoming challenges.  

 

The authors have discussed many different solutions to the detected discrepancies. Comparing 

efficient short term solutions and with expensive long term solutions. By working closely with 

the client and comparing different strategies, a combination of short term and long term solutions 

have been assembled. The proposed solutions are feasible and cost efficient. The theoretical 

background, in combination with the empirical findings has been used as the foundation, when 

proposing suggestions for improvements. There are many ways of solving a detected problem. 

The suggested improvements are alternatives, suitable for the identified discrepancies.  

 

Proposed short term suggestions are mandatory to implement, in in order to reduce/eliminate 

discrepancies. Proposed long term suggestions, are for preventing future upcoming 

discrepancies. 
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7 IMPROVEMENTS AND RECOMENDATION 

In this chapter, improvement proposals for each studied stakeholder are presented. All the 

proposed improvements are based on the conducted study and the frame of theories. By 

conducting a qualitative and quantitative study in the project, tangible improvements proposal 

have been accomplished. In the end of this chapter, recommendations are presented, in order to 

achieve possible improvement. 

 

7.1 Improvement Proposals  
In order to achieve higher efficiency and streamline flow throughout the supply chain, a set of 

improvements are needed to be implemented. The conducted study has identified a range of 

discrepancies, which lead to lack of information flow and unnecessary costs in the current supply 

chain. By analyzing the current invoice process, combined with conducting a quantitative and 

qualitative study, possible bottlenecks are identified.  

 

The conducted theory study in the project, has led to possible applicable tools and methods, 

which are suitable for solving the identified discrepancies. By adapting the suggested tools and 

methods, the identified discrepancies will be reduced dramatically. With these results, a more 

streamline flow is achieved. A total of seven different suggestions are presented below .The 

authors have divided the suggestions to each stakeholder. Due to that, some suggestions are 

needed to be applied on more than one stakeholder.  

 

 

7.1.1  Suggestions for the Ericsson Sourcing Department 
A set of three critical improvement suggestions are presented below. 

 

Suggestion 1: Productify Logistic Services  
By giving specific numbers to defined logistic services, clarification and control of the required 

services could be achieved. When defining the logistic services into a product form definition, 

grey areas between services could be eliminated.  Cost such as, freight cost, pre cost, surcharge 

cost, admin cost should be fixed cost, in the product definition. Other cost should be negotiated 

in large extend. This will enhance product control and minimizing large unexpected costs.  

 

Suggestion 2: Integration of Pricelists into SAP One  
One of the main factors that lead to mismatching with the invoices is that, the templates are not 

updated. By integrating the negotiated prices into SAP, it will simplify a large extend of 

activities throughout the entire supply chain. The solution is simple and yet a major work load. 

The results from integration of the pricelists into SAP One, will decrease discrepancies in the 

supply chain, and enhance the internal workflow. 

 

Suggestion 3: Platform for Communication  
In order to avoid miscommunication between stakeholders, a platform for communication will 

minimize communication errors. The platform is a “twitter like” system, where all stakeholders 

could communicate in real time. Each stakeholder will have specific communication options. 

Due to that, avoid collision between LSP communications. 
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7.1.2  Suggestions for Ericsson Transport Planners 
A set of three critical improvement suggestions are presented below. 

 

Suggestion 2: Integration of Pricelists into SAP One  
One of the main factors that lead to mismatching with the invoices is that, the templates are not 

updated. By integrating the negotiated prices into SAP, it will simplify a large extend of 

activities throughout the entire supply chain. The solution is simple and yet a major work load. 

The results from integration of the pricelists into SAP One, will decrease discrepancies in the 

supply chain, and enhance the internal workflow. 

 

Suggestion 3: Platform for Communication  
In order to avoid miscommunication between stakeholders, a platform for communication will 

minimize communication errors. The platform is a “twitter like” system, where all stakeholders 

could communicate in real time. Each stakeholder will have specific communication options. 

Due to that, avoid collision between LSP communications. 

 

Suggestion 4: Stakeholder Clarification  
Transport planners have to notify which organization is responsible for the specific shipment 

invoice. The suggestion will simplify the work at the LSP, and eliminates invoices send to 

incorrect organization within Ericsson. 

 

 

7.1.3  Suggestions for the Logistic Service Providers  
A set of four critical improvement suggestions are presented below. 

 

Suggestion 1: Productify Logistic Services  
By giving specific numbers to defined logistic services, clarification and control of the required 

services could be achieved. When defining the logistic services into a product form definition, 

grey areas between services could be eliminated.  Cost such as, freight cost, pre cost, surcharge 

cost, admin cost should be fixed cost, in the product definition. Other cost should be negotiated 

in large extend. This will enhance product control and minimizing large unexpected costs.  

 

Suggestion 5: Andon Solution for Invoice Quality Assurance 
Andon is a lean tool for quality assurance, through the entire process flow. Integration of check 

points in SAP during the invoice stage, will prevent sending invoices that do not fulfill the 

requirements. A setup of factors will be installed in SAP for quality assurance, where the LSP 

sends a signal to Ericsson and will receive a signal back, insuring that all the factors are fulfilled. 

If the invoice is not correct, the LSP will investigate the upcoming error. This will prevent for 

over invoicing from the LSP to Ericsson, and also minimize LSP credit invoices. 

 

Suggestion 6: Provide LSP with Ericsson Freight Calculator 
The freight calculator at Ericsson is updated with all the prices and agreements. By providing the 

LSP´s with the Ericsson´s freight calculator, all stakeholders will have the same system to work 

with. By that, eliminating miscalculations in large extend. Also, eliminating discrepancies in the 

invoice process in large extend. The freight calculator that Ericsson will provide the LSP will 

only have updated information, regarding the target LSP.  
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Suggestion 7: Extended Information into Prime log from LSP 
In order to avoid miscommunication between the LSP´s and Ericsson, an extended information 

flow must be settled into Prime log. This will provide Ericsson invoice control group with 

required data, when working with the invoice control process. Factors such as FTL amount (for 

truck), and container size (for maritime), should be mandatory input to Prime log. The proposed 

suggestion will increase operation efficiency both in Ericsson invoice control process and LSP 

invoice operations.  

 

7.1.4  Suggestions for the Invoice Control Group 
A set of two critical improvement suggestions are presented below. 

 

Suggestion 2: Integration of Pricelists into SAP One  
One of the main factors that lead to mismatching with the invoices is that, the templates are not 

updated. By integrating the negotiated prices into SAP, it will simplify a large extend of 

activities throughout the entire supply chain. The solution is simple and yet a major work load. 

The results from integration of the pricelists into SAP One, will decrease discrepancies in the 

supply chain, and enhance the internal workflow. 

 

Suggestion 3: Platform for Communication  
In order to avoid miscommunication between stakeholders, a platform for communication will 

minimize communication errors. The platform is a “twitter like” system, where all stakeholders 

could communicate in real time. Each stakeholder will have specific communication options. 

Due to that, avoid collision between LSP communications. 

 

 

7.2 Connecting Improvements to Transport Modes  
The presented suggestions in the previous chapter are linked to each responsible stakeholder. In 

order to have a clarified picture regarding the connection of each discrepancy, the authors 

present the tables below. The table connects all proposed suggestions to the possible transport 

mode.  

 

Summarized version of the identified discrepancies and the possible proposed solutions is 

presented with a pedagogical approach. The authors choose to create tables, which explain the 

identified discrepancies and how to prevent the discrepancies. 

 

Transport modes are the most efficient way to connect the identified discrepancies to, in order to 

summarize the outcome. The conducted study has included all possible transport modes. Four 

different tables are presented, representing air-, land-, maritime- and mail transportation modes.  
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 Air Transportation Connection of Improvements  

Discrepancy Amount of 

Shipments 

Amount 

% 

Suggestions for Improvements  

(SG) 

Outcome of 

Improvements 

Higher surcharge  143 Shp 66 % SG 5. Andon solution for invoice quality 

assurance 

SG 6. Ericsson freight calculator 

Controlled and efficient 

workflow  

Higher exchange rate 55 Shp 25 % SG 1. Productify logistic services  

SG 2. Integrate pricelist in SAP 

SG 5. Andon solution for invoice quality 

assurance 

SG 6. Ericsson freight calculator 

Reduced amount of over 

invoice, and quality assure 

invoice accuracy 

Higher exchange rate, with 

no information on 

surcharge 

14 Shp 6,5 % SG 2. Integrate pricelist in SAP 

SG 3. Platform for communication  

SG 5. Andon solution for invoice quality 

assurance 

SG 6. Ericsson freight calculator 

Improved information 

flow, throughout the 

supply chain  

No information on 

chargeable weight 

3 Shp 1,5 % SG 3. Platform for communication  Improved information 

flow, throughout the 

supply chain  

Weight is incorrect 2 Shp 1 % SG 3. Platform for communication  

SG 5. Andon solution for invoice quality 

assurance 

Improved information 

flow, throughout the 

supply chain  

SUMMATION 217 Shp 100 % Implement SG 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 Elimination/reduction of 

all discrepancies   
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   Land Transportation Connection of Improvements  

Discrepancy  Amount of 

Shp 

Amount in 

% 

Suggestions for 

Improvements  (SG) 

Outcome of 

Improvements  

Divided cargo, 

Invoice has been emerged 

287 Shp 56,5 % SG 1. Productify logistic services 

SG 4. Stakeholder clarification   

SG 7. Extended information into Prime 

log from LSP 

Reduced admin costs, 

improve clarification and 

purchased service 

Over invoiced with chargeable 

weight  

145 Shp 28,5 % SG 2. Integrate pricelist in SAP 

SG 5. Andon solution for invoice 

quality assurance 

SG 6. Ericsson freight calculator 

Improve quality 

assurance  

No information sent regarding 

FTL status  

76 Shp 15 % SG 3. Platform for communication  

SG 5. Andon solution for invoice 

quality assurance 

SG7. Extended information into Prime 

log from LSP 

Improve information and 

workflows  

SUMMATION 508 Shp 100 % Implement SG 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 Elimination/reduction of 

all discrepancies   
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   Maritime Transportation Connection of Improvements  

Discrepancy  Amount of 

Shp 

Amount in 

% 

Suggestions for 

Improvements  (SG) 

Outcome of 

Improvements  

Incorrect container information 

reported  

18 Shp 85,7 % SG 3. Platform for communication  

SG 4. Stakeholder clarification  

SG7. Extended information into Prime 

log from LSP 

Improved information 

and workflow, throughout 

the supply chain  

Higher surcharge   3 Shp 14,3  % SG 2. Integrate pricelist in SAP 

SG 3. Platform for communication  

SG 5. Andon solution for invoice 

quality assurance 

SG 6. Ericsson freight calculator 

Controlled and efficient 

workflow. Improve 

quality assurance  

SUMMATION 21 Shp 100 % Implement SG 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 Elimination/reduction of 

all discrepancies   
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  Mail Transportation Connection of Improvements 

Discrepancy  Amount of 

Shp 

Amount in 

% 

Suggestions for 

Improvements  (SG) 

Outcome of 

Improvements  

Higher surcharge  7 Shp 87,5 % SG 2. Integrate pricelist in SAP 

SG 5. Andon solution for invoice quality 

assurance 

SG 6. Ericsson freight calculator 

Controlled and efficient 

workflow. Improve 

quality assurance  

Higher exchange rate 1 Shp 12,5 % SG 1. Productify logistic services  

SG 2. Integrate pricelist in SAP 

SG 5. Andon solution for invoice quality 

assurance 

SG 6. Ericsson freight calculator 

Reduced amount of over 

invoice, and quality 

assure invoice accuracy  

SUMMATION 8 Shp 100 % Implement SG 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 Elimination/reduction of 

all discrepancies   
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7.3 Recommendations  
The recommendations are divided to each responsible stakeholder. Clear overview on which 

outcome is expected from the conducted study and the proposed suggestions are presented. 

Recommendations are listed below for each responsible stakeholder. 
 

7.3.1  Recommendations to ERICSSON Sourcing Department  
By implementing the proposed suggestions, a range of discrepancies will be avoided. The 

productification of services will provide clarification to all involved stakeholders. This will lead 

to minimizing “grey areas” regarding logistic services, and clearances regarding what Ericsson is 

purchasing. Integration of pricelists into SAP One leads to minimizing manual operations, which 

is a major factor for discrepancies.  
 

Suggested communication platform links all involved stakeholders, and results to a more 

effective information flow. Recommendation is to combine the suggested proposals for 

increasing internal efficiency, and excellence in external operation execution. This will also lead 

to minimizing administrative costs and unexpected costs that currently occurs. 
 

7.3.2  Recommendations to ERICSSON Transport Planners 
By notifying the LSP´s, which organization is responsible for each specific shipment, will 

enhance the information flow, throughout the supply chain. Therefore, each specific shipment 

will be invoiced by the correct organization. The proposed suggestions will minimize current 

invoices, which are paid by the incorrect organization within Ericsson. Suggested 

communication platform links all involved stakeholders, and results to a more effective 

information flow. Recommendation is to combine the suggested proposals for increasing internal 

efficiency, and excellence in external operation execution. 
 

7.3.3  Recommendations to the Logistics Service Providers 
In order to achieve efficient workflow, the productification of service will clarify the current 

“grey areas”. Andon solution will result to only quality assurance from the invoice control group 

at Ericsson. Clarification regarding the scope of responsibility for each stakeholder will be 

achieved. Enabling the freight calculator from Ericsson to the LSP´s, will result to usage of same 

information and eliminate information errors. This will prevent for converting one system to 

another.  
 

New factors are mandatory needed to be included in Prime log. Factors such as FTL amount (for 

truck), and container size (for maritime), should be mandatory input to Prime log. This will 

simplify the invoice control process, minimizing information administration traffic and 

miscommunications. Recommendation is to combine the suggested proposals for increasing 

internal efficiency, and excellence in external operation execution. 
 

7.3.4  Recommendations to ERICSSON Invoice Control Group 
Through a major work on updating the current templates that are linked to SAP One, a large 

scale of miscommunication and discrepancies could be avoided. A person should be responsible 

for updating the templates. In the long term, this recommendation will lead to added value within 

the supply chain. The communication platform solution will minimize the miscommunication 

between all stakeholders.  
 

The effect of using the platform will immediately have an impact on the entire communication 

flow, and therefore contribute to added value on the short and long term. Recommendation is to 

combine the suggested proposals for increasing internal efficiency, and excellence in external 

operation execution. 
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APPENDIX A: Interview Process in Detail 

In this appendix, all the conducted interviews with stakeholders are presented in detail. 

 

Interviews with the Invoice Control Department 
The invoice control department at Ericsson is responsible for invoice management from the 

LSP´s. Currently, six persons are working within this specific area. Three employees are 

working with EDI invoice control from the LSP´s and two employees are working with manual 

invoice control from the LSP´s. Also, there is one person who is responsible for adjustment of 

the set cost condition margin.  

 

EDI Invoice Control Group 
The EDI invoice control group has divided the workload into regions, where each member of the 

group has its own region. The main work is to control every EDI invoice that has been caught up 

in the LIV workflow (Logistic Invoice Verification workflow). EDI flow means invoices that 

have been sent via a digital flow. The group explained the LIV workflow as a filter, where each 

invoice has to pass the Tolerance test connected to the set cost conditions. If the invoice does not 

fulfill the requirement, it will then end up in LIV workflow. The picture below illustrates how 

the EDI process works 

 

 
EDI Invoice Control Process 

 

Step 1. Invoice sends to Ericsson 
Invoice is forwarded by the LSP to Ericsson´s tolerance test. 

 

Step 2. Requirement Process 
If invoice fulfills the requirements, then it will be forwarded to account payable. If the invoice 

does not fulfill the requirements, then it will be caught up in the LIV workflow. 

 

Step 3. Control Process 
The EDI invoice control group will then examine the invoice with all relevant parameters, such 

as weight/volume, freight rate, pre transport etc. 

 

Step 4. Outcome of the Invoice 
If invoice is approved, then it will be forwarded to account payable. If not, the group will require 

a credit for the invoice from the LSP. 

 

Hence, the authors of this project asked the group, how many invoices are caught up in the LIV 

workflow? The group said that “a year ago, there were 3500 invoices each month. Currently, it is 

more like 300 invoices, which is a remarkable output”.  One of the members also point out that 

“the set margin was really high for a year ago and today, the set margin has been decreased. Still, 

there are many things left to do”.  

 

Continually, the group also said that “even though the set margin has decrease, there are still 

many invoices caught up in the LIV workflow”.  
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The authors asked the group, why are they invoices in LIV workflow?  

The group explains that “the base of LIV workflow is the templates”. Hence, “the templates are 

not updated with the current pricelists rates”.  

 

The templates are a platform, which sets the parameters in the SAP One system. More clearly, it 

“translates” pricelists rates into the SAP One system. According to the group, if the templates 

were updated, many invoices would not be captured in the LIV Workflow. However, it is a 

major intervention and no employee is responsible for this task currently. 

 

The authors asked if the group could explain the process flow within their area. The EDI group 

login into LIV Workflow in SAP One. Each group member will be provided with a 

documentation of shipment numbers for all “mismatched” invoices, which has been caught up in 

the LIV workflow. They will then open a third-party system called Prime log, were the LSP sent 

relevant detail data for each shipment to the system. Also, comparing the data with the pricelists 

is the main task, in order to follow-up contract execution.  

 

The EDI group investigates the mismatch invoices, with all parameters that can be checked, such 

as warehouse costs, security costs, fuel surcharge, pre transportation costs, freight costs and 

administration costs. For each parameter, there is a certain way of calculation. Hence, quality 

assures that the shipment is correct calculated by the LSP´s. These calculations are done by the 

group for each parameter, in order to ensure correct shipment invoice. Beside these costs, the 

LSP has other costs, which is also included in the invoices. 

 

Most of the times, the other cost parameters is not agreed within the contract. The LSP´s has the 

rights to include these costs, which makes it difficult to analysis or even preform a cost 

management follow up. Thus, the main parameters could be controlled. According to EDI group, 

“the vision is to also manage the other cost parameters in the nearest future”.  

 

Other systems that EDI group uses are Ericsson freight calculator, which is an Excel file, 

including all prices, transport modes, destination for each LSP. This system quality ensures what 

a shipment “should” cost according to agreed contracts. The EDI group points out, “it is a good 

method to check and control, what a shipment should cost, compared with the contracts”. Hence, 

It is also user friendly, easy to understand and gives instant results. 

 

The authors asked the group, what do you think the main reason for discrepancies? According to 

the group, they suspect that the main issue could be at LSP´s operation activities. Personnel 

might insert/copy incorrect data, such as weight/volume or even incorrect prices from the agreed 

pricelists. Also, the group has notice that “one of the LSP has not even updated the pricelists for 

the new period”. Hence, “that is a major problem according to agreed contract”.  

 

Other issues are when SAP One system uses a “dummy estimation”. In order to create an 

invoice, the system must have a price for the shipment. If there is not a price, the system will 

automatically insert an incorrect price, which will completely mismatch actual cost of invoice 

from the LPS´s.  
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The authors asked the group, how often do you notify issues within invoice? “It happens all the 

time, some LSP´s have more invoice issues than others”, according to the EDI group. 

Furthermore, the EDI group emphasizes that, “there are lanes with no contracts and agreements, 

which should be sent as an AD-Hoc shipment from the LSP´s”. Hence, “for AD-Hoc shipments 

could not perform a quality check for all parameters, because there is no contract for the specific 

lane”.  

 

If Ericsson sends shipments frequently to specific destination, the sourcing department will begin 

contract process for the new specific lane. “The AD-Hoc shipments must be approved by one of 

Ericsson´s region distribution managers (RDM), if the shipment cost is high”, according to EDI 

group. Moreover, “it is a good way to do that, because the RDM´s have an extended knowledge 

on how much shipment should cost within their region. Therefore it is obvious to be in touch 

with RDM´s for these issues”.  

 

The authors asked the group, how do you address the problem? By phone or email with the 

LSP´s. “Some LSP´s is quite fast for answering, others takes quite some time, therefore affect 

the process flow”, according to the EDI group. “We also have a frequent communication with 

transport planners, in order to know volumes and weights in shipments”. 

 

The authors asked the group, in which platform do you control shipments? “We find every 

parameter in the Prime log system”, according to EDI group. “When there is an issue for a 

shipment, we could see in Prime log, every parameter that LSP has reported”. Furthermore, “we 

calculated actual cost, according to the pricelists and if there is a mismatch, we will contact LSP 

for an explanation”, according to EDI group. “For each LSP, there is a contact person that we 

have a frequent communication with”.  

 

 

 

 

Findings from EDI group 

 The LSP´s might miss updating their pricelists. 

 

 Within their operations, LSP´s might insert incorrect data/price or even incorrect weight 

into their systems. 

 

 Undefined roles between EDI invoice control group and sourcing. 

 

 The templates are not updated. Due to that, the latest pricelist is not integrated in the 

system. 

 

 Within LSP´s invoice group, they might insert incorrect data before sending invoices. 
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Manual Invoice Control Group  
The manual invoice control group has divided the workload into two flows (inbound and 

outbound), where each member of the group is responsible for their flow. The main work is to 

control all manual invoices that have been sent from the LSP´s. The manual flow means, 

invoices send by the LSP´s via PDF-file to Ericsson. Also, when Ericsson has requested a credit 

on an EDI invoice, the LSP will then send the invoice as a PDF-file (manual flow). The main 

differences between manual flow and EDI flow, there is no filter system within the manual flow. 

Therefore, is it important that every step within the process is correct, in order to avoid 

discrepancies. The picture below illustrates how the manual invoice process works: 

 

 
Manual Invoice Control Process 

 

Step 1. Invoice sends to Ericsson 

Invoice is forwarded by the LSP to Ericsson, via PDF-file. 

 

Step 2. Scanning Process 
The PDF-file will be handled by a scanning supervisor, which will scan the invoice and send it to 

account payable in Manila (Philippines).  

 

Step 3. General Control 
Account payable in Manila will verify the invoice and control if the reference number is correct. 

 

Step 4. Further Control 
For further control, account payable will send the invoice to the manual invoice control group. 

They will then control if the invoice belongs to customer logistics account. If the amount of the 

invoice is high, then the invoice will be send to the transport management manager at Ericsson, 

for controlling and eventually approving the invoice. 

 

Step 5. Account Payable 
The invoice will be sent to account payable in Kista (Sweden) for payment. 

 

The authors asked if the group could explain the process flow within their area. One of the 

manual control supervisor explained that the task is to control all inbound and outbound invoice 

flow, which has been send to Ericsson via PDF-files. Manual invoice group controls if the 

invoice belongs to Customer Logistics. Otherwise, sends the invoice to the “correct” 

organization, which according to the manual invoice group “it is time consuming and difficult to 

find the correct organization sometimes”. The manual invoice group log into a system called 

OCR-workflow. In this system, all shipment order from the scanning supervisor is received.  

 

Manual invoice group will check if invoices belong to Customer Logistics or other organization 

within Ericsson. The manual invoice group will control if invoice has been charged correctly 

from the LSP. Hence, create a frame order where actual cost (cost elements) will be implemented 

such as freight cost, warehouse cost etc. This will lead to book shipment for an LSP, which will 

results into two contracts (one for outbound or inbound and one for claims). The manual invoice 

group will send to Account payable for payment to LSP.  
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The authors asked the group, are they any discrepancies and if so, what is main reason? 

According to manual invoice group, “we have notice many discrepancies and the main reason is 

undefined roles and communication flaws”. The manual invoice group wanted to elaborate what 

they meant by explaining that “many of our tasks is not our responsibilities, it must be performed 

by Contact centers”. All responsible areas are not really defined. According to the manual 

invoice group, “it is difficult to perform tasks that do not belong in the scope of our work, such 

as answering operational questions from the LSP´s”. The LSP´s must turn to Contact centers 

with operational questions. Instead, LSP turn to the manual invoice group. 
 

Other issue that occurs is related SAP access. The manual invoice group says that, “Contract 

Execution Managers (CEM) has certain access in SAP, that we don’t have, which makes it 

difficult to perform our tasks”. The manual invoice group also notices that, many costs do not 

belong to Customer Logistics. An example could be a local Ericsson company in Namibia, who 

has order a logistic service from one of LSP´s. The LSP do not know where to send the invoice. 

Sending the invoice to Customer Logistics, which is “totally incorrect”, according to the manual 

invoice group. “The communication between departments within Ericsson is not working 

efficiently”, according to manual invoice group. “There are questions that should been answered 

by other departments. Instead, ends up here in our department. It should be more clarification on 

which organization is responsible for what, in order to work more efficiently” according to the 

group. 
 

The authors asked the group, how often do discrepancies occur? “It depends on what type of 

discrepancies do you mean”, according to the group. Explaining, “If it is reference number 

issues, then it is everyday”. Hence, “if it is LSP operational questions, then it is at least two times 

a week. They also elaborate, “if we had more communication links, we could avoid and 

preventing payment delays”. 
 

The authors asked the group, is there any information that needed, however is not obtain for your 

work today? The group points out that they need more information to support their work. LSP 2 

does not have a system that provides all relevant information to support their work. “There is not 

a good way to control in detail level, all the invoices today”, according to the group. The main 

issue is the “local questions” where LSP sends invoices to Customer Logistics. Instead, should 

be sent to the local companies, according to the group. 
 

The authors asked, how do you address the problem? By phone or email with Account payable in 

Manila and in Sweden. Also, uses OCR-workflow to investigate all invoices from LSP. 
 

Findings from Manual Invoice Group 
 Miscommunication between the manual invoice control group and account payable in 

Manila. 
 

 The contact centres does not work as supposed. 
 

 The contract execution managers (CEM) are responsible for contract delivering. 

Currently, the conducted work is not efficient. 
 

 A couple of SAP accesses (which is available for CEM), should also be available for the 

manual invoice control group. 
 

 Many invoices do not belong to customer logistics. The LSP send it anyway, because of 

miscommunication and undefined roles. The invoice should be send to the local Ericsson 

companies. 
 

 Undefined roles within the organization, it should be more clarification on LSP 

questions. 
 

 Undefined roles within the organization, it should be more clarification on LSP 

questions. 
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Shipment Costing Supervisor 
The shipment costing supervisor is responsible for the set cost conditions. A more clarified 

description is that the responsibility includes adjustment of tolerance margins, for invoices 

received from the LSP´s. The main work is to monitor, manage and control the shipment costing 

processes. Also, working towards decreasing the set cost condition, and quality assures that all 

invoices have correctly data. 
 

The author asked the supervisor, in which part of the invoice process do you think it appears 

discrepancies? “There are a lot of parts that does not work efficient or even mismatch. One of the 

main reason could be at the Sourcing process, where in PREPARE stage is not specifically 

defined”, according to the supervisor. Moreover, within the PREPARE stage, there is a process 

called “Product and volume requirements”, which Ericsson has to define each stakeholders 

involvement, in order to have a clarification and management control. Bottlenecks may occur, 

connected to pricelists implementation in LSP´s systems. “Someone could may choose incorrect 

data from the pricelists, or even type an incorrect symbol that could lead to discrepancies”, 

according to the supervisor.  
 

The supervisor points out that the main reason why discrepancies occurs is because of pricelists 

implementation is not established. “It would contribute into a more efficient, process control and 

simplify our daily work”, according to the supervisor. The templates are not updated. Moreover, 

there are “no other cost in the templates”, which makes it difficult to evaluate if the invoices is 

correct, according to the supervisor. In Prime log, the “other cost” could be shown, that currently 

not available in the templates. By that is difficult to follow the process. 

 

The supervisor showed the authors a case for delivering goods from country 1 to country 2 with 

LSP 1. The actual cost did not match the estimate cost (which is the cost from the templates). 

The question was why? The supervisor pointed out, the reason is because the templates (cost 

conditions) are not updated. Administration fees were correct.  However, all other parameters 

were incorrect. This is because of not updated cost condition. Hence, country 2 has a new law, 

which obligates all goods to be controlled at customs Even though Ericsson has agreed and paid 

for a “door-to-door” deliver, it will be other cost from the LSP´s, which they include in the 

invoices. The agreement is not clarified, “what does door-to-door really mean? Is it to country 2 

at the border or into specific destination?” is questioned by the supervisor. 
 

SAP was implemented at Ericsson in year 2007, and there were two benefits. Providing an 

automation shipment system, that could stop a shipment when needed. This was a strategy for 

management, in order to deliver a just-in-time system. “The system is working effectively, 

however the pricelists must be implemented, in order to increase our process flow”, according to 

the supervisor. 

 

The authors asked the supervisor, is there any good method to control the manual invoices 

today? “There is not an efficient way to control every invoice”, according to the supervisor. For 

the last year, 1 of 3 invoices was manual and therefore, “it is quite difficult to control all manual 

invoices with current processes”, according to the supervisor. “We have ensured that the 

tolerance level has decreased. Still, it is quite high and we have to work further to decrease this 

level”, according to the supervisor.  
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The author asked, are they any issues with the pricelists according to you? “There are undefined 

parts within the pricelists that should be settled, in order to be more accurate”, according to the 

supervisor. Hence, the supervisor wonders why sourcing has taken away “the days parameter” 

from the pricelists. To elaborate, are they any price differences to send a shipment on 

Wednesday instead of Thursday? is questioned by the supervisor. It may cause more complexity 

in the system and therefore not necessary to implement this in the pricelists, according to the 

supervisor.  

 

To clarify this issue, the supervisor thought this question should be asked by the sourcing 

department. This question should also be asked by the LSP´s, for clarifying if “they” are 

charging “us” correctly. Moreover, does LSP´s operation department know that, they have to 

follow agreed pricelists? emphasis by the supervisor. 

 

Other issues about the pricelists is not agreed parameters, such as onward exports, “which makes 

it difficult to include in our calculations”, according to the supervisor. When it comes to 

incoterms, there are parts which are not specified. A notification on incorrect incoterms has 

occurs. Once again, the supervisor points out the manual input at LSP have to decrease invoice 

accuracy. 

 

 

The authors asked the supervisor, are there any improvements that need to be done according to 

you? The supervisor emphasize that, “it may be a good idea, to see if there is a possibility, to 

increase awareness on how sourcing defines a logistic service”. Also, another idea would be 

more training at LSP´s. By that, input of pricelists would be correct. Updating templates should 

solve a lot of problems. Therefore, would contribute into a more efficient flow. All stakeholders 

who are involved should be aware on how the complete process works, when it comes to order a 

shipment. The supervisor pointed out, especially Contract Execution Manager (CEM) and 

Transport Planners (TP), for understanding how this process works. Moreover, it seems that 

miscommunication appear between Ericsson and LSP´s, “this areas could definitely be 

improved”, according to the supervisor.  

 

 

 

 

Findings from Shipment Costing Supervisor 
 

 The LSP´s might miss updating their pricelists. 
 

 Within their operations, LSP´s might insert incorrect data/price or even incorrect weight 

into their systems. 
 

 Undefined roles between Ericsson and LSP´s. 
 

 Undefined parts within the contracts and pricelists between Ericsson and LSP´s. 
 

 The templates are not updated in SAP. Due to that, the latest pricelists is not integrated in 

the system.  
 

 Within their invoice group, LSP´s might insert incorrect data when they invoice. 
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Interviews with the Sourcing Department 
The sourcing department is responsible for the entire purchase process, for all Ericsson suppliers. 

At the moment, there are 1400 sourcing professionals divided into three major areas (strategic 

sourcing, operational sourcing, and functional development). The sourcing department is not 

only responsible for purchasing components, also services as well. Services include logistics 

services and consultant hours. The interviews will only focus on logistic services. Detail 

descriptions regarding the interviews, the authors refer to Appendix A. 

 

Logistic Services Sourcing 
A part of strategic sourcing is the logistic service sourcing department, which is divided into 

three areas: contract logistics, international freight and aftermarket logistics. The main focus will 

be on international freight, where all transport modes and LSP´s is managed. 

 

The authors asked sourcing, does sourcing implement all steps within the sourcing process? One 

of the strategic sourcing managers said, “No, there are other stakeholders within Ericsson, which 

does their part within the sourcing process”. They elaborate that, “because it is a sourcing 

process, does not mean that every step is performed by sourcing. There are many stakeholders 

within this process”.  

 

The main key is to understand how sourcing works, so the authors asked, could you explain the 

sourcing process flow in general? Within International Freight, sourcing and LSP´s negotiate 

agreements. When that is settled, pricelists will be completed. The pricelists includes all services, 

which have been negotiated with the LSP´s for requested lanes. Hence, the pricelists will be 

available for all stakeholders within Ericsson, such as Contract Execution Manager (CEM) and 

Transport Planners (TP). A continuous communication flow with Invoice control group is 

settled, in order to clarify contract agreements. If Ericsson sends to new destination, the shipment 

will be an “AD-Hoc”. If Ericsson sends frequently to new destination, sourcing will negotiate 

with the LSP`s for the new lane. 

 

Ericsson has many clients all over the world, so the authors asked, how many lanes does 

Ericsson have agreements on? “Geographically speaking, Ericsson has mainly 4000 lanes, which 

covers 98 % of the market. We have 11000 lanes, which covers the rest of the market (2%). The 

2 % market will be booked as AD-Hocs. If we notice a frequent shipment for an AD-Hoc lane, 

we will negotiate with the LSP´s, in order for the lane to become a main lane in our system. 

Generally speaking, Ericsson has 15000 lanes that cover the market”. 

 

It seems that there are barriers that bring unnecessary work, the authors asked, have you notice 

this kind of barriers? One of the strategic sourcing managers explained that, “the main barrier is 

that the prices are not implemented within our systems”. Also points out, “we do not really know 

if the LSP´s follows agreements entirely”.  

 

To purchase a service could be difficult to control. Sourcing explains, “we do not know really 

what we have purchased, until we receive the invoice”. Sourcing elaborates, “it is hard to control 

a purchased service, because there is not a serial number, therefore it is quite difficult to know 

total costs before invoiced”. Hence, “it is not quite clear what we have bought, due to undefined 

factors. Therefore, it would be easy to have a serial number for each service.  We will gain more 

control over the process”. The strategic manager elaborates that, “supply personnel do not see 

any prices, when purchasing a service. Operation personnel need a certain type of transportation 

mode, which is not included currently in SAP”.  
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Consequently, “is difficult to know what included within purchased services”. Also, “the supply 

personnel have to approve their purchases, however do not know that they have to do it”. 
 

 

Today, Ericsson receives invoices from the LPS´s and pays it. Instead, could Ericsson upload an 

actually cost calculation into a system and let the LSP´s adapt after these costs? “This system 

called self-billing. We did this before and it did not work efficiently. Currently, it is much better 

than before with this current system”.  

 

An indication on implementing prices into SAP could solve a lot of issues, is it time consuming 

to do this? “It would take a lot of time, because of the amount of lanes and the amount of 

parameters. It would solve many issues. However, currently no one is doing it”. Hence, 

“implementing prices should be performed by GSSO unit. The unit is responsible for 

improvements and updating information, throughout the supply chain”. 

 

In detail level, how does the sourcing process works? One of the strategic managers explaines 

that, “it begins with procurement phase called PREPARE”. The illustration below explains how 

the process works: 

 

 

Step 1. Scope Definition 
Sourcing works together with region distribution managers to further accomplish all deliveries 

for upcoming year. A project team and sourcing management teams will work on definition of 

deliveries with parameters, such as delivery time throughout all regions etc. Mapping processes, 

where all stakeholders would be involved. Also, informing LSP´s about the procurement process. 
 

Step 2. Requirement Specifications 
Definition on requirements will be managed, where stakeholder’s responsibilities for each 

requirement will be defined. Also, define all additional services for each shipment.  
 

Step 3. Comparing Previous Forecasts 
Sourcing will examine previous forecasts. Comparing pricelists, lanes and volumes, in order to 

determine how the next period will be proceeded. Secure the amount of lanes, volumes and 

stakeholders with “door-to-door” solutions.  
 

Step 4. RFP-Questionnaire 
Sourcing and LSP´s will secure all agreements (shake hands). Pricelists are created with all 

parameters for the next period. 

 

 

 
Sourcing Process 
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Findings from Sourcing Department 
 Logistic services are not well defined (have not got any serial numbers). 

 

 Pricelists are not integrated in SAP One system.  
 

 The call off process is not well defined to the suppliers, this creates confusion. When 

calling off a certain service, the supplier does not receive enough detailed information.  
 

 Sourcing does not really know, if LSP´s follows agreements entirely. 
 

 Sourcing does not know, if they are invoiced with reasonable prices regarding additional 

services. 
 

 According to sourcing, supply personnel do not know that they have to approve each 

shipment, and not only book the shipments.  
 

 Miscommunication may occurs between, sourcing, transport planners, region distribution 

managers, invoice control group and the LSP´s. 

 

 

 

Interview with LSP 1 
LSP 1 is a well-known logistic operator and has work with Ericsson for a long period. LSP 1 

operates internationally with forwarding, logistic services and supply chain solutions. The main 

work is to deliver goods to Ericsson´s logistic centres (inbound) or/and deliver to Ericsson 

clients (outbound). Therefore, a close collaboration between cooperation’s is a must, in order to 

ensure efficiency management deliveries. 

 

The interview process was conducted at the LSP 1 headquarters, with staff from the invoice 

group, operations group and project managers. During the interviews, key questions on 

operations, communications and invoice handling were asked. Almost all questions were 

answered. The questions that did not answered on site, were answered later. 

 

The authors asked if LSP 1 could explain the shipment process in general (from receiving an 

order from Ericsson to sending invoice to Ericsson).The project manager for logistics at LSP 1 

explained “we are responsible for delivering goods on time and with security assurance for 

Ericsson”. The project manager also explained that, “our agreements with Ericsson contain 

services with customs, and controls assurance from one of Ericsson logistic centres to final 

destination”. 

 

The authors asked, when it comes to invoices to Ericsson, could you explain the process? The 

project manager explained, “generally speaking, our agreements with Ericsson contain prices for 

each lane, where they (Ericsson) uses a so-called Close book. Meaning that, price per destination 

is settled”. When Ericsson sends a Call-off, it contains detail information for shipment and LSP 1 

will provide the services that are needed for delivery. The illustration below explains each step 

within the invoice process, according to LSP 1. 
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Step 1. EDI flow to System 1 

Ericsson sends shipment orders into system 1 via system 0 with relevant information, such as 

weight, volume, pick up date, address, final destination etc. 

 

Step 2. Operational Activities in System 1 

LSP 1 plans the shipment in system 1. Planning includes contacts with LSP 1 suppliers, 

timeframe, volume of goods etc. When planning is done, LSP 1 sends the information to the 

supplier, and also to operational activities in system 2. 

 

Step 3. Operational Activities in System 2 

The operational activities is to monitor the shipment to final destination using system 2.When 

shipment has reached final destination, operational personnel will send a P.O.D (Proof of 

Delivery) signal to system 3, which means that shipment has arrived to final destination, and 

LSP 1 can start the invoice process in system 3.  

 

Step 4. Implement Prices into System 4. 

The master data supervisor inserts all prices and agreements from the pricelists to system 4, 

which will then provide system 3 with all prices. 

 

Step 5. Invoice Process in System 3. 

The invoice group perform an invoice in system 3. The invoice is based on incoming invoices 

from the suppliers (Carrier billing) and agreements with Ericsson from system 4. 

 

Step 6. Sending Invoice to Ericsson from System 5 

The merged invoice in system 3 is “the final invoice” and sends to Ericsson via system 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LSP 1 Invoice Operation Process 

 

 

The authors asked, have you notice any issues that may occur within invoice process? The 

master data supervisor and invoice supervisor emphasize that, terms of delivery are not well 

defined between LSP 1 and Ericsson. Hence, “this creates confusion, when we send invoice to 

Ericsson”. The invoice supervisor pointed out “Ericsson wants information for each invoice and 

we can provide them with that. However, sometimes we do not know which organization is 

responsible of the invoice”. Incoterms secure logistic service type, and it is important to choose 

the correct incoterms. 
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According to LSP 1, many shipments from Ericsson have incorrect incoterms, which makes it 

difficult to interpret what type of service is needed. Other issues are the information flow 

between LSP 1 and Ericsson. According to LSP 1, Ericsson is not providing LSP 1 with all 

customs clearances information, which results into slowing down the process flow. Hence, “we 

need all information on customs clearances, so that we could perform our work”, according to 

the project manager. 

 

The authors asked the LSP 1, how often does an issue occur? ”We have notice that it happens for 

quite sometimes now, according to the project manager. 

 

The authors asked, how LSP 1 handles and solve the upcoming challenges and discrepancies? 

“When it comes to invoices, we send them to Ericsson. It is rare that we get them back. The 

invoices are sent to Ericsson, after the delivery has reached the final destination”. 

In operational level, the invoice group receives the invoice and checks if everything is correct 

(EAB number from and to destination). Some invoices are manually and some are electronically 

invoices. The invoice department merges the invoices to one complete invoice, and sends it to 

Ericsson. Invoice group personnel inform us, that they are not allowed to merge the PO-numbers 

in one invoice, due to agreement with Ericsson”. 

 

The invoice department describes the process as followed:  the department receives a list, five 

times a day, containing invoices where they check each shipment. From the date of received 

invoice for a specific shipment, the invoice group has a timeframe of 90 days to send the invoice.  

 

A signal from the invoice department is send to the invoice group, that the specific shipment is 

delivered. Due to that, the invoice can be created. According to the invoice department, “the 

invoice is quality assured along the process, before the invoice departments receive it. If 

everything is correct after check point, the invoice department sends the invoice to Ericsson. LSP 

1 has engineered a specific system, only for Ericsson. A wish from the invoice group is to have 

the option to mix several invoices in one. Due to that, simplify the invoice process. 

 

The authors asked, personnel that work with invoices, are they located in Sweden or are located 

in other countries? The project manager informs that every one that works with invoice in LSP 1 

is located in Sweden.  

 

The authors asked, how do the involved personnel receive information, regarding the agreements 

with Ericsson? The project manager answers that, “LSP 1 has access to the same pricelists as 

Ericsson. Some parts of the pricelists are inserted to LSP 1 own systems”. Most destinations 

have “closed book” agreements. However, there are destinations that have “open book” 

agreements. Meaning that, the LSP could perform a service and afterwards charge for the 

service”.  

 

The authors asked, when it comes to reporting to Prime log and invoicing to Ericsson, does this 

take place in two different occasions?  The project manager answered, “NO, 90 % of the 

invoices get send electronically. After the invoice group finishes an invoice, they will send the 

invoice to Ericsson. Detail information is send automatically at the same time. 

 

The authors asked, when it comes to reporting to Prime log and invoicing to Ericsson, is it one or 

more personnel that handles the same shipment? Invoice personnel answers that, “the same 

person handles the shipment and is responsible that correct information is sent into Prime log”.  
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The authors asked, have LSP 1 specific set up times or occasions, where you send the 

information into Prime log and the invoices? Invoice personnel answered that, “invoice group 

are on standby whenever a shipment is delivered, they send an invoice and report to Prime log 

everyday between 08.00 – 17.00. Ericsson has 75 days to pay the invoice”.  

 

The authors asked, how do LSP 1 work with the agreed pricelists? The project manager 

answered that, “the Key Account Managers (KAM) is responsible for each area, such as Africa, 

South America, and Middle East. The approved pricelists from Ericsson is summarized, in a 

large paper and informed to the invoice group. The invoice group uses the summarized sheet to 

invoice correct price to correct lane”.  

 

The KAM´s should inform directly when a price is updated to the personnel, which insert the 

updated price in the system. KAM´s are responsible for the agreements with Ericsson sourcing 

and are located near the master data personnel. The operational personnel coordinate and book 

the shipments.  All the invoice group personnel calculate the costs for each lane (that have 

reached the destination).  

 

The authors asked, how do LSP 1 work with the updated pricelists, connected to Ericsson? The 

project manager answered that, “as soon as negotiation is completed for a specific lane and the 

agreement is finished, the pricelists in LSP 1 system will be updated”.  

 

The authors asked, how does LSP 1 quality assures that the updated pricelists is followed? The 

project manager answered that, “when error occurs, someone from Ericsson invoice department 

will contact us, through telephone or mail. We will investigate the issue and Ericsson sent us a 

credit. The invoice group works operational with the agreed pricelists. We quality assures that all 

agreements are followed, because it is our responsibility. We continuously have follow-ups 

check points”.  

 

The authors asked, if the updated pricelists are inserted manually or automatically in LSP 1 

system? The project manager answered, “manually. We control check that the prices is correct, 

compared to the pricelists that are received from KAM´s and agreed with Ericsson sourcing. 

They are 100 % correct. In some occasions, we can detect discrepancies in the pricelists and 

inform Ericsson sourcing”. 

 

The authors asked, how detailed is LSP 1 pricelists in the system (volume, freight cost/lane, pre. 

transport / day for shipments/price)? All the interviewed personnel answered that, “the pricelists 

are very detailed. Personnel that work with invoicing, only receive relevant information such as 

departure country, date and etc. 

 

The authors asked, does LSP 1 investigate if the pricelists that are used currently, matches the 

agreements with Ericsson. Master data personnel answered that, “the received pricelists from 

Ericsson is in an Excel sheet, where LSP 1 copy and paste into LSP 1 documents. LSP 1 

documents are locked, only the responsible person for updating the pricelists has access. The 

pricelists are changed only when a new agreement is settled.  

 

The authors asked, if LSP 1 charges Ericsson price/meter or in loading meters? The project 

manager answered that, “LSP 1 charges Ericsson in price/kg, because it simplifies the work for 

Ericsson. If we buy in loading meters, we convert it to price/kg”. 
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The authors asked, when it comes to “free of charge” according to agreement, which cost are 

included in this manner? The project manager answered that, “this is for land transportation 

mode, where truck price is chosen and boat transportation. When it comes to maritime, we 

include the price in (BUF pricelists). A summation of all costs is in main freight, including truck 

price and boat price. When enter Prime log for this manner, the price is shown in main freight”.  

 

The authors asked, regarding temporary storage of goods more than seven days, how does such 

costs get handled and where does such extra cost/invoice is placed? The project manager 

answered that, “extra costs is placed under cost elements. It is due to agreements, where all the 

costs are placed. Alternative, it will be inserted in pre cost or in other costs for warehouse, 

depending on receivable country”.  

 

The authors asked, how does the price for each shipment day is calculated, what happens for 

example if Ericsson want to send a shipment on Monday compared to a Thursday, how does the 

price differences will be calculated? The project manager answered that, “it does not make any 

difference in price, when shipping in different day, due to agreement”. 

 

The authors asked, if LSP 1 works with continues improvements, connected to the invoice 

handling process? The project manager answered that, “we work with Ericsson Distribution and 

Logistics (EDL) personal such as manager for operation efficiency and mangers for 

implementation. Also, we work with shipment costing personnel. They set up a big meeting for 

all LSP´s and discussed improvement, for 2 years ago. In a meeting during 2013, general 

challenges were disused.  

 

The authors asked, how does the communication flow look like before LSP 1 reports to Prime 

log, and invoices to Ericsson? The project manager answered that, “the only communication 

before invoicing is when KAM´s negotiate agreements with Ericsson sourcing. Also, when some 

error is detected along the way”.  

 

The authors asked, how does the communication flow between Ericsson invoice control 

department and LSP 1 looks like, before reporting to Prime log and invoicing to Ericsson? 

Master data supervisor personnel answered that, “LSP 1 do not have any communication, before 

the invoice is send to Ericsson and reported to Prime log, just afterwards”.  

 

The authors asked, how detailed is the information send between LSP 1 and Ericsson invoice 

control department? Master data personnel answered that, “when the invoice control department 

asks questions, we answer and describe the problem to them”. Hence, according to the master 

data personnel, “the invoice control department (at Ericsson) acts like we have contributed to 

errors in the flow”. 

 

The authors asked, how often does Ericsson invoice department contact LSP 1? Master data 

personnel answered that, “they contact us 10-15 times/month .Mostly, regarding maritime 

transportation, where questions related to how many containers was used for a shipment etc. 

Manual shipments have poor information on several areas, such questions are solved together 

with Ericsson personnel”.  
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The authors asked, how detailed is the information send between LSP 1 to Ericsson sourcing? 

Master data personnel answered that, “no information. The Contract Execution Managers (CEM) 

and Transport Planners (TP) at Ericsson reports that some costs are going to be more expensive, 

due to certain reasons. Hence, the master data personnel approve the costs and send a message to 

invoice group, that the extra cost are required and approved from CEM or TP”. 

 

The authors asked, if LSP 1 has a checkpoint with Ericsson before the invoice is sent? The 

project manager answered “No”. 

 

The authors asked, if LSP 1 has some suggestions for improvements for upcoming 

discrepancies? Invoice personnel answered that, “LSP 1 is not allowed to merge or mix invoices 

and PO-numbers. It could simplify the work, if they were allowed to mix and merge invoices. 

LSP 1 emphasize that when it comes to smaller shipments, it is unnecessary to send separate 

invoices, instead they could be merged”. 

 

 

 

Findings from LSP 1 
 

 The delivery terms are not fully defined between LSP 1 and Ericsson, which creates 

confusion when LSP 1 invoices.  

 

 Ericsson sets occasionally incorrect delivery conditions, thus incorrect incoterms, (FCA. 

Free Carrier, DDU. Deliver Duty Unpaid etc.). 

 

 LSP 1 does not receive enough information if EAB is responsible for the specific invoice, 

or other internal organization. 

 

 There is no check points/reconciliation between Ericsson and LSP 1, before the invoice is 

sent to Ericsson.  

 

 The manual invoices sometimes have no orders officers. Due to that, delay the delivery 

of invoices from LSP 1.  

 

 LSP 1 requires additional information from Ericsson, in terms of performing customs 

clearance.  

 

 The invoice group at LSP 1, control calculates the invoices manually.  

 

 Pricelists are inserted manually into LSP 1 price database. At the same time, LSP 1 does 

not include “unnecessary information” from the original pricelists. 
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Interview with LSP 2 
One of Ericsson´s main logistic service providers is LSP 2, which is a worldwide logistic 

operator. The main work is to deliver goods to Ericsson´s logistic centres (inbound) or/and 

deliver to Ericsson´s clients (outbound). Therefore, a close collaboration between cooperation’s 

is a must, in order to ensure efficiency management deliveries.  

 

The interview process was conducted at the LSP 2 headquarters, with staff from the invoice 

group, operations group and project managers. During the interviews, key questions on 

operations, communications and invoice handling were asked. Almost all questions were 

answered. The questions that did not answered on site, were answered later. 

 

The authors asked if LSP 2 could explain the shipment process in general (from receiving an 

order from Ericsson to sending invoice to Ericsson).The inbound manager explained that, “after 

negotiating with Ericsson (RFQ process), pricelists are established both for inbound and 

outbound flow. The pricelists contains prices for each lane, transport mode, fuel surcharge, 

security expenses etc”. Hence, inbound manager emphasize, “Sometime we do not receive the 

correct amount of volume. Therefore, it could be miscommunication between us and Ericsson”. 

Elaborating that, “it is not a big deal, however it would be efficient to receive the correct 

information from start”. They explained, “After pricelists establishment, the master data 

personnel will implement the pricelists to a system, where invoice group will be using it”.  

 

There is a difference between inbound and outbound flow when it comes to order process. With 

outbound flow, the shipment from Ericsson is sent by EDI flow (electronically). While for 

inbound flow, there is not electronically support. Therefore, LSP 2 has established a system for 

this matter. LSP 2 sends files to Ericsson, where Ericsson fills in parameters, such as volumes, 

lanes and etc. By that, LSP 2 could entirely manage and control the order process for inbound 

flow. LSP 2 will upload the information into an internal system, where all stakeholders could 

obtain information. Within the system, all relevant information could be obtained such as 

delivery time and status of transportation. 

 

The inbound manager pointed out that, “we offer daily deliveries, according to our contracts with 

Ericsson. Therefore working with continues improvements, is our daily activities”. Hence, “we 

want to show our clients, transparency in delivery process flow”. According to LSP 2, “an 

important notification is that, we measure all suppliers connected to Ericsson. By that, provide 

performance status continuously. Hence, “all KPI´s are important for us, so that we could work 

towards improvements”. 

 

The authors asked, when it comes to invoices to Ericsson, could LSP 2 explain the process? The 

master data supervisor explained how the process works. An illustration below explains each 

step within the process: 
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Step 1. Pricelist Implementation to System 1 

The master data supervisor inserts all prices and agreements from the pricelists to system 1. This 

system operates as “price comparing database for logistics”, where suppliers and contracts with 

Ericsson are integrated.  

 

Step 2. EDI flow to System 10 

Ericsson sends shipment orders into system 10 via system 0 with relevant information, such as 

weight, volume, pick up date, address, final destination and etc. 

 

Step 3. Carrier Billing 

The local logistic supplier sends their invoice into system 10. 

 

Step 4. Comparison Process between System 1 and Carrier Billing in System 10 

The system 10 integrates system 1, system 0 and Carrier billing information, where relevant 

information and costs will be merged. 

 

Step 5. Sending Invoice to Ericsson from System 11 

The merged invoice in system 10 is “the final invoice”, and sends to Ericsson via system 11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LSP 2 Invoice Operation Process 

 

 

The authors asked, to explain in detail how System 1 works? 

The master data supervisor explained that, “It is quite difficult to interpret contracts with all 

terms and agreements. Therefore, difficult to automatize the invoice process. For that reason, we 

use System 1, which is a comparing program for logistics, where all cost from supplier and 

Ericsson contract is implemented”. Hence, “let say you want to use a certain type of transport 

mode to a certain destination, with a certain amount of weight and volume. The system will give 

you an inquiry, how much should this cost with all suppliers. Therefore, with this certain 

information, you could easy choose a supplier”. According to the master data supervisor, 

“Ericsson is also using System 1 in their processes, to search for reasonable logistic solutions”. 
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The authors asked, explain how the agreements and pricelists are implemented into System 1? 

The master data supervisor explained that, “This task is performed by the master data supervisor, 

where all parameters are inserted manually into System 1, such as logistic suppliers, validity 

agreements, road tax, currency surcharges, transport prices etc”. 

 

The authors asked, when a new agreement is settled, do you update prices in System 1? “We 

implement the latest agreements and the system could notice the correct date immediately”, 

according to LSP 2. Hence, “if we change the date to previous year, the system will show us 

other prices, which will not match the current agreements”. LSP 2 emphasizes that, “when a 

shipment order is send by Ericsson, the date must match the agreements date within System 1”. 

Carrier billing sends their invoices to the invoice group, where they insert relevant information 

and cost, manually into System 1. LSP 2 pointed out that, “Sometimes, there are additional costs 

for certain reasons (such as waiting time, delays) that we invoice for. This will be sent later and 

not with the final invoice”. LSP 2 also emphasized that, “We receive frequently incorrect 

information, when it comes to weight and volume from Ericsson”. 

 

The authors asked, regarding the invoice group, could LSP 2 explain in detail how the invoice 

group operates? The invoice group supervisor explained that, “we insert manually, control and 

assures all costs into system 10 are correct”. Hence, “if the costs are mismatched, we will use our 

freight calculator to verify the costs. Carrier billing from the suppliers will be inserted into 

System 10, where the invoice group will notify and control the invoice”.  

 

The invoice group controls if there is an EAB-number, weight and volume quality assurance 

check. If every parameter is correct, the invoice will be forwarded to POST. If there is a 

mismatch, the invoice group will control via System 1, and investigate the incorrect parameters. 

The invoice supervisor emphasizes that, “we speak with our suppliers, if something is incorrect. 

However, unfortunately some incorrect invoices may accidentally be sent to Ericsson”. 

 

The authors asked, if LSP 2 notice any issues that may occur within invoice process? 

The invoice supervisor explained that, “the information is not always correct between us (LSP 2) 

and Prime log. Ericsson uses Prime log to control invoices. Therefore, misunderstanding may 

occur”. The invoice supervisor sends information to Prime log two times a day, and has no issues 

with EDI flow. Hence, “incorrect input of information may occur. Also, obtaining information 

from Prime log in an incorrect way, could results to incorrect data”. Furthermore, LSP 2 

explained that, “we have notified issues with Ericsson, however we have found methods that 

work for both of us currently”.  

 

The authors asked, how do LSP 2 inform internal stakeholders? The inbound manager explained 

that, “By email, we inform all internal stakeholders. Also, we have agile meetings, where invoice 

group could notify all shipment status”. Hence, “we have good internal communication 

channels”. 

 

The authors asked, do LSP 2 send invoice data information to Ericsson before final invoice? The 

inbound manager explained that, “No, we follow agreements and this is not included within 

agreements”. 

 

The authors asked, when call off is settled, is there any hidden cost that occurs and if so, in 

which parameter do LSP 2 include this in the final invoice? One of the invoice group personnel 

explained that, “it may occur hidden costs now and then, however these costs are implemented 

within additional invoices, that we sent to Ericsson afterwards”. Hence, “these costs are reported 

in Prime log, so Ericsson could notify”. 
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The authors asked, does this happen before or after shipment sending? The inbound manager 

explained that, “it always happens after shipment sending”. The inbound managers also 

explained that, “communication is very crucial, in order to work efficient. We had issues with 

inbound before. Now, it works as it supposed to do”. The inbound manager emphasizes that, “it 

may occur incorrectly information, because of manual input. However, we are working with 

improvements all the time”. 

 

The authors asked, an example of order could be from Sweden to Zambia, could you explain the 

shipment process? The inbound manager explained that, “the shipment appears in our system, 

reporting that we could pick it up tomorrow. Then, the shipment will be forwarder to 

stakeholders, such as Sea-, Truck and Currier- or Air freight department. Stakeholders will 

confirm the shipment and also assure with the local logistic suppliers, that they will deliver the 

shipment. We will receive a confirmation, when shipment has arrived to final destination in the 

system. We will then begin the invoice process”.  

 

The authors asked, could you perform an invoice before a shipment is complete? The invoice 

supervisor explained that, “we could input all costs, before a shipment is complete. When 

shipment has arrived to final destination (P.O.D), we could insert remaining parts. Hence, for 

one EAB-number, there are three shipment numbers for sea transportation. The invoice group 

insert Pre, Main and Onward costs”. 

 

The authors asked, regarding the reference information, if LSP 2 sends it to Ericsson? The 

invoice supervisor explained that, “No, the reference information comes from System 11 and 

System 1, and uses by us” (invoice group). 

 

The authors asked, regarding temporarily storage, where does LSP 2 include these costs? The 

invoice supervisor explained that, “there are included within Other Cost parameter, with an 

explanation. It is very important to have reference personnel, that have approved these other 

costs”. 

 

The authors asked, if LSP 2 have any improvement suggestions within the invoice processes? 

LSP 2 explained that, “At the moment, a lot of activities are on-going here at LSP 2. We have a 

new manager that has set up new guidelines. We are only five employees, working with these 

tasks (invoice group), and we help each other, when it is necessary”. The invoice supervisor 

explained that, “we can step in anywhere, when someone needs help”. Totally, seven people 

working towards Ericsson at LSP 2, both with inbound and outbound flow. The inbound 

manager pointed out that, “it would be very pleasant to have a forum between us and Ericsson, 

so that we could work much closer”.  

 

Hence, “we want to show Ericsson how we work, and let Ericsson observe our daily activities, so 

that all stakeholders could facilitate the process”. Continuously, “we want to invite Ericsson to 

see our daily activities. We want to have more meetings with Ericsson, and together work 

towards an efficient process flow”.  

 

The authors asked, if LSP 2 has a communication link between (LSP 2) and Sourcing at 

Ericsson? LSP 2 explained that, “we have regular meetings with Sourcing, and especially with 

Strategic Sourcing personnel”. 
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The authors asked, if LSP 2 have a communication linked between (LSP 2) and Invoice control 

group at Ericsson? LSP 2 explained that, “there is not a communications link between us 

currently. When Ericsson personnel have questions, they send an email or call. Due to that, we 

provide them with information”. 

 

 

Findings from LSP 2  
 

 In some occasions, LSP 2 does not receive the “correct amount” of volumes from 

Ericsson. It could be that transport planners at Ericsson has booked shipment with certain 

amount of volume, which will be adjusted afterwards. 

 Complexity of interpretation for contracts with all terms and agreements is quiet difficult. 

Due to that, difficult automatize the invoice process. Therefore, LSP 2 uses System 1. 

 LSP 2 uses System 1, which is a price comparison database (like Price Runner). The 

system calculates and provides assessments of the invoice, comparing all the possible 

alternatives for the given destination. 

 Master data supervisor insert pricelists from Ericsson, manually into the price 

comparison database (System 1) that LSP 2 uses.  

 The invoice group inserts all parameters manually into system 10.  

 There is no check points/reconciliation between Ericsson and LSP 2, before the invoice is 

sent to Ericsson. 

 For export missions, LSP 2 receives enough information/parameters from Ericsson to 

perform an order. For import missions, LSP 2 inserts all the parameters manually. Due to 

that, margins of error may occur. 

 According to LSP 2, costs that are not aligned with the contract, responsibility relies on 

the supplier or the responsible party. Unfortunately, such invoices are in some occasions 

sent to Ericsson.  

 LSP 2 prepares most parameters within the invoice before delivery has occurred. After 

delivered goods (P.O.D), adjustments are made to the invoice, before sending it to 

Ericsson.  

 LSP 2 invoice control group consists of five people, who work in shifts between 

themselves, depending on the workload within the group.  

 Those who work with the coordination of shipments, only work with this and have 

nothing to do with the invoice process. 

 Additional costs for certain reasons (such as waiting time, delays) will be invoiced. 

Hence, is not included with the final invoice. 
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APPENDIX B: Interview Questions to Invoice Control 
 

The aim of the interviews in this stage, is to create a comprehensive picture regarding those 

persons involved / tasks / departments within the project scope. The set questions are general 

and may lead to follow-up questions on more detailed level, during each interview process. 

 

 

General Questions  

 How does the daily activities look like in you department? 

 In which stage do you notify upcoming discrepancies? 

 Why do you think the discrepancies appear? 

 How often do such discrepancies appear? 

 How do these discrepancies get handled at the moment? 

 

 

Process Questions  

 In which environment do you notify bottlenecks? (software, mail, telephone, etc.)? 

  In which stage in the entire process do you notify most frequent bottlenecks? 

 Which LSP contribute to most discrepancies, according to you department? 

 Are there previous data regarding invoice overpayments connected to earlier years, 

available at the moment? 

 

 

 

Manual Invoice Questions  

 How do you handle the manual invoices at the moment? 

 What happens with the manual invoices at the moment (control, payments, etc.)?  

 How much of the total invoice flow stand for manual invoices (In % and monetary 

value)? 
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EDI Invoice Questions  

 How do you handle the EDI (electronically) invoices at the moment? 

 What happens with the EDI invoices at the moment (control, payments, etc.)?  

 How much of the total invoice flow stand for EDI invoices (In % and monetary value)? 

 

 

 

Information flow Questions  

 How detailed is the information sent between Invoice control and Sourcing? 

 How detailed is the information sent between Invoice control and LSP? 

 How detailed is the information sent between Sourcing and LSP? 

 

 

 

Communication Questions  

 Before the invoice is sent from LSP, how does the communication flow look like 

between LSP, Sourcing and Invoice control? 

 How does the communication look like between LSP and Invoice control, at the 

moment?  

 How does the communication look like between Invoice control and Sourcing at the 

moment? 

 Have the invoice control group regularly contact with the LSP´s? 

 Have the invoice control group contact other involved stakeholder, if so, how often? 

 

 

 

Suggestions for Improvements Questions  

 Have the invoice control group any suggestion for improvements? 
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APPENDIX C: Interview Questions to Sourcing  

The goal of this interview is to get answers to a number of questions and concerns, which have 

been encountered during the project. Possibilities for more interviews will be needed, due to 

upcoming question during the process. Below are a number of questions that are created specific 

to the Sourcing department. 

 

 

 

General Questions  

 How does the daily activities look like in you department? 

 In which stage do you notify upcoming discrepancies? 

 Why do you think the discrepancies appear? 

 How often do such discrepancies appear? 

 How do these discrepancies get handled at the moment? 

 

 

 

Detailed Questions regarding Prices and Agreements 

 How does the “prepare process” looks like informally (we show the formal process flow 

during the meeting)? 

 In the prepare stage, the sourcing department have a stage called product and volume 

requirements, how do you define and approve this stage, when the department purchase 

services (like pre transport, outbound, extra cost for additional services)? 

 Who is responsible and approves such additional costs? 

 When it comes to (price item strategy), how does the work proceed, and what is included 

in the agreement (regarding product description)? 

 Regarding match invoice to PO-price, describe the process? (we show an internal process 

map in the meeting, in order for sourcing to describe) 

 Can you describe the workflow, regarding negotiation of specific lane to a requested 

price? 

 Parameter that are connected to the pricelists, and are not revealed in the pricelists, how 

does these get handled, and where do these get placed? 

 Do all involved stakeholder receive information, regarding the information that is not 

included in the pricelists? 
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 If yes, describe the process? 

 How do the agreements look like between LSP and sourcing? When it comes to 

invoicing, have you settled an agreement for charging in load meter or price/kg? 

 How does sourcing department quality assures that, the negotiated agreement are 

followed by the LSP´s? 

 Previously, there was a column in the pricelists, where freight price for specific day was 

included. Can you describe the reason why this column has been removed?  

 Have the sourcing department conducted a risk analysis, regarding the consequences 

connected to the removal of freight price/specific day parameter? 

 When it comes to the created pricelists, how does the Sourcing department quality 

assures that LSP´s follow the pricelists?  

 

 

Information flow Questions  
 How detailed is the information sent between Sourcing and invoice control? 

 How detailed is the information sent between Sourcing and LSP? 

 

 

Communication Questions  
 How does the communication look like between LSP´s and Sourcing, at the moment? 

 How does the communication look like between Invoice control department and 

Sourcing, at the moment? 

 

 

Suggestions for Improvements Questions  
 Has the Sourcing department any suggestion for improvements? 
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APPENDIX D: Interview Questions to the LSP´s 

The goal of the interviews with the LSP´s is to gain understanding of the internal invoicing 

process. This will provide an insight in the invoice handling process, specifically within the 

operational and administrative workflow. Additional follow up questions will be asked during 

the interviews  

 

 

General Questions  

 How does the daily activities look like in you department? (describe with a process map 

or similar) 

 How does the daily activities look like regarding invoice operations (refer to show with a 

process map, if it is possible) 

 Describe the payment process, when Ericsson places an order (visually present), what is 

the information that you receive at that moment? 

 In which stage do you notify any discrepancies (especially regarding the invoice handling 

process)? 

 Why do you think the discrepancies appear? 

 How often do such discrepancies appear? 

 How do these discrepancies get handled at the moment? 

 

 

Information flow Questions  

 How does the involved LSP stakeholder get informed regarding the agreements with 

Ericsson? 

 Does LSP inform Ericsson regarding final invoice cost, before sending the invoice? 

 

 

Call off process and lane handling Questions 

 When requesting a call off for a specific lane, describe the information that is received 

from Ericsson. Example regarding a shipment that include several transport modes (stage 

1 = truck transportation- 150 km gives a calculated cost X, stage 2 = air transportation- 

5000 km gives a calculated cost Y, stage 3 = truck transportation 300 km gives a 

calculated cost Z) Resulting in= (stage1 +stage2+ stage3 = total cost for the lane? 

 Does additional cost occur often, if yes which extra cost appears often? 

 Do hidden costs occur?  

 What is the main reason for these hidden costs? 
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 Does LSP inform Ericsson regarding the hidden cost and additional costs? 

 If yes, in which stage in the process do you inform (before or after invoice)? 

 If we, for example take a lane (Sweden –Zambia) can you show us the process, in order 

for us to have a better understanding regarding the operations, and the invoice process. 

 Is LSP only responsible for the maritime transport or the entire transport chain including 

truck transportation, before and after the maritime transportation part, (for the previous 

example Sweden- Zambia)? 

 How does previous example affects the invoice process, what is shown in the invoice?  

Are the transport distance been included, and all the costs for services or how is it 

created? 

 

 

Detail Questions regarding handling of the Invoice process  

 When it comes to sending information to Prime log and invoice to Ericsson, does this 

take place in 2 different occasions? 

 Does the task for reporting to Prime log and sending invoice to Ericsson get performed 

by one or more persons, regarding the same shipment? 

 If it is performed by several, are they located in the same place, or are they spread out in 

several departments? 

 Are all employees working with invoices located in Sweden, or are they spread around 

the world? 

 Have you got specific times where you report to Prime log and invoice, and does this take 

place in different occasions? 

 How do LSP work with the agreed pricelists from Ericsson (describe the process)? 

 How do LSP integrate Ericsson pricelists in their own systems? 

 Do LSP investigate at the moment, if the used pricelists correlate with the agreements 

from Ericsson? 

 How do LSP work with updating the pricelists from Ericsson (show the process)? 

 How do LSP quality assures that the agreed pricelists are followed? 

 How detailed is LSP´s pricelists (volume/price, freight cost/lane, pre transport/day, 

shipment/price)? 

 Do LSP charge for price/kg or in loading meters? 
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 When it comes to (free of charge) according to agreements. Where does this cost get 

placed? 

 When it comes to temporary storage of goods more than seven days. How does such cost 

get handled, and where do such costs get placed? 

 How does prices get set and calculated for each shipping day, is there any differences in 

price if Ericsson orders a shipment on Monday, compared to a Thursday?  

 Do LSP inform Ericsson regarding the price differences for each shipping day? 

 Do LSP currently work with continues improvement in the invoice process? 

 

Example regarding the Invoice Process 
We have understood the invoice process as following: you receive a call-off from Ericsson and 

receive you pricelists from Ericsson. These pricelists are inserted into your system (manually). 

LSP checks (manually) that the pricelists are consistent with those agreements that have been 

negotiated. The integrated pricelists in your systems are used in later stage, of personnel who 

will prepare invoices. The personnel control calculates manually, that the prices in the invoice 

are equal to the prices from the agreed pricelists. Can you explain the process in detail from your 

perspective? 

 

 

Communication Questions  

 How does the communication flow looks like between LSP and Sourcing, before 

reporting to Primelog and invoicing to Ericsson? 

 How does the communication flow looks like between LSP and Invoice control 

department (Ericsson), before reporting to Prime log and invoicing to Ericsson? 

 

Information flow Questions  

 How detailed is the information sent between Invoice control department and LSP? 

 How detailed is the information sent between Sourcing and LSP? 

 Have you got any form of check point with Ericsson before invoice is sent? 

 If yes, who in Ericsson is contacted first (department and person)? 

 

Suggestions for Improvements Questions  

 Have LSP any suggestion for improvements? 
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APPENDIX E: Detail Correlations from Interviews  

In this appendix, the detail correlations from the interviewed stakeholders are presented. 

 

Findings from Invoice Control Department (A) 
 

A 1.Undefined roles/services between Ericsson and the LSP´s. There should be a better 

definition of roles/services between sourcing, invoice control group, and the LSP´s.  

Correlation Sequence (A1 - B1 - C1 - D2) 
 

 

A 2. The LSP´s might miss updating their pricelists.  

Correlation (A2 – B2 - C8 - D4) 
 

 

A 3. Within their operations, the LSP´s might insert incorrect data/price or even incorrect weight 

into their systems.  

Correlation Sequence (A3 - C7 - D5 - D9) 
 

 

A 4. The contract execution managers (CEM) are responsible for contract delivering. Currently, 

the conducted work is not efficient. 

Correlation Sequence (A4 - B6 - C2) 
 

 

A 5. Many invoices do not belong to customer logistics. The LSP´s send it anyway because of 

miscommunication and undefined roles. The invoice should be send to the local Ericsson 

companies.  

Correlation Sequence (A5 - C2 - C3 - D8) 
 

 

A 6. The templates are not updated. Due to that, the latest pricelists is not integrated in the 

system.  

Correlation (A6 - B2 - C8 - D4) 
 

 

A 7. Miscommunication between invoice control group, sourcing and the LSP´s occur. Also, 

miscommunication between manual invoice control group and account payable in Manila occur.  

Correlation Sequence (A7 - B7 - C4 - C6 - D6) 
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Findings from Sourcing Department (B) 
 

B 1. Logistic services are not well defined (have not got any serial numbers). 

Correlation (B1 - A1 - C1) 
 

 

B 2. Pricelists are not integrated in SAP One system.  

Correlation Sequence (B2 - A6 - C8 - D4) 
 

 

B 3. The call off process is not well defined to the suppliers, this creates confusion. When calling 

off a certain service, the supplier does not receive enough detailed information.  

Correlation Sequence (B3 - A1 - C1 - D2) 
 

 

B 4. Sourcing does not really know, if LSP´s follows agreements entirely. 

Correlation Sequence (B4 - C8 - D4) 
 

 

B 5. Sourcing does not know, if they are invoiced with reasonable prices regarding additional 

services. 

Correlation Sequence (B5 - A1 - C1 - D12) 
 

 

B 6. According to sourcing, supply personnel do not know that they have to approve each 

shipment, and not only book the shipments.  

Correlation Sequence (B6 - A4 - C2) 
 

 

B 7. Miscommunication may occurs between, sourcing, transport planners, region distribution 

managers, invoice control group and the LSP´s. 

Correlation Sequence (B7 - A7 - C4 - C6 - D6) 
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Findings from LSP 1 (C) 
 

C 1. The delivery terms are not fully defined between LSP 1 and Ericsson, which creates 

confusion when LSP 1 invoices.  

Correlation Sequence (C1 - A1 - B1 - D2) 
 

 

C 2. Ericsson sets occasionally incorrect delivery conditions, thus incorrect incoterms, (FCA. 

Free Carrier, DDU. Deliver Duty Unpaid etc.). 

Correlation Sequence (C2 - A4 - B6) 
 

 

C 3. LSP 1 does not receive enough information if EAB is responsible for the specific invoice, or 

other internal organization. 

Correlation Sequence (C3 - A4 - B6) 
 

 

C 4. There is no check points/reconciliation between Ericsson and LSP 1, before the invoice is 

sent to Ericsson.  

Correlation  Sequence (C4 - A7 - B7 - D1) 

 

 

C 5. The manual invoices sometimes have no orders officers. Due to that, delay the delivery of 

invoices from LSP 1.  

Correlation Sequence (C5 - A1 - B1) 
 

C 6. LSP 1 requires additional information from Ericsson, in terms of performing customs 

clearance.  

Correlation Sequence (C6 - A7 - B3 - D1) 
 

 

C 7. The invoice group at LSP 1, control calculates the invoices manually.  

Correlation Sequence (C7 - A3 - D5 - D9) 
 

 

C 8. Pricelists are inserted manually into LSP 1 price database. At the same time, LSP 1 does not 

include “unnecessary information” from the original pricelists. 

Correlation Sequence (C8 - A2 - B4 - D4) 
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Findings from LSP 2 (D) 
D 1. In some occasions, LSP 2 does not receive the “correct amount” of volumes from Ericsson. 

It could be that transport planners at Ericsson has booked shipment with certain amount of 

volume, which will be adjusted afterwards. 

Correlation Sequence (D1 - A7 - B7 - C4 - C6) 
 

D 2. Complexity of interpretation for contracts with all terms and agreements is quiet difficult. 

Due to that, difficult to automatize the invoice process. Therefore, LSP 2 uses System 1. 

Correlation Sequence (D2 - A1 - B1 - C1) 
 

D 3. LSP 2 uses System 1, which is a price comparison database (like Price Runner). The system 

calculates and provides assessments of the invoice, comparing all the possible alternatives for the 

given destination. 

Correlation Sequence (none) 
 

D 4. Master data supervisor insert pricelists from Ericsson, manually into the price comparison 

database (System 1) that LSP 2 uses.  

Correlation Sequence (D4 - A2 - B4 - C8) 
 

D 5. The invoice group inserts all parameters manually into system 10.  

Correlation Sequence (D5 - A3 - C7 - D9) 
 

D 6. There is no check points/reconciliation between Ericsson and LSP 2, before the invoice is 

sent to Ericsson. 

Correlation Sequence (D6 - A7 - B7 - C4) 
 

D 7. For export missions, LSP 2 receives enough information/parameters from Ericsson to 

perform an order. For import missions, LSP 2 inserts all the parameters manually. Due to that, 

margins of error may occur. 

Correlation Sequence (D7 - A3 - C7) 
 

D 8. According to LSP 2, costs that are not aligned with the contract, responsibility relies on the 

supplier or the responsible party. Unfortunately, such invoices are in some occasions sent to 

Ericsson.  

Correlation Sequence (D8 - A5 - C2 - C3) 
 

D 9. LSP 2 prepares most parameters within the invoice before delivery has occurred. After 

delivered goods (P.O.D), adjustments are made to the invoice, before sending it to Ericsson.  

Correlation Sequence (D9 - A3 - C7) 
 

D 10. LSP 2 invoice control group consists of five people, who work in shifts between 

themselves, depending on the workload within the group.  

Correlation Sequence (none) 
 

D 11. Those who work with the coordination of shipments, only work with this and have nothing 

to do with the invoice process. 

Correlation Sequence (D11 - A7 - B7) 
 

D 12. Additional costs for certain reasons (such as waiting time, delays) will be invoiced. Hence, 

is not included with the final invoice. 

Correlation Sequence (D12 - B5) 
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Correlations between Interviewed Stakeholders 
 

1. Undefined roles and responsibilities between Ericsson and the LSP´s. 

Correlation  Sequence (A1 - B1 - C1 - D2) 
 

 

2. Logistic services are not well defined (do not contain any serial numbers). 

 Correlation  Sequence (B1 - A1 - C1) 
 

 

3. There may be a connection to the operational personnel at Ericsson, which can result to 

mismatch of prices and incoterms, compared to the original agreements.  

Correlation  Sequence (A4 - B6 - C2) 
 

 

4. Many invoices do not belong to customer logistics. LSP´s send it anyway, because of 

miscommunication and undefined roles. The invoice should be send to the local Ericsson 

organization.  

Correlation  Sequence (A5 - C2 - C3 - D8) 
 

 

5. Miscommunication occurs between Ericsson (internally) and externally with LSP´s. 

Correlation  Sequence (A7 - B7 - C4 - C6 - D6) 
 

 

6. Master data are inserted manually to the LSP systems. Due to that, there may be 

inaccuracies. 

Correlation  Sequence (A2 -  B2 - C8 - D4) 
 

 

7. Within LSP operations, LSP´s insert data/prices and weight into the systems manually. 

By that, is may occur discrepancies. 

Correlation  Sequence (A3 - C7 - D5 - D9) 
 

 

8. There is no check points/reconciliation between Ericsson and LSP´s, before the invoice is 

sent to Ericsson. 

Correlation Sequence (A7 - B7 - C4 - C6 - D6) 
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 APPENDIX F: Activity Flow Chart  
 

In order to have a clear overview regarding the projects different parts, an activity chart were 

created. The chart was for the internal interview process, and used as an overview picture for 

the authors. The different challenging areas in the project are defined to Buyers expectation, 

Sellers offer, Byers request and Sellers charge. By analyzing each area in detail, needed 

information to the project will be obtained. 

 

 

 

 

Activity Flow Chart within the Project 
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Description of Steps in the Activity Flow 
 

1. Buyers Expectation 

The product and service are defined in this stage, which results in a product description. What to 

purchase, and to which price are decided in this stage. Responsible department is Ericsson 

Sourcing  

 

 

2. Sellers Offer 
Definition on what the company is paying for have to match the product description agreement. 

Hence give a mirror image to the pricelists that Ericsson has agreed on, together with the LSP. 

Responsible department is Ericsson Sourcing and LSP. 

 

 

3. Buyers Request 
Ericsson orders the product/service from the LSP. In this stage should mirror the product 

description and the agreement with the LSP. Responsible department is Ericsson Operations 

(Transport Planners, Contract Execution Managers). 

 

 

4. Sellers Charge 
Ericsson purchases the product/service from the LSP. In this stage, should mirror the agreements 

between Ericsson and the LSP, and match the agreed pricelists. Ericsson should quality assure 

that what they pay for is the agreed prices, due to agreements with the LSP prices. Responsible 

department is Ericsson Invoice control group and LSP 

 

 

 

 

Map for the Logistics Procurements Process 
By illustrating the different stages in the logistic procurement process, an overview picture 

regarding how to negotiate new prices with the LSP´s, and purchase services is conducted. The 

illustration below helps to understand the different stages. 

 

 

 

 

Ericsson logistics procurement process overview 
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APPENDIX G: Formulas for Calculations 

The formulas that have been inserted to the invoice accuracy model are presented below. 

 

 

 

General Formula 
(Admin)+ (Pre cost) + (Freight cost) + (Fuel surcharge + Security surcharge per chargeable kg) 

 

 
 

Cost per kg rate conversion Formula for (SEK) 
 

Pricelist price per kg * Exchange rate  

 

 

 

Pre cost Formula 
((Pre-transport per chargeable kg) * (Currency exchange rate))* (Chargeable weight) 

 

 

 

Freight cost Formula 
(Pricelists price per chargeable weight kg) * (Currency exchange rate)* (Chargeable weight) 

 

 

 

Fuel surcharge Formula 
(Fuel surcharge per actual kg) *(Currency exchange rate)* (Metric weight) 

 

 

 

Security surcharge Formula 
(Security surcharge per chargeable kg) *(Currency exchange rate)* (Chargeable weight) 
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APPENDIX H: Map of Invoice Tracking Process 
 

In this appendix, a detail description regarding the invoice tracking process is presented  

 

 

 

 

 
Mapping the invoice tracks from start to end 
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Stage 1: Implement Agreements 
 

 

 

Area activity Description  Organization Responsible  Observed Problem Improvement Option   

Price model  Agreement between 

Ericsson and LSP, 

agreement on price, 

destination, etc. This 

is based on 

Ericsson's price 

model. 

Sourcing 

 

LSP 

Strategic sourcing 

managers  

 

Key account 

managers 

Services in the pricing 

model are not well defined.  

 

However, there is room for 

more detail specification. 

This causes grey areas 

within the pricing model. 

Defining services more 

accurately and 

simultaneously productify 

services.  

 

This leads to less confusion 

for all parties involved. 

Pricelists  Agreements on price, 

destination, etc. in 

line with pricing 

model. 

Sourcing 

 

LSP 

Strategic sourcing 

managers  

 

Key account 

managers 

Pricelists are made in Excel 

format and sent to the LSP 

and Invoice control.  

 

This creates problems when 

LSP must integrate 

pricelists to their systems. 

Create an integrated 

system, where the LSP 

receive pricelists directly 

inputted in their specific 

system, or via SAP. 
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Stage 2 A: Ericsson Price Implementation  
 

 

 

Area activity Description  Organization Responsible  Observed Problem Improvement Option   

Ericsson internal 

templates 

Templates,  

where new prices 

should be inserted, 

in order to receive 

the correct 

estimated prices in 

the SAP system, 

compared to the 

invoices. 

Customer logistics Management At the moment, 98% of 

the templates are not 

updated. Because no one 

specific is responsible 

for this task. 

 

There is no (other cost) 

factors in templates. The 

reason is that other costs 

are not defined at the 

moment. 

ALT 1. A responsible 

person shall update the 

existing templates 

continuously. 

 

ALT 2. Updating the 

strategic lanes and thus 

control most of the flow. 

 

ALT 3. An integrated 

system, where pricelists 

recorded directly in the 

SAP system, thereby 

eliminating templates. 
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Stage 2 B: LSP Price Implementation 

 

Area activity Description  Organization Responsible  Observed Problem Improvement Option   

Price database The pricelists are 

sent from Ericsson 

and forwarded via 

KAM to the 

responsible person, 

that inserts the 

pricelists manually 

into LSP 1 

database. 

LSP 1 Master data 

supervisor 

By entering pricelists 

manually, there is a 

probability that there 

will be errors. 

 

Information is removed 

from the regular 

pricelists, which is 

considered unnecessary 

according to LSP 1. 

A set of tangible 

solutions based on the 

conducted study is 

presented.  

Price comparing 

system 

The pricelists from 

Ericsson is 

manually entered 

into LSP 2 system. 

System 1 is 

integrated with the 

LSP 1 invoice. 

LSP 2 Master data 

supervisor   

By entering pricelists 

manually, the probability 

of error increase. 

  

A set of tangible 

solutions based on the 

conducted study is 

presented.  
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Stage 3 A: Ericsson Transport Booking  
 

 

Area activity Description  Organization Responsible  Observed Problem Improvement Option   

Booking in SAP 

One 

Reservation of any 

PO within a certain 

shipment is created 

in this stage. 

Delivery terms are 

set. 

Transport 

management  

CEM 

Transport Planners  

 

Contract Executing 

Managers  

Through the workload is 

distributed to many 

parties, it becomes 

difficult to control made 

errors. 

 

Miscommunication may 

occur with respect to that 

different departments 

have different routines. 

Incorrect delivery terms 

(incoterms) may occur. 

If only one department 

works with bookings and 

have not a well 

functional 

communication flow, 

incorrect data may 

occur. 

A process for quality 

assurance is needed, so 

that correct incoterms is 

used. 
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Stage 3 B: LSP Receive Booking 

 

 

 

Area activity Description  Organization Responsible  Observed Problem Improvement Option   

Received booking The order is 

received from 

Ericsson, through 

the EDI flow. 

LSP 1 Logistic 

coordinators   

Information is not 

received.  

A set of tangible 

solutions based on the 

conducted study is 

presented. 

Received booking The order is 

received from 

Ericsson, through 

the EDI flow. 

LSP 2 Logistic 

coordinators   

  

Manual handling.  A set of tangible 

solutions based on the 

conducted study is 

presented. 
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Stage 4: LSP Preform Service 

 

 

 

Area activity Description  Organization Responsible  Observed Problem Improvement Option   

Delivery 

monitoring 

Shipments monitored until 

it reaches the final 

destination. This resulted 

to LSP submit to Ericsson 

EDI flow, three different 

control points, shipments 

completion, shipments start 

and shipment end. 

LSP 1 Delivery 

monitoring unit  

Information is not 

received.  

A set of tangible 

solutions based on the 

conducted study is 

presented.  

Delivery 

monitoring 

Shipments monitored until 

it reaches the final 

destination. This resulted 

to LSP submit to Ericsson 

EDI flow, three different 

control points, shipments 

completion, shipments start 

and shipment end. 

LSP 2 Delivery 

monitoring unit  

System 2,5,6,7 and 8 

are used for 

monitoring. Many 

systems used. 

A set of tangible 

solutions based on the 

conducted study is 

presented.  
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Stage 5 A: LSP 1 Invoice Service  
 

 

 

Area activity Description  Organization Responsible  Observed Problem Improvement Option   

Create invoice  

Invoice control 

Invoice 

examination 

In this stage, an 

invoice is created to 

request PO. 

 

Calculation of the 

invoice price, 

compared with the 

agreed pricelists is 

handled manually.  

 

Examine that the 

overall data is correct, 

like responsible 

receiving 

organization (EAB or 

other internal 

organization) 

LSP 1 Invoice group 

 

Invoice group and  

 

logistic 

coordinators  

 

Invoice control 

group 

Information is not 

received.  

 

Invoice group control 

calculated manually, due 

to that human error 

could be made. 

 

LSP 1 is not receiving 

enough information, 

regarding which 

Ericsson internal 

organization is the 

invoice connected to.  

A set of tangible 

solutions based on the 

conducted study is 

presented.  

 

Accurate information 

flow from Ericsson to 

LSP 1 regarding 

responsible organization 

connected to requested 

invoice. 
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Stage 5 B: LSP 2 Invoice Service 

 

 

 

Area activity Description  Organization Responsible  Observed Problem Improvement Option   

Create invoice in 

system 10 

Information 

received by system 

1 

Suppliers  

Invoice control  

In this stage, an 

invoice is created 

to the requested 

PO. 

LSP 2 Invoice group Pricelists are made in 

Excel format and sent to 

the LSP and Invoice 

control.  

 

This creates problems 

when LSP must integrate 

pricelists to their system. 

Create an integrated 

system, where the LSP 

receive  pricelists 

directly inputted in their 

specific system, or via 

SAP. 
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Stage 6: Ericsson Receive Invoice 

 

 

 

Area activity Description  Organization Responsible  Observed Problem Improvement Option   

Invoiced to 

payment  

If the invoice is 

under the set cost 

condition, it is then 

approved and 

invoiced.  

Customer logistics  Account payable  No observation made   

Invoice control 

group  

If the invoice is 

higher than the set 

cost conditions, it 

will enter 

automatically 

(SAP) to LIV work 

flow.  

Customer logistics  Invoice control 

department  

A range of different 

discrepancies are 

detected, for each 

transport mode. 

A set of tangible 

solutions based on the 

conducted study is 

presented.  
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APPENDIX I: Invoice Accuracy Interface  

In this appendix, the interface between stakeholders is visualized, in order to receive an overview understanding regarding stakeholder’s involvement. 

 
Interface between stakeholders departments that visualize the involved stakeholder in the project 
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APPENDIX J: Invoice Accuracy Model 

Invoice Accuracy Model Parameters 1-10 
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Invoice Accuracy Model Parameters 11-23 
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Invoice Accuracy Model Parameters 24-33 
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Invoice Accuracy Model Parameters 34-43 
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Invoice Accuracy Model Parameters 44-57 
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Invoice Accuracy Model Parameters 58-68 
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Invoice Accuracy Model Parameters 69-70 

 


